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Brachydistomum Travassos, 1944
Ge1wric diagnoc;;is. - Dicrocoeliidae, Dicrocoeliinae, Brachydistomini:
Body lanceolate, with forebo<ly abruptly attenuated. Acetabulum de-.
finitely larger than oral sucker, situated within anterior third of body.
Esophagus short, Cl'C'a not reaching to posterior extremity. Testes round,
more or less owrlapping each othc-r obliquely immediat1·ly behind acetabulum. Cirrus pouch pre-acetahular, encloc;;ing windmg- seminal vesicle.
Genital pore Bl'arer to oral suckt·r than to an ·t.1h,il11m. Ovary round,
immediately behind posterior tl':,-tis and mun· ,11 I, -..-, overlapping it,
without being separated by uterine coils. H.ecq>t.1, 11lum seminis and
Laurer's canal present. Vitelline follicles com_parati\'t·ly large, limited in

. t, posterior to ovarv t 'tt>nnf' coils filling up most

of

hmdbody,

ftlnDing ventral or lateral to o\'arv and tt>stes and not pa!Nll~ twtwl't'n
tbeae organs; eggs dark, -.mall . Parasitic in bile duct or bladd,·r of bir<ls

Genotype: B. micrnsceiJs (Yamaguti . )!}33) Trav., 1944 (Pl. 7ti. I-ii.:
n.), syn. Lype,-osomum m. Y., in Microscelis amaurotis; Japan. Al.,c, 111
Milvus li,ieatus lineatus,· India.
Other species:
B. olssoni (Railliet, 1900) 1 ), (Pl. 71, Fig. 869), syn. Distomum
cuuhratum Deslongchamp of Miihling, 1898; Olssoniclla olssoni of
Travassos, 1944, in ...J f>u.\ ,,p1,~ : Europe. Also in A pus pallid us
brehmorum,· l\fur," , ,
B. salebrosum (Hrauvi , l~I) rr0'\lasso;t94-t . in Cypselus melba,·
Europe.
1

) This species designated by Travassos as the type of the genus 0/,
,.,, Ila is
transferred to B,achydistomum, since it agrees with this genus in th,· dhJ"•c;ition
of the genitalia, and all the other members included by Travassos 111 I 1/ ,,\oniella
are now transferred to B,achylecithum Strom, 1940.

,,
Travassos,
Brachyd~stomum microsce11s (Yam. ,19J3)
Dicrocoel1idae
Lyperosomum microscelis Yamagut1, 1933
r , ")

ct~,-

Length:

1. 5-2. 0 mm.

Width:

0.2 mm.

Forebody flexed dorsad and attenuated.

Oral sucker: Subterminal, 0.06-0.08 mm. in diameter. Preoral lip
present.
Acetabulum: (size:)
0.18-0.25 mm in diameter.
(position): At posterior limit of anterior fourth of body.
Sucker ratio:

About 1:3

Esophagus: Slender, terminates about 1/2 way between the two suckeers.
Pharynx: Small, about 0.027-0.038 mm across.
Genital pore (location): About 1/3 distance between oral sucke·r and
acetabulum.
Testes, shape: Transversely oval, obliquely tandem, slightly overlapping.
location: Lie a 11t.tle obliquely behind the acetabulum.
Cirrus sac (extent): Slightly posterior to intestinal bifurcation.
Ovary, shape: Subglobular.
location: Immediately postero-dorsal to posterior testis, no~
separated from the latter by the uterine coils.
Vitellaria: The small vitelline follicles grouped like grape bunches
are arranged in two lateral rows united in front; they
begin at level of shell gland & extend distance of 0.24 mm.
Eggs: Mature eggs extremety dark and thick-shelled, 0.034-0.036 X 0.0210.023.
Other features:
Host: M1oroscel1s amaurotis
Locality: Frefecture · of Sizuoka.
Reference: Japanese Journal of Zoology, Vol. V, No. I, pp.59-61.
Comparisons: Diatomum clathratum Deslongchamps of Muhling
Lyperosomum salebro!!:!_m Braun, 1901
k• donicum Issaitschikoff, 1919
Life cyc].e:
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Fig. 25.
Lyj)erosomum microscelis; lateral view.
Type l.68 x 0.2 mm .
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Dicrocoeliidae
J. ·Brachydbtomum (Ob.roniella) ol.rsoni (RA1LL11'1·, 1900)

Wirt/Herkunft. Ap,u a. ap,u L., Mauersf"gler (:\po<liformes, Apodidae) /Berlin,
Sektion am 9. 7. 196 3 ( 1 Exemplar).
Lokalisation. Gallenblase.
Priparat-Nr. kT 16/51 (17 Exemplare).
Re. chrei bung (vgl. Abb. 3 und Tabellc 2).
Cuticula mit sehr feinem Spitzchcn- oder Papillcnbcsat/; Kc>rper linglich-lanzcttformig, 2,J-3,2 mm lang, maximalc Rreitc 0,1 o,8 mm, mC'ist in der vorderen
Korperhilfte in der Region des Bauchsaugnapfs; H.rnch ,rngnapf wcsentlich groGe
als Mundsaugnapf; Pharynx kraftig; Oesophagu'- kur,. t·t\\'A \"on gleich'er Lang
ie Pharynx; Darmgabelung ctwas vor dcr \tirn· dt·r butt-mun .~ Z\\"i<.chcn \. order
rand des Bauchsaugnapfes und Pharynx; Darm'-chcnkcl C"11den ,tC'ts ,or der ~littc
der Entfernung zwischen hintercr Grcnze <ler Dottcrsti,ckc und K11rperhintercndc,
meist nur ein kurzes Sti.ick hinter den Dotterstucken; ( ;emtalporus auf der Hc>ht·
der Darmgabelung; Cirrusbeutel gut entwickelt; Dottt rstockc hrntcr t.km ( lvarium,
aus 8-12 gro8en rundlichen Follikeln jederseits bestehen<l, h1sweilen einen die
gesamte Ko~rbreite einnehmenden geschlossenen Dotterkomplex bildend; Testes
unmittelbar hinter dcm Bauchsau na f, kleiner als Ovarium, meist lattrandig,
querelliptisch, meist diagonal gegt·ncinandn H rst r:11 oder gcradlinig hintcreinandt·r.
selten parallel nebeneinander gelegcn; < h ·anum mcist 9uerliegend bohnen- oder
nierenformig, glartrandig, direk1 h1111cr dt·m hir1t1..·ren Testis ~elegen; Eigrofk
0,0\0

Bem~kungen.
DoLLFlJS (1 957) nennt 4 Funde die,;er .\rt: 01.sso:,.; (1876) -

.,

Sc.hw~e~, .Mt HLING (i8 8) - Konigsberg = Kaliningrad, RAILI.IET (1900) -- ~rankre1~h,_ und
9
DoLUTS ( 195 1) _ Marokko. BYCHO\"SKAJA-P.\\'LO\"SKAJA (1962) fuhrt sowieusche
Funde aus dem Gebiet von Leningrad und dem Fernen Osten der l1dSSR an. Al
Wine wurden bjsher nur A.p11s-Arten gemeldet. BAER (1-)59) besc~rieb di~ Art
Br«h_ydin.11111111 (tJ/ssoniel/a) 111,galocotyl, aus einer Ap11S-Art Ze~tralafrika~. Bet dcm
mir vorliegenden Material fallt die geringe Gro8e der Testes 1m Vergle1ch zu de
bisherigen Beschreibungen a_u _f._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,

Tabdlt

2.

Brachyrlisto,1111111 (0/ssoniella) ohsoni, ~laBe \"On 10

Korperlange
Md.imale Korperbreite
Mundsaugnapf
Lange
Breite
Bauchsaugnapf
Lange
Breite
harynx
Llingc
Breire
esophaguslanRc
feste

3, I

3,2

2, 5

2, 5

2,8

o,8

o,8

o,8

J,"7

o,6

IC

Brc1tc

0,169
bis
0,184

O,I

irrusbeutel, Lange

2,5

3

0,5

o,6

0,5

o,8

0,088 0,081 0,081 0,081 0,088 0,081 0,081 0,073 0,081 0,088
0,073 0,073 0,066 o,07~ 0,073 0,073 0,066 0,066 0,073 0,07~
0,147 o,139 0,066 0,147 0,059 0,132 0,139 0,037 0,081 0,088
bis

I>onerst&:Jrc, Lange

2, 5

0,382 0,396 0,396 0,411 0,382 0,396 0,338 0,418 0,389 0,37,
o.~ s2 0,316 o,345 0,3~0 0,338 0,330 0,338 0 ,HS o,345 o,345

0,1

Lange
Btcttc

2,3

0,125 0,125 0,110 0,11() 0,110 0,110 0,139 0,088 0,103 0, 12~
0,117 0,12~ 0,110 0,117 0,125 0,110 0,117 0,117 0,103 0,110

Lange

Ovarium

0,7

,xemplaren m mm

39

0,1 I;
bis
0,161
0,139
bis
0,198

0,117
bis
0,132
0,169
bis
0,191

0,103
bi
0,132
0,147
bis
0,206

0,110 0,095 0,1 IO 0,103 0,110 0,110
bis
bis
bis
his
bis
bis
0,132 0,125 0,132 0,132 0,125 O, I \9
0,264 0,169 0,169 0,169 0,147 0,17'1
bis
bis
bis
bis
bis
his
0,279 0,184 0,198 0,184 0,176 0,184

0,147
0,147 0,132 0,147 0,161 o,139 0,132 0,132 0,147
0,220
0,220 0,206 0,2211 0,191 0,213 0,220 0,198 0,1.1 \
0 ,433
0,308 0,492 0,352 0,316 0,538 o,
0,367 0,\0
f,15
bis
bis
bi
bi ..
bis
bi
b1-.
o,573
O, SSI
,367 0,,,1 0,492 0.4~ ~
o,~89 0,272 0,294 0,294
0,184 0,21 ~ o.~6"7

,
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Di croooe lidae
Brachyd~stomum salebr~sum (Bra~n,1901) Trav.,1944
Lyperosomum salebrosum Braun,1901

-,. s-

Length:

1-o /,J

Width:

0, 0 ,-

Oral sucker:
Acetabulum:

fu

O. O(,,

(size:)
'/ ~
(position):

Sucker ratio:

/:

tYZ.ai2

'f

Esophagus:
Pharynx:

Genital pore (location):
Testes,
Cirrus
Ovary,
location:
Vitellaria:

Eggs:

3~

1"J,.e.~
fo

37

~

ci!A.:v-~fl,-f-A_J
I'/

fo

/? AA.

32

Other features:
Host:

~~~

Locality:

Reference:

Cav1Jr.a..1.. fda/4./:.J J..f / p.

9'tf/p

Comparisons:

Life cycle:

f3568plb
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Brachylecithini ~ - y,,,.,,At;vr,✓ lfSI

ribe diagnosis. - Dicrocoeliidae, Dicrocoeliinae: Body slender.
kers equal or subequal, close to each other; ceca reaching to posterior
emity or not. Testes tandem, more or less diagonal, immediately or
'ttle posterior to acetabulum. Cirrus pouch preacetabular; genital
e bifurcal or postbifurcal. Ovary median or slightly submedian,
ttesticular. Vitellaria postovarian, variable in extent. Uterus occug most of hindbody.
Key to genera of Brachylecithini ol- M~"'""'"' &

ellaria limited in extent, postovarian; ceca terminating at
some distance from posterior extremity ............ Brachylecithum
Vitellaria extending whole length of middle third of body; ceca
terminating at posterior extremity ..................... Corrigia

>et: 9eAenc drd1nori.f d/ BracJ,;t/ecrthv~ ft/'

key I, 'Jht'r"' 6/ l/,11c.A7 /eclfhini tff

.
/lm:ls

JI'. Trlbus Brachylecithlni YAMAGVTI, 1958 ; char. emend.

Dicrococliinac mit zwei oder nur einem Darmschenkel, dcrcn Gonaden simtlich
hinter dcm Bauchsaugnapf liegen (bzw. vorderer Testis oder Testes diescn h~stcns
ctwas Ubcrlappend); mit in bciden Korperseiten ausgebildetcn Dottcrstocken, die
jcdoch zu cinem ungetrennt erscheincnden einheitlichen Dottcrmassiv zusammcngclagert sein konnen; Dotterbere1ch insgesamt fast die Halfte od~r mchr dcr qrperbrcite cinnehmend; Dotterfollikel grof3. Parasiten der Leber (fullengingc)l oder
G-,llt>nblase von Vogeln.
'
Tye is Che Ga tt \J n g: Brachylecilhu111 STRqM, 1940.

.

'.

m::~~,,_ .... ;;~......

~

.

--

o+

l\.y 1-o 9tn.aa of- Brachylee,·1--J,,',,,;

. .;' _:-i~:i';;;;f\\ -. >

8,i,os

Body extrt>nit·l) long .rnd -.lender; teslt's an<l o\ o1ry fiarca.pcut ,one
from another ................................. Sk,:fab,nos,a,,mm
Body not so extremely long and slender; testes and ovary 11ot
far apart one from another ..................... BraL'hyl,·,11hum
Brachylecithum Strom, 1940
Syn. Orthorchis Travassos, 1944
Olssoniella Travassos, 1944, partim
Lyperosomum Looss, 1899, partim

Generic diagnosis. - Dicrocoeliidae, Dicrococliinae, Brachylecithini:
Body slender. Suckers usually equal or subequal, dos<' to C'ach ot lwr.
Esophagus short, ceca terminating short of posteri111 ,., t r,·mity. ·1 ,·-.tl'"
tandem or somewhat diagonal. Cirrus pouch pre-acetal>ril.11 <;enital pore
usually bifurcal. Ovary median, a short distance in fr 11t qf midbody.
Receptaculum seminis present. Uterus filling up mu::;t of hindbo<ly.
Vitellaria occupying small lateral area posterior to oyary, somPtinl{'s
commencing at level of ovary. Parasitic in biliary ducts and bladder , ,f
birds and mammals.

I

11

Genotype: B. filum (Duj., 1845) Strom, 1940, in Passer sp.; Re1111t•-.,,
Also in Passer hypsaniolensis hypsaniolensis; Russia; Passer domn/1, u\;
Lausanne .
. '-'i (Travusos, 1917) (Pl. 7f, Figs. 864 & SM), in unu "'-"•ca.,; Brazil.
B. u,y,,M#i (Travassos, 1944), syn. Lyperosomum transve.-M>ft"itaJ.is
do,,icum Layman, 1926, in Cotyle riparia, HypotriorcJais swbbuteo
s ~ ; Russia.
B. lolNu.,,,. (R.ullif't. 1900), ? , 11 of B. alfortense (Raill. MS) in
Dollfus, I~. i11 Ac, ,pi/-~.,, "''"-S, r;,1rrulus glandarius, Corvus
CONtix, r., or,,11, , P,i:.a. p,i:..t~ e,lotuJ monedula,· Palearctic region.
Alsp in 1', c« piu, Prorent!e -Ti ,111>n-David (1953).
B. loiNlttmt ,:/,111 d11rii'(Semenow1 1~•:!7) 111 Gi1rrulus glandarius,

Streptopeli" ,,,,enf«lt's,- Russ14.

B. lobatum strixi Osct, 11,ca.rin, rnr,:!. 1n "fr, t ,,,,,itnsis: Russia.
B. loossii (Layman, l~:!fi/ in Cot\le rifa,11 h:11,,1,1
B. megastomum (Johnston, 1916) in .''>/er"" /,,,,.:11 \1i-,tr.t1,,
B. moorei Denton et Byrd, 1951, in Bubo 1 lrl,'1n1anu,
B. #tOs~nse (Skrj. et Issaitsch., 1927) in 1-rzngilla cot'/rl,~ J< ,1 ,.,rn.
Also m Emberiza variabilis; Japan.
B. ,..,.um Denton et Byrd, 1951, in Pipiln erythrophthu1,,, 1, l'1d
Zonotrichia albicollis,· U.S.A.
B. papabefani (Skrjabin et Udinzev, 1930) in Caccabis chukar.
Alectoris graeca; Armenia.
B. parvum (Johnston, 1916) in Strepera versicolor,· Australia.
B. petrovi (Kassimov, 1952), syn. Dicrocoelium p. K., in Alectoris
graeca caucasica,· Russia.
B. pici Oschmarin, 1952, in Picus canus,· Russia.
B. platynosomoides Potekhina, 1948 (Pl. 75, Fig. 912), in Parus
major ferganensis, P. cyanus tianschanicus,· Kirgizskaia, Russia.
B. praetenue Oschmarin, 1952, in Apus pacifirns; Russia.
B. rarum (Travassos, 1917) in Celeus flavescens fla·uscrns, Da,·nzs
cayana cayana, Calospiza cyanocephala cyanocephalu, Ca, 1ct46
haemorrhous; Brazil. Also in Pipilo erythrophtlzalmus; t·.~·.A.
B. seiuricum Denton et Byrd, 1951, in Seiurus a1trOCtip1Uus;
Virginia.
B. strigis (Yamaguti, 193!)) in Strix ttralensis hondvensz's and Jfifrus
migrans lineatus; Japan.
B. strigosum (Looss, 189H) in Merops apiaster,· Egypt. Also 111
Pams cyanus tianschanicus,· Russia.
B. stunkardi (Pantle, 1939) in Garruius lanceolatus; Indi.i. Also in
Cyanocitta cristata; US.A.
B. tetraogalli Gvosdev, 195:3, in Tetraogallus himalavensis; Russia.
B. tuberculatum Denton et Byrd, 1951, in Wilsonia canadensis;
Virginia.

-OVEI<.-

'.: . ·,: ·- .. ·:..:._ ·':,::": - . . ·. . ..
_..._. , --:~:~f(:: t{\',};. · ,,-· ... -'.
.
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'. ·_·
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Representatives from birds:
B. american11m Denton, 1945, in Cassidix mexicanus prosopidicola,
Quiscali1s 1·ersicolor, .\·tunzella magna, Corvus brachyrhynchos and
Cyanoct'tta cristata; lT.S.A. Abo in Buteo lineatus; Georgia.
Xiphi1liocercaria with flame cell pattern of 2 X 6 X 2 type
develops in Polygyra tcxasia11a and Practicollela berlandieriana.
Experimentally also in Stenotrema, Mesodon, Anguispira,
Rulimulus, Deroceras. Larvae of chrysomelid beetles serve as
second intermediate hosts. Adult is a common parasite of
Con-idae and Icteridae - Denton (194,5); Gastroidea cyanea and
Diabrotica duodecimpunctata as vectors - J olivet and Theodorides ( Hl50).
R. amurmse (Shcherbovich, 1946), syn. Lyperosomum a. S., in
Lanius cristatus; Russia.
B. asovi (Layman, 1926) in Lanius collurio minor, Upupa epops;
Russia.
[
B. baskakowi (Ivanizky, 1926) in Muscicapa grisola,· Russia.
B. burjatmongolicum Oschmarin, 1948, in Tetrastes bonasis,· Russia.
B. capilh/ormc Oschmarin, 1952, in Turdus dauma,· Russia.
B. ch1vosca. (Pratt et Cutress, 194!)) Skrj. et Evranova, 1952, syn.
Ulssoniella c. P. et C., in Hesperiphona vespertina brooksi;
Oregon.
B. coturnixi Oschmarin, 1952, in Coturnix coturnix; Russia.
B. cuculi Oschmarin, l Hf>:!, in Ci,culus canorus,· H.u~..;ia.
B. delicatum Denton et Byrd, IW'>l, in Pipilo erythrophihalmus;
:'.:\. Carolina.
B. emberi::ae (Yamaguti, 1941) in Emberiza variabilis; Japan.
B. eoplwnae (Yamaguti, 1941) in Eophona personata personata;
Japan.
B. eugenium Oschmarin, 1948, in Nuci/raga caryocatactes, Corvus
corone orientalis,· Russia.
B. exochocotyle Denton et Byrd, 19/H, in Toxostoma rufum; Georgia.
B. /ili/orme (Skrjabin, 1913) in Circus cyaneus, Pyrrhula pyrrhuJa
pyrrhula, Hypotriorchis subbuteo subbuteo, Russia.
B. /ili/ormc biologicum Semenow, Hl:27, in Pyrrhula pyrrhula: Russia.
B. gorlmnm·i (Strom, l!l35) in Cotyle riparia,· Turkestan
B. gruis Denton et Byrd, 1951, in Grus cana.densis tah,J,,. Texas.
B. halcyonis (Yamaguti, 1941) in Halcyon coromanda m,11<>r; Japan.
B. harrisoni (Johnston, 1916) in 1Vinox boobook,· ..\11 ... tralia.
B. kir{!,hisense Evranova, 1952, in Monti/ringilla alp,wla prosvirowi;
Russia.
B. laniicola (Layman, 1926) in Lanius collurio, Upupa e,p<,;1,·
Russia.

B. uigurica Evran?va, 19~2, in Ercmopliila penfrillata albigua,
Parus cyanus tianschamcus,· Russia.
B. vanellicola (La:yrnan, 1922) in Vanellus leucuru.s, Russian Turkestan; Charadnus dubius, W. Siberia.
B. al/ortense (Raill. MS) in Dollfus, 1954, in Pica pica mauritanica •
Morocco.
'
B. microtesticulatum Timon-David 1955, in Larus argentatus
michaelhs,· France.
'

Representatives from mammals:
B. aetechini Dollfus, 1951 (Pl. 102, Fig. 1234), in Erinaceus (Aetechinus) 'algirus,· Rabat.
B. rodentini Agapova, 1955, in Clethrionomys rufocanus; Kasakhstan.
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Dicrocoeliidae

BRACHYLECITHUM Shtrom
Denton (1945) stated that Brachylecithum
spp. were very delicate worms that showed considerable morphological variation as a result of
host, habitat, age and hereditary factors [sic]
and because of different methods of handling.
He also noted that essential taxonomic characters were lacking for many species which were
inadequately described, or described from poor
material. The genus then contained 35 species
and subspecies. The number is now over eighty
and the observations of Denton still apply. It
seems certain that when a thorough revision is
made many species will be found to be synonymous. In the meantime it is not possible to
compare adequately the Australian species with
all previously recorded species. We have compared our species with any which occur in birds
of the same or closely related genera in other

parts of the world. Since only three species
have been recorded previously from mammals,
we have compared B. insulare n.sp. and B.
hydromyos n.sp. with all three.
Brachylecithum and Lyperosomum are very
similar genera which have caused taxonomists
confusion. From the diagnoses of Skrjabin . &
Evranova (1953) after Shtrom (1940) and of
Yamaguti ( 1971 ) , it seems that the only consistent character used to separate them is the
vitellaria., con_sisting of a small number of large
follicles, occupying a small part of the body
length in Brachylecithum, and in Lyperosomum
of numerous-small follicles occupying a greater
distance in relation to body length.
Yamaguti separated Brachylecithum into two
subgenera, Brachylecithum and Brachylecithoides on the presence or absence of the uterus
between the testes and between the testes and
ovary. This is a character which varies in specimens from one host ( compare Figs 1 and 2),
so that we have not used it. Further, the size
and even the shape of the testes and, to a lesser
extent, of the ovary; vary from one specimen
to another. Both characters may depend on
the maturity of the trematode or on its state
of extension when fixed.

Specific characters used are size, width/
length ratio, position of acetabulum, presence
or absence of papillae on surface of body, and
size of eggs. In view of the variaoility of acetabular shape · we have not considered it
advisable to compare sucker ratios.

Key to Australian species of Brachylecithum
1. Width/length ratio of body greater than 1/9 .
B. latiu.s
Width/length ratio of body less than 1/9 .
2
2. Width/length ratio of body between 1/10 and
1/23

3

Width /length ratio of body between 1/24 and
5
1/30
3. Acetabulum between anterior 1/4-1 /5 of body;
without papillae on body surface; eggs 36 x 20
µm .

B . hydromyos

Acetabulum within anterior 1/5 of body . .
4
4. Acetabulum between anterior I /5-1 /6 of body;
without papillae on body surface; eggs 43 x 22
µm . ..

. B. insulare

Acetabulum between anterior 1/6-1 /7 of body;
with papillae on body surface; eggs 39 x 23 µm
B. parvum
5. Acetabulum between anterior 1/4-1 /6 of body:
with papillae on body surface; eggs 39 x 24 µm .
B. dacelonis

Acetabulum between anterior l /7-1 /10 of body;
without papillae on body surface; eggs 47 x 24
µm .

..

B. podargi

Characters from the type host in all cases.

•• •

;_

•

..,

, '

The eggs measured in this study have been
the largest mature specimens from balsam
mounts. For eggs of Brachylecithum parvum
(Johnston), Johnston's measurements are used,
as the eggs in his slides are now unsuitable for
accurate measurement.
Generic diagnosis: Dicrocoe/iidae, Dicrocoeliinae. Body slender. filiform or lanceolate,
flat or cylindrical; maximum width/ length ratio
not less than 1 : 45; with pre-oral lobe. Body
surface with or without spines or papillae.
Suckers usually subequal, not far apart. Caeca
not reaching to hind end of body. Testes tandem oi- sometimes diagonal, contiguous or
separate, immediately or a little postedor to
acetabulum, occasionally underlying latter. Cirrus pouch pre-acetabular. Ovary round or oval,
slightly behind testes. Vitellaria post-ovarian,
commencing near ovary, limited in extent, consisting of small number of large follicles.
Parasitic in liver, gall bladder, pancreas or
intestine of birds, mammals and reptiles.
Only three species of Brachylecithum have
been described previously from Australia
( Johnston 1917). Johnston assigned them to
Lyperosomum, but Skrjabin & Evranova
(19 5 3) and Yamaguti (1971 ) placed all three
in Brachylecithum. The species are B. parvum
from Strepera versicolor, B. megastomum from
Sterna bergii and B. harrisoni from Ninox
novaeseelandiae (syn. N. boobook). We have
examined the types of these species . In addition, in T. Harvey Johnston's collection is a
slide of B. parvum and two of B. megastomum
with S. J. Johnston's name, and other particulars on each showing them to be from S. J.
Johnston's original material. as well as a
mounted specimen complete, except for oral
sucker and a small part of the anterior end.
which bears a Zoological Laboratory, University of Sydney, label written in T. H. Johnston's hand "? Lyperosomum, Boobook owl".
We have compared measurements of all of
these, and find it impossible to differentiate
between the three species. There is some variation between individuals of each species, such
as the presence of coils of the uterus between
the gonads. The specimen of B. harrisoni designated as type is incomplete and is in three
pieces; the anterior end ( oral sucker to begining of vitellaria) is not a good preparation, the
gonads being largely, and the acetabulum
partly, obscured by eggs. S. J. Johnston stated
that B. harrisoni was closely related to B . .par
vum-"indeed, all three species are closely
related~ one another". With the material
available to us," we hesitate to synonymise thesel
three species.
f'A.oM AIIQ£1- 11110
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Brachylec1thum f1lum (Dujardin,1845) Strom
Host: P~sser h1span1olens1s h1sp~n1olens1s
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Dicrocoeliidae

Brachylecithum accipiteri ~ -

B f-/lJ7TIJ

AWP

f(HAIJ, 1'FIS

(Fig. 43)
The foJlowing description is based on 25 specimens recovered from. the liver of one
specimen of Acdpiter badius, shot at the foot of Makra Mountain, near Shogran (Kaghan
Valley).
The flukes have an elongated ribbon shaped body with bluntly rounded extremities.
Maximum breadth is obtained at the acetabular level. The tegument is devoid of
any armature. The oral sucker is subterminal and spherical. · The ventral sucker
is slightly bigger than the oral sucker and is situated at about one sixth of the
body length from the anterior extremity. A very short prepharynx is present. The
pharynx is almost spherical. The oesophagus is short. The intestinal bifurcation lies
a little in front of the ventral sucker. The caeca terminate near the posterior extremity.
In gravid worms the distal ends of the caeca are obscured by the dense coils of uterus in
that region.
The testes are comparatively large and lie close behind the ventral sucker,
disposed in a tandem fashion with a very short intertesticular area. They are oval
in outline and roughly equal in size. The cirrus sac is elongated, extending from
the level of the anterior one third of the ventral sucker to the genital aperture. It
encloses vesicula seminalis, a ductus ejaculatorius, pars prostatica and a short cirrus.
The common genital aperture is bifurcal in position and is nearer the ventral sucker
than the oral sucker. The ovary is smaller than the testes and lies close behind thP,
posterior testis. It is subspherical in outline and slirhtly submedian in position.
The Mehlis' gland lies a short distance behind the ovary. The vitellaria are in the
form of about 18 follicles, situated behind the ovary distributed irregularly and
occupy about one seventh of the total body length. The uterus is occupyin,
almost the entire space behind the ventral sucker. The eggs are numerous, oval i1
outline, brown in colour, operculate and embryonated. The excretory vesicle is Ion,
and tubular.
MEASUREMENTS

(All measurements in millimetres)
Body length
Body breadth
Oral sucker
Ventral sucker
Pharynx
Ovary
Anterior testis
Posterior testis
Cirrus sac
Eggs

2. 272 - 3 . 666
0.212-0· 272
0. 137-0.208 X
0. 117 - 0. I 86
0 . 166-0.245 X
0.166-0.235
0.056-0.063 X
0.051-0.063
0.098 x0.098
0.147 -0.245 X
0 . 156 - 0 . 205
0.127-0.254 X
0.156-0.205
0.152-0.176
0.022-0.038 X
0.017-0.022

Host: Accipiter badius
Location: Liver
Locality: Shogran (Kaghan Valley)

'
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DISCUSSION

In shape of the body, absence of tubercles on the cuticle, absence of acetabular
auricles, in the disposition of the gonads and in having an ovary smaller than the testes,
the fluke under study resembles most closely Brachylecithum sayeedi Jaiswal, 1958;
B. skrjabini Jaiswal, 1958 and B. indicum Singh, 1962. However, it differs from B. sayeedi
in having asymmetrical vitellaria, in the position of the ventral sucker relative to the
intestinal bifurcation, in the extent of the cirrus sac relative to the ventral sucker, in
having a relatively bigger ventral sucker and in having relatively smaller eggs, from
B. skrjabini in its ventral sucker being larger than the oral, extent of the cirrus sac
relative to the ventral sucker, position of the ventral sucker relative to intestinal fork and
in the size of the ovary relative to the testes and from B. indicum it differs in its ventral
sucker being larger than oral, position of ovary which lies at the equator in B. indicum
and much in front in the present species, in the extent of the vitellaria and in having
comparatively larger eggs. These differences are of sufficient importance to justify the
creation of a new species for the present fluke for which the name Brachylecithumaccipiteri is proposed.

Braeojffie61thum alaudae (Layman,1926)
Host: Alauda arvensis

36

BRACBYLECITBtJM AMERICANUM Denton, 1945
FIGURE 38,

a

Brachyleci.thum americanum DENTON, Journ. Parasitol., vol. 31, pp. 131-140,

figs. 1-8, 1 pl., 1945.

As recently as September 1948, 18 specimens of a form identifiable
as Brachylecithwm atmericanwm Denton, 1945, were removed from the
liver of an immature red-shouldered hawk, Buteo lineatus (Gmelin),
from Athens, Ga. This material agrees remarkably well with that
from crows, Oorvus brachyrhynchos Brehm, from the same locality in
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(1) size, shape, and relative position of suckers; (2) ratio of sucker
sizes (1: 1.0 to 1.1); (3) position of genital pore; ( 4) size, shape,
and relative position of the genital organs; ( 5) number and size of
vitelline follicles; and (6) the course of the uterus in ascending to
genital pore. In general, specimens from the cro.w are slightly wider
and thicker in proportion to length than specimens from birds of the
family Icteridae (blackbirds). The material from the hawk is still
wider and thicker in proportion to the length than are those from the
crow. There seems, then, to be some evidence to indicate that there
is a definite correlation between the size of the host ( and its bile ducts)
and the size of the specimens of this species that parasitize it.
The specimens from the hawk measure 2.28 to 2.90 mm. long by 0.38
to 0.52 mm. wide. The cuticle of some specimens shows fine transverse striations. The weakly muscular acetabulum shows a shallow,
saucerlike lumen in some specimens, while in others the center is protruded so as to obliterate the lumen. The vasa e:fferentia arise from
the dorsomedial surfaces of the testes and unite just in front of the
anterior testis, at the caudal margin of acetabulum, to form a short
vas deferens. A specimen has been deposited in the United States
National Museum, Helm. Coll. No. 37123.
Since B. americanum has not been reported previously from any
species of hawk, it is considered to be a rare parasite of this avian
group. Denton and Rausch (1949) failed to find a single specimen
of the species in 160 hawks, 8 of which were of the red-shouldered
variety.

a

\DENTON
Brachylecithum americanum DENTON, 1945 (Fig. 46)
Hosts: Agelaius phoenicus (Linn.), red winged blackbird, and Cassidix mesamexicanus, (Gmelin), boat-tailed grackle (new host record).
Location: Liver.
Locality: Bonnet Carre Spillway, Louisiana (new locality record).
Discussion. DENTON (1945) named, described, and elucidated the
life history of Brachylecithum americanum, commonly parasitic as adults
in corvid and icterid birds. DENTON and BYRD (1951) subsequently
reported this trematode from a red-shouldered hawk, Buteo lineatus
(GMELIN), noting that specimens from the hawk and crows (Corvus
brachyrhynchos Brehm) were thicker-bodied than material from blackbirds. Our specimens of B. americanum from Cassid;i~ mes,ameJ;icarJ,us
are larger and more robust-appearing (average length 4.766, average
width 0.353) than specimens of this form from Agelaius phoenicus
(average length 4.243, average width 0.177) collected at the same
Louisiana locality. DENTON and BYRD (1951) have suggested that the
size of B. americanum may be correlated with t.he size of the host's
bile ducts.
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Brachylecithum americanum Denton, 1945
(P:e:c. 37)

Xoaa:eBa: IlTilQ"I>I - Cassidix mexicanus prosopidicola; Quiscalus versicolor, Sturnella magna, Corvus orachyrhynchus, Cyanocitta cristata.
JloKamrnall:HH: Il01I0HL.

MecTo o6Hapymemrn: CIIIA.
"----.

Ce.M. DICROCOELIIDAE
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Brachylecithum asovi

(Layman,

1926)

C II Ho R II M hl: Lyperosomum aso()i Layman, 1926; Olssoniella aso()i (Layman, 192G)
Travassos, 1944

(PRC. 38)
Xo3aeBa: qepHoJ1061,1n

copoKonyT

(Lanius minor),

myJiaH

(Enneoctonus

collurio),

yp:op: ( Upupa epops).
JloKamrnamrn: )-l{eJlqHhl8 npoTOKII neqeHII II )-l{eJlqHhlH ny31,1pb.

MecTo o6Hapy,HeHIIH'. CCCP (PocToBCKaH o6JiaCTb).
0 n II c a H II e
B II ;i:i: a
(no JlaiiMaHy, 1926). ,Il;JIIIHa TeJia

~

2,964

MM,

mI1pI1Ha 0,114 MM; nepe;i:i:HI1ii II 3a;IJ;HIIH KoHeu: Tynhle. PoToBaH npI1cocKa KpyrJia.H, ee ;i:i::0:aMeTp 0, 114 MM; 6pmmHa.H npI1cocKa npo;i:i:oJibHO-oBaJibHa.H 0, 114 MM
;IJ;JIHHhl II 0,103 MM mI1pI1HI>J. IloJioBaa 6ypca JieiIUIT Bnepe;i:i:II 6p1omHoii npI1cocKI1. CeMeHHIIKII II ,1mqHIIK npo;IJ;OJlbHO-OBaJibHhle. O6a ceMeHHIIKa O;Il;HHaKOBO.H BeJIHqllHhl'. 0,137 MM ):(JIRHhl, II 0,0684 MM IDI1pI1HbI. OHII KpynHee a:aqHIIKa, p:JI:aHa KOToporo 0,103 MM, a mI1pI1Ha 0,080 MM. Ilepe;IJ;HRH ceMeHHJilK
Jierl{IIT HeMHOrO OTCTYIIH II03a):(II 6p1omHOH np:aCOCKII. llieJITOqHIIKII B BR):(e
CKyqeHHOll MaCChl II03a):(R a:aqHIIKa; ):(JIRHa o6JiaCTII meJIToqH:aKOB 0,3493 MM.
Ha1II1Ha.1I OT 6pIOmHOH npIICOCKII II KOHlJa.lI 3a;i:i:He:K 11aCTbIO TeJia, MaTKa na6:aTa

.IIHU:aMII.
,IJ;mrna HIIII;

0,038-0,043

MM npII mHp1rne

0,018-0,020

MM.

JI HT e pa Ty pa: JlHiiMaH, 1926, CTp. 65; TraYassos, 1944, CTp. 220.
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Brachyf ecithum attenuatum (Dujardin, 184.5)
C II Ho H HM hl: Distoma (Dicrocoelium) attenuatum Dujardin, 1845; Dicrocoelium
attenuatum (Duj., 1845), Railliet, 1900; Lype,osomum attenuatum (Duj., 1845),
Travasrns, 191!:1; Lutztrema attenuatum (Duj., 1845), Travassos, 1944
(Pnc. 39)
Xoa.aeBa: ;ri:poa;ri:b1 (Merv.la merula H Merula obscura).
JI0Ramrna11,n.a: meJPIHbIH nyab1pb.
MecTa o6Hapy,nemrn: <DpaHD,HH, HnoHHH 1iI CCCP (A6xaaH.a).
0 n H c a H n e B 1iI ;ri: a (no ,IJ;m,-Kap;ri:eHy, 1845). ,Il;JIHHa TeJia ;ri:ocT:0:raeT
3-4 MM, npH DmpHH8 0,28-0,50 MM. Teno BepeTeHOBH;ri:Hoe, O1I8Hb y;ri:JIHH8HHO8' cymeHHOe Ha o60JiIX ROHD,ax. Ilepe;ri:HHH 1IaCTb cymeHa B BH)le me:iiRH.
RyTHRyJia nonepe1IHO JiIC1I8p1IeHa. EpIOmHaH npHCOCRa OTCTOJiIT Ha 0,45 MM OT
poTOBOH npHCOCRH, ;ri:oCTHra.a B ;ri:HaMeTpe 0,27 MM. PoTOBaH npHCOCRa cipepn1I8CKaH, cy6TepMHHaJibHaH, ;ri:oCTJiiraeT B ;ri:HaMeTpe 0, 167 MM. CooTHOID8HFfe
M8IBAY npHCOCRaMJiI 1 : 1,61. <DapHHRC ;ri:ocTnraeT 0,08 MM; IlHII.1,8BO;ri: 0,25 MM.

39

40

39. Brachylecithum attenuatum (Dujardin, 1845) (no Mcai,iqmwBy, 1919)
40. Brachylecithum attenuatum (Dujardin, 1845) parinum Oschmarin, 1952
(no OmMapnHy, 1952)

Brachylecithum baskakowi (lwanitzky, 1927)
CH

H

oH

H M:

Dicrocoelium baskakowi Iwanitzky, 1927
(P:0:c. 41)

Xo3HHH: MyxoJioBRa (Muscicapa grisola).
JloRaJIH3aD;HH: meJilIHhle npoTOKll Il0lJ0HH.

MecTo o6HapynwHHH: CCCP (,IJ;HenponeTpOBCRaH o6JI.).
OnHCaHHe BHJJ;a (nolfBaHIID;ROMY, 1927). TeJIOJJ;OCTn:raeT 2,059MMJJ;JIMHhl npII MaRCHMaJU,HOH mIIpHHe 0,6 MM B O0JiaCTH pacnoJiomeHHH meJIT0lJHHROB.
PoToBaH npHC0CRa 0,223 MM )];JIIIHhl II 0, 189 MM mMpliHhl. l1 0lJTH RpyrJiaH 6p1omHaH npHC0CKa JJ;0CTIIraeT 0,32 X 0,292 MM. ~0HTP 6promHOH npHC0CRII 0TCTOHT OT nepe)];Hero K0HD;a TeJia Ha paCCT0HHIIH 0,858 MM. lliapOBII)];HhlH cpapHHKC 0,074 MM B JJ;HaMeTpe. RopoTKIIH ITIIID;eBoJJ; O, 137 MM JJ;JIHHI>I. RHmetJHhle
CTBOJihl 3aKaHtJIIBaIOTCH B 3a)];H0H TpeTM )];JIIIHhl TeJia, 3HatJMT0Jll>HO He JJ;OXOJJ;H
JJ;O 3aJJ;Hero KOHD;a napa3IITa. IloJIOBOe OTBepCTMe OTKp1>rnaeTCH Ha paCCTOHHHII
1

IIy6nnRyeTC.fl Bnepm,ie .

41

41. Brachylecithum baskakowi (Iwanitzky, 1927) (
Tx
no .nBaHHJ:J;KOMy, 1927)

Brachylecithum

burjatmongolicum

Oschmarin,

1947

(PHc. 42)
Xoa1111rn: p1161111:R (Tetrastes
JloKaJIH3aUHJI: 118118Hb.
MecTo o6HapymeHHJI:
1I

bonasia L.)

CCCP (BypHT-MoHroJI11:11).

0 1111: ca H 11: e B H .u; a
0,285 MM MaKCHMaJibHOH

(no OmMapHHY, 1947). ,il;JIHHa TeJia 4,012 MM
mHplIHI,I B o6JiaCTH C8M8HHHKOB. PoTOBaJI IIpH-

COCKa CBoe:ii IIOJIOCTblO CJia6o IlOBepHyTa Bnepe.u;; ee ,IJ;HaMeTp paBeH

0, 170

MM.

3a poTOBOH npHCOCKOH CJie,u;yeT Henocpe,u;CTB8HHO cpapHHRC; ero ,IJ;JIHHa paBHa

0,075 MM, mnpnHa 0,052 MM; npecpapHHRC OTCYTCTByeT. Ilmn;eBo,u; ysRn:ii H
KOpOTKHH, 0,062 MM ,IJ;JIHHhl.
BpIOmHaJI npHCOCRa 3Ha11I:IT8JibHO KPYIIHee pOTOBO:ii, OHa CHJibHO BhlCTynaeT Bnepe)];, 0,238 MM B )];HaMeTpe. Ilepe)];HHH Kpa:ii 6pIOillHOH npHCOCKH HaXOJlHTCJI Ha paCCTORHHH 0,425 MM OT nepe.u;Hero KOHD;a TeJia.
CeMeHHHRH 11011TH RpyrJihle,

0110Hb CJia6o npO)];OJibHO BhlTJIHYThl, pacno-

JIOiR0Hhl Ha He6oJibillOM paCCTOJIHHH OT 6pIOmHOH npHCOCKH 1I .u;pyr OT .u;pyra.
Ilepe)lHHH CeMeHHHR HMeeT

0,222

MM )];JIHHhl 1I

0,220

MM illHpnm.i,

3a,IJ;HMM

0,224

MM ,IJ;JIIIHhl H 0,220 MM illHpHHhl. Ilepe,u;HHH Rpa:ii nepe,u;Hero C0M0HHHI<a
HaXOJlHTCJI Ha paCCTOJIHHH 0,220 MM OT 3a,L(Hero RpaJI 6pIOmHo:ii npHCOCRM.
Bypca n:11:ppyca

0,220

MM ,IJ;JIHHhl H

0,088

MM mnpnm,r. Ha .L(He 6ypchl n;Hp-

pyca pacnoJio.meH RpyrJihl:ii ceMeHHo:ii nyahlpeR. IloJIOBhle OTBepCTHH pacnono.meHhl Ha cepe,u;nHe paCCTOJIHHJI Me.m.u;y npHCOCRaMH B o6JiaCTH 6:ncpypRaD;IIH
RHill01JHHRa.
HH1IHl:IR, RpyrJibIH HaXOJlHTCJI Ha H0ROTOpOM paCCTOJIHHM OT BTOporo ceM8HHHKa; ero ,IJ;HaMeTp paBeH 0, 155 MM.
MaTRa o6paayeT HHcxo.u;mn;ee H Bocxo.u;mn;ee RoJieHa, cocTomn;:ne H3 nonepe1IHhlX neTeJib. IlocJie,IJ;HHe 3aTIOJIHJIIOT Bee npocTpaHCTBO Il03a)];H RH1IHHRa,
npocTpaHCTBO Me.m.u;y C0M0HHHRaMH, Me.m.u;y 6pmmHo:ii npHCOCROH H nepe.n;HMM
CeMeHHHROM. MeTpaTepM OTRphlBaeTCJI Bnepe,u;I:I 6ypcb1 D;Hppyca •
.H:iin;a ROpH11H0Bhle,

0,037

MM ,IJ;JIHHhl

l'[

0,026

MM illHPHHhl. IB'.eJIT01IHl:IRI:I

COCTOJIT l:I3 He60Jibmoro ROJIH1J0CTBa JlOBOJibHO RpynHI,IX cpoJIJIHRyJioB;
HalJHHaIOTCJI noaa,u;I:I Rl:I1IHI:IRa l:I npoCTI:IpaIOTCH Ha 0,45 MM R3a,IJ;I:I.
JI.HT

e pa

Ty

OHH

pa: OmMap1rn, 1947.
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Brachylecithum cap1111form1s Oschmarin,1952
Ho~t: Turdus dauma
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BRACHYLECITHUM CHAPMAN!~. I(. S. .>✓ Nt.H

In April 1960, one Red-billed Blue Magpie, Kitta erythrorhyncha
oecipitalis (Blyth, 1846) (Corvidae) was examined and one complete and
five incomplete specimens of a trematode were recovered from the liver.
The parasites were fixed in cold Bouin's fluid without pr~ssure and
stained with acetic alum carmine. The average measurements are
given in parentheses.
The body is very delicate and elongate, measuring 4.272 mm. in
length and 0.15-0.223 (0.187) mm. in maximum breadth which is
anterior to the ventral sucker. The cuticle is smooth and both the ends
are rounded.
The oral sucker is subterminal and rounded, measuring 0.212 mm.
in diameter. There is no prepharynx and the comparatively small
pharynx measures 0.08 mm. in diameter. The oesophagus is long and
bifurcates into two intestinal caeca just before the genital pore. The
intestinal caeca run along the lateral sides· but their course and extent
could not be determined due to the presence of a very large number of
eggs. The ventral sucker is 0.19-0.23 (0.21) mm. in diameter and
muscular but shallow. It is present in the anterior one-sixth of the body.
In the complete specimen seen in the ventral view, the lateral sides of
the ventral sucker show two processes as in B. stunkardi (Pantle, 1939) and
B. strigis (Yamaguti, 1939).
The two testes are present posterior to the ventral sucker in the
anterior one-fourth of the body. The anterior testis measures 0.1 2 (0.12)
mm. in diameter and is separated from the posterior testis by a loop of
the uterus with eggs. The posterior testis is 0.12-0.14 (0.13) mm. in
diameter and both the testes are rounded. The cirrus pouch is present
just posterior to the ventral sucker and measures O. l+-0. l 7 X 0.05-0.065
(0.165 x 0.05 7) mm. in size. The cirrus in two specimens was partly
everted, measuring 0.062 x 0.05 and 0.066 X 0.052 mm. in size. It is
unarmed. The genital opening is at the intestinal bifurcation of the
oesophagus, median and 0.14-0.17 (0.155) mm. in front of the ventral
sucker. The vesicula seminalis inside the cirrus pouch is bipartite,
wh<'re it co~ld be observed, it measured 0.086 mm. in dia~eter.
The vitrllaria consist of a few large follicles present posterior to
the ovary and separated from it by a loop of the uterus with eggs.
The follicles are asymmetrical, the number and the position of
the follicles on the two sides being different.
The extension
of the follicles is more than the distance between the ovary and the
1
ventral sucker. The coils of the uterus could not be made out due to
the presence of a very large number of golden yellow eggs but it has a
descending and an ascending limb. The entire space behind the genital
organs, specially posterior to the vitellaria, is completely filled up with
eggs. The ascending limb passes in between the various genital organs,
runs dorsal to the ventral sucker to open near the male genital pore.
The eggs measure 0.04-0.046 x 0.02-0.024 (0.043 X 0.023) mm. in size.

Brachy/ecilhum chapmani n.sp.
Anterior end. ventral view.

The excretory pore is terminal and the rest of the system could not

be seen due to the presence of eggs.
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Discussion: The pre,ent species can be distinguished from the closely
related species of the genus Brac~ylecitlmm thu~ : from B. gruis Denton &
Byrd, 1951 in having smooth and rounded testes, much smaller in size
and separated from the ventral sucker by several folds of the uterus and
position ofviteJline follicles; from B. moorei Denton & Byrd, 1951 in the
shape of the body, comparative size of the two suckers, shape and ·
position of the two testes, in having the ovary larger than the testes and
distribution of the vitelline follicles; from B. rarum Travassos, 1917 in the
breadth of the body (though the length is nearly the same), absence of
the tubercles from cuticle, absence of distended pouches from the ends
of the caeca, position of cirrus pouch in relation to the ventral sucker
and the ovary being larger than the testes; from B. strigis (Yamaguti,
1939) in having the two suckers of almost the same size, number and
position of the vitelline follicles, in having the ovary larger than the two
testes and the absence of metraterm; from B. stunkardi (Pande, 1939) in
the ratio of the width of oral sucker to ventral sucker, position of the
genital pore and cirrus pouch in relation to the ventral sucker and in
having the ovary larger than the testes; from B. tuherculatum Denton &
Byrd, 1951 in the absence of tubercles from the cuticle, position of
anterior testis and cirrus pouch in relation to the ventral sucker, and
the ovary being Jargcr than the testes; and from B. indicum n.sp. in
The ovary is rounded or slightly oval and present just -fiehind the
posterior testis and separated from it by a loop of the uterus.
The ovary measures 0. 16-0.2 (0.17) mm. in long diameter. The receptaculum seminis is present just posterior to the ovary and in one specimen
the s~e of the body, in having the two suckers of almost the same size,
shape and position of the testes, po .. ;tion of the cirrus pouch in relation
to the ventral sucker and in having the ovary larger than the testes.
The new species is named in honour ·ofMr. Gordon Chapman who
very kindly shot the bird for me.
Host :

Red-billed Blue Magpie, Kitto erythrorhyncha occipitalis (Blyth,
1846) (Corvidae).

Location : Liver.
Locality :
Type slide :

Mukteswar-Kumaun, Sitla Orchard (about 6000 ft.).
Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta.
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Dicrocoeliidae
Brachylecithum chapmani Singh, 1962

(Fig. 42)
The following description is based upon four specimens recovered from the liver of
one specimen of babbler collected from Khanspur (Ayyubia).
The body of the fluke is narrow, elongated, subcylindrical and fragile. Th.e
anterior end is broader than the posterior. The maximum breadth is just behind the
testes. The tegument is unarmed. The .oral sucker is subtcrminal and subspherical.
The ventral sucker is subequal to the oral sucker and is situated at about one eighth
of the body length from the anterior end. Acetabular auricles are present. There is no
prepharynx. The pharynx is spherical and considerably smaller than the oral sucker.
The oesopagus is short and divid·es into thin-walled caeca. The intestinal fork
a little in front of the ventral sucker. The caeca almost reach the posterior end of the
worm. The posterior tips of the caeca are often obliterated from the view by eggs.
The testes are immediately behind the ventral sucker and are tandem. The anterior
testis lies. at a distance of 0.078 mm behind the ventral sucker. The cirrus sac is
small and extend~ posteriurly to the anterior mirgin of the ventral sucker. The cirrus
sac encloses vesicula seminalis, ductus ejaculatorius and pars prostatica. ·The genital
atrium is immediately postbifurcal. The ovary is larger than the testes, and is situated
at a distance of 0.078 mm from the posterior border of the posterior testis. The
vitellaria are in the form of 19-20 large follicles which are clumped a little behind
the ovary, occupying about one eighth of the total body length. The uterus is extensive and is thrown into numerous closely packed coils which occupy almost the entire
body behind the level of the vitellaria. The ascending limb of the uterus proceed5
forward and opens into the common g,!nital atrium. The egges are numerous, brown,
oval, operculate and embryonated. The excretory vesicle is tubular.
MEASUREMENTS

(All measurements in millimetres)

Body breadth

4 . 696 - 5 . I 51
o. 294-0 .313

Oral sucker

0. 196 XO. 196 - 0 . 245

Ventral sucker

0.205-0.215x
0.205-0.215

Pharynx

0.068x0.056

Body length

0 .196 - 0 .196
0.147-0.196x
0.147 -0.156
0.166-0.176x
0.147-0.176
1.096
0.033-0.045 X
0.025-0.030

Ovary
Anterior testis
Posterior testis
Cirrus sac
Eggs
Host: Babbler
Location: Liver
Locality: Khanspur (Ayyubia) .
DISCUSSION

The fluke under present study resembles Brachylecithum chapmani Singh, 1962 in all
essential features except that the present material is comparatively broader and has a
relatively smaller cirrus sac. It is, therefore, identified as such. However, this species is
being reported for the first time from Pakistan.
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Brachylec1thum ch1vosca (Pratt~ Cutress,1949)
Syn.: Olssoniella chivosca. Pratt & Cutress,1949

Host: Hesperiophona. vespertina brooks1
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Brachylecithum colorosum (Patwardhan, 1935)
C

II

Ho H HM hl: Lyperosomum colorosum Patwardhan, 1935; Lyperosomum bhattacharyai
Pantle, 1939; Lutztrema _colorosum (Patwardhan, 1935) Travassos, 1944
(PHC. 46)

Xo3HeBa: IIT1u:1;i,1 - Temenchus pagadorum (Gm.), Sturnopastor contra
(L.) (= Sturnopastor capensis).
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Brachylecithum coturnixi Oschmarin, 1952

1

(PHC. 47)

Xo3RHH: nepeneJI

(Coturnix coturnix)

JloRaJIH3a1¥JH: iK0JllIHI,Ie npoTORH II0'CJ0HH.

MecTo o6Hit'pymeH:aR: CCCP (Ilp:aMopCR:aii Rpaii, XopoJibCRHH paiioH).
8RCT0HCHBHOCTb HHBa3:aH: y ABYX nepeneJIOB H3 16 BCRphlThlX.
0 II H Ca H ll e B ll A a (no OmMap1rny, 1952). ,I1;JIHH3. TeJia- 2,62 MM,
IIIF:pHHa 0,340 MM. PoTOBaH np:acocKa 0,140 X 0,120 MM B AHaMeTpe; ee noJIOCTb o6pameHa Ha B0HTpaJibHYJO CTopoHy. BpromHaH np:acocKa 3Haq:aT0JlbHO
KpynHee, mapoo6pa3HOH <pOpMhl, CHJlhHO BhlCTyrraeT HaA IIOBepXHOCTbJO qepBH.
Pa3Mep 6promHOH rrpHCOCKH paBeH 0,28 X 0,24 MM. <I>apHHRC MaJI0HhKHH,
mapoo6pa3HhlH. CeMeHHHKH mapoo6pa3Hhle, JieiKaT HerrocpeACT:BeHHO II03aAH
6promHOH rrpHCOCKH. ,I1;11aMeTp ceMeHHHKOB paBeH 0, 130 MM. IloJIOBaH 6ypca
0,220 MM AJIHHhl; OHa 3arroJIHeHa BHyTpeHHHM ceMeHHhlM rry3hlpbKOM. RpyrJihlH HH'CJHHK 0, 120 MM B AHaMeTpe. RpyrrHhle meJITO'CJHhie <pOJIJIHKYJihl 06pa3y10T c KaiKAOH CTopoHhl pa:A H3 6-8 mTyK. Pa3Mep a:m::i; 0,032 X 0,023 MM.
BoJiee KpyrrHhle 3K30MIIJIRphl AOCT11JTaJI:a 3,6 x 0,360 MM. Pa3Mep poToBoii:
rrpHCOCKll KOJie6aJIC.fl OT 0, 100 AO 0, 195 MM B AHaMeTpe, 6p1omHOH 0,2250,265 MM B AllaMeTpe. CeM0HHHKH MoryT AOCTF.IT8Tb 0,255 MM B AHaMeTpe, pacnoJiaraJOTC.fl OAHH II038AH Apyroro.
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Brachylecithum cuculi

Oschmarin,

I

••'/

1952 1

(Pnc. 48)
Xo3.inrn: KyRyIIIRa 06n1RHOB0HHaH (Cuculus canorus).
JloRaJI:e:3aUHH: iR0JPIHhl0 npoTORH neqeH:e:.
MecTo o6HapymeH:e:H: CCCP (IIp:e::ti.rnpcRHH Rpa:ii, IIomapcR:e:n, H'.amunrncRri H H'.pacHoapMeiicRIIH paii:om,1).
1

Ily6mrnyeTc.a: BIIepBbie.
IIO,ll;CEME0:CTBO

DIOROCOELIINAE LOOSS,

153

1899

8RCT0HCHBHOCTb HHBa3HII: y Tpex RyRymeR II3 ;n;eBHTII IICCJie;n;oBaHHhlX.
n H c a H n e B II ;n; a (no OmMap:e:Hy, 1952). QIIJIIIH)];pIIqecROH q>OpMbl
TpeMaTo;n;a )];JIHHOH 3,2 MM, mIIpHHOH 0,360 MM; HaII60JibllaH m:e:pIIHa TeJia
II03a;n;:e: meJITOqHIIROB, BO BTOpOH IIOJIOBIIHe ero )];JIHHhl. Pa3Mep poTOBOH npIICOCRH 0, 160 X 0, 150 MM. ,Il;IIaMeTp <papIIHRCa np:e:6JIII3IIT0JlbHO B qeThlpe
pa3a M0Hbill0 ;n;:e:aMeTpa poTOBOH npIICOCRH. Pa3M0p 6pIOmHOH npIICOCHII
0,225 0,175 MM; OHa OTCTOIIT OT poTOBOH Ha pacCTOHHHII, H0CROJibRO npeBbImaro:m;eM ee )];IIaMeTp. CeM0HHIIHH pacrroJiaraIOTCH O)];IIH II03a)];II ;n;pyroro, H0IIOcpe;n;cTB0HHO II03a)];II 6promHOH npncoCKI!; IIX pa3M0phl paBHhl 0, 190 X
115 MM.
IloJIOBaH 6ypca 0,200 MM )];JIIIHhl H 0,050 MM mIIpIIHhl; OHa II30rHyTa TaR, qTo
06pa3yeT 3IIr3aroo6pa3HhlH II3JIOM. ,Il;Ho 6ypchl noqTII )];OCTIIraeT cepe;n;IIHbl
6promHOH IIpHCOCRII; ee IIOJIOCTb co;n;epmIIT Rpynm,1:ii C0M0HHOH ny3n1peR.
}faqHnR 0,110 MM B ;n;:e:aMeTpe. JReJITOqHIIRII COCTOHT BCero II3 11 Oll0Hh
RpyrrHhlX <poJIJIIIRyJioB, ;n;IIaMeTp Ram;n;oro II3 ROTopn1x paBeH 0,060 MM. IleTJIH
MaTRII 3aIIOJIHHIOT 11pocTpaHCTBa Mem;n;y IIOJIOBhlMII meJie3aMII II yqacTOR T0Jla

0

x

o,

II03a)];H HHX. Pa3M0p HIID; 0,049 X 0,027 MM.
BhlmeIIpHB0)];0HH00 OIIIICaHII0 c;n;eJiaHO Ha OCHOBaHHII :i ;rnyqeHHH O)];HOrO H3
M0JIRHX 8R30MIIJrnpoB. HaI160Jiee RPYIIHhl0 )];OCTIIraIOT 4,9 MM )];JlIIHhl H 0,4 MM
mHpIIHhl, TeJio MOiR0T 6n1Th O)];IIHaROBOH TOJI:m;IIHhl Ha BC0M npoTHiR0HIIII HJIH
;n;ame IIHOr;n;a nepe;n;HIIH ROH0D; MOiR0T 6hlTb mIIpe 3a;n;Hero. BpromHaH npIICOCRa
MOiR0T 6n1Tb Rpyrrro:ii IIJIII J:t;ame nonepeqHo-oBaJibHOH. CeMeHHIIRII MoryT 6LITb
no11epeqHo-0BaJibHhlMH H AOCTIIraTh 0,185 X 0,300 MM. IloJIOiR0HII0 6ypcn1
H ee CTp00HH0 HBJIHIOTCH y 8TOro BII)];a npII3HaROM IIOCTOHHHhlM. qIICJIO meJITOqHI,IX q>OJIJIIIRYJIOB MOiR0T )];OCTIIraTb 14.
OT ;n;pyrHx Brachylecithum BTOT BII;n; OTJIHqaeTCH MaJihlM ROJinqecTBOM meJIToqHhlX <pOJIJIIIRyJioB H nx B0ChMa RpynHOH BeJinq11Ho:ii.
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Dicrocoeliidae

Brachylecithum dacelonis~
FIG. 5

/J Al',IL If Al~

~A£S'o~

Host. IDace/o 11ovaegui11eae.
Locatio11 in host. Liver.
Locality. Bridgewater, S. Aust., July J 973.
/11cide11ce. 1 of 9 birds from S. Aust.; none of 4
from N.S.W.; neither of 2 from Tas.
Food of host includes beetles, other insects, and
spiders.
Holotype . SAM V89.
_Paratypes. SAM V90, V91.

I 'I ':1?-

5

Description based on IO balsam mounts of
specimens recovered alive.
Description
Body slender, cylindrical, narrowing from
ovary to posterior end. Length 2.9-3.5 mm,
width or depth/ length ratio I : 24-1 : 29 ( 1 : 26).
Conical papillae ( 10 µ.m across base, 8 µ.m
high, approximately 50 µ.m apart) on body surface from acetabulum to ovary, diminishing in
number posteriorly. Acetabulum ( 176 x 152
µ.m) slightly larger than oral sucker ( 167 x
145 µ.m), situated approximately in anterior
fifth of body,· wider than long, with a blunt
point on each side. Pharynx mostly wider than
long, sometimes round; oesophagus bifurcating
near genital pore; caeca end posterior to vitellaria, at about one quarter to one third of body
length from posterior end.
Testes oval to rectangular with rounded
corners, tandem, close together. Cirrus pouch
arises between anterior edge and anterior third
of acetabulum. Cirrus up to 80 µ.m long x 45
µ.m near base. Genital pore nearer to acetabulum than to oral sucker. Ovary round or
slightly wider thal) Jong. median, close to
second testis, in anterior two-fifths of bod) .
Receptaculum seminis large. loosely coiled.
about l 05 x 65 µ.m . Vitellaria consisting of 711 compact follicles (up to 60 x 53 µ.m) on
each side of body.
B. dacelonis is close to B. parvum , but
differs primarily .in width / length ratio . Both of
Johnston 's specimens of B. parvuln are
mounted on their sides . and the depth / length
ratios ( measured by us) are 1 : 12 and I : 20.
whereas width/ length ratio of 7 specimens of
B. dace/onis is from 1 :24-1 : 29 . The) are
noticeably more slender worms than B. parvum
Corresponding with the lesser width in B
dacelonis, the suckers. pharynx and go nads arc
~ aller than those of B . parvwn
Other species recorded from alcedine birds
are: B. halcyonis (Yamaguti) from Halcy on
coromanda major from Japan, B. andamanensis Soota, Srivastava & Ghosh ( in Soota et al.
l 973) from Halcyon chloris from the Andaman Islands, B. palawanense Fischthal & Kuntz
from H. chloris collaris and Ceyx . rufidorf us
ruf idor/11s from the Philippines, and B .
,sabahense Fischthal & Kuntz from H. chlori.\·
from Sabah .

•. 1

D espt·te I·ts spec1"fie name D •

110 vaegui11eae

r.s

B. dacelonis differs from all of these in:
narrower body (w / 1 ratio l :24-1 :29); (B . halcyonis (1:17-1:20) approaches this most
nearly. the other three species _are I : 10, 1 :91 : 12, 1 : 8-1 : 9 respectively ( our calculations) )
and in size or relative dimensions of eggs (B.
dacelonis 39 x 24 µ.m , B. halcyonis 42 x 21-22
µ.m, B. ondamanensis 63-90 x 12-16 µ.m , B .
palawanense 32 x 18 ,um, B. sabahense 35 x 19
/Lm) . It differs further: from B. halcyon is in its
smaller size 2.9-3.5 mm (5.1-5.2 mm) and
the acetabulum being further back, 1 : 4-1 : 6
body length ( 1 : 7) and from B . sabahense in
lacking a constriction of the body at the
acetabular level.

does not occur out side Australi a .

BRACHYLECITHUM DELICATUM, ~w species
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FIGURE 37, g-Z

Diagnosis.-Body thin, semitransparent, elongated, with almost
parallel sides and rounded r.nterior and tapering posterior ends; it
measures 1.43 to 2.18 mm. long by 0.17 to 0.20 mm. wide in region
between posterior testis and vitellaria. Cuticle thin, aspinose, with
fine transverse ridges, and with small sensory papillae on margins of
body in some specimens. Oral sucker subterminal to small Ii plike
anterior end of body, weakly muscular, elongated oval, 0.10 to 0.13 mm.
long by 0.08 to 0.10 mm. wide. Acetabulum weakly muscular, protrusible, 0.10 to 0.14 mm. in diameter, with center protruded (fig. 37,
h) , in anterior fourth of body. Ratio of width of oral sucker to
acetabulum 1: 1.07 to 1.41. Prepharynx absent. Pharynx muscular,
globular, 0.03 to 0.04 mm. long by 0.03 mm. wide. Esophagus very
thin walled, slender, slightly wavy, bifurcating from one-half to threefifths of distance from oral sucker to acetabulum. Ceca thin walled,
of medium width, slightly wavy, with extreme terminal portions
slightly dilated, terminating unevenly in zone of vitellaria or just
posterior to that zone. Excretory pore terminal. Excretory vesicle
thin-walled, tubular, narrow, extending anteriad to about middle of
vitellaria. Genital pore median, ventral to intestinal bifurcation or
slightly anterior to it. Testes round to oval, approximately equal in
size, 0.08 to 0.17 mm. long by 0.07 to 0.14 mm. wide, with smooth to
slightly lobed margins (fig. 37, i) in oldest specimen, slightly oblique
in position. Anterior testis located immediately posterior to acetabulum or separated from it by a single uterine loop ; posterior testis
entirely behind anterior one. Vasa efferentia uniting just in front of
anterior testis to form a short vas deferens. Cirrus sac elongatedpyri:form, 0.09 to 0.12 mm. long by 0.03 to 0.05, mm. wide, containing
convoluted seminal vesicle, ejaculatory duct and eversible cirrus, with
its posterior end at or slightly below cephalic margin of acetabulum.
Ovary round to oval in shape, 0.05 to 0.12 mm. in diameter, with
smooth to slightly irregular mar.gins, on midline or slightly to one or
other side of body, separated :from posterior testis by one loop of
ascending uterus. Seminal receptacle globular, posterior to ovary,
midway between ovary and vitellaria. Mehlis' gland and yolk reservoir posteromedial to seminal receptacle. Laurer's canal not observed. Vitellaria (fig. 37, g, j-l) consisting of 7 to 10 medium-sized
irregular or transversely elongated follicles on each side of body.
Vitelline ducts arise from anterior :follicles on each side and pass

..

mesially to join, forming yolk reservoir. Uterus convoluted, filling
most of body posterior to vitellaria then passing between and ventrally
to vitellaria, to either right or left of ovary, usually between ovary
and posterior testis, between testes and dorsal to acetabulum to genital
pore. Mature ova few in number, dark brown in color, 34µ. to 40µ
long by 19µ. to 26µ. wide.
H ost.-Pipilo erythrophthalmus (Linnaeus).
H abitat.-Liver.
Locality.-NoRTH CAROLINA: Highlands.
Type specimen.-U.S.N.M. Helm. Coll. No. 37119.
Remarks.-Brachylecithum delicatum is described from 12 young,
although sexually mature, specimens found in association with other
species of Brachylecithitm in the liver of a red-eyed towhee, Pipilo
erythrophthalmus, from Highlands, N. C. The species is very similar to B. seiwricum but differs from that in having a somewhat shorter
esophagus, in having the genital pore more posterior, ventrally to the
intestinal bifurcation, in the nature and arrangement of the vitellaria,
and in the smaller ova. The slightly larger pharynx, somewhat
longer ceca, smaller cirrus sac, and the different configuration of the
uterus in B. delicatum are minor differences that may have specific
values.
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Brachylecithum donicum (Issaitschikoff,
CH no

H II M 1,1:

1919)

Lyperosomum donicum Issaitschikoff, 1919; Lutztrema donicum
(Issaitschikoff, 1919) Travassos, 1944
(P11c. 49)

Xoa.a:1rn: ropo)];CKa.a: nacToqKa (Chelidon urbica).
JloKane:aan;e:.a:: meJiqHI,1e XO)];hl neqene:.
MecTo o6napymemrn: CCCP (PocToBcKa.a o6nacTb).
K. II. CKp.a:6:e:H e: H. II. 3axapoB 06napymEim1 8TOT BEI)]; y Tpex ropo]];CKEIX
JiaCToqeK H3 o6m;ero KOJIEI':leCTBa 84 o6cJie)];OBaHHhlX EIMEI 8K3eMnn.a:poB.
0 n e: c a H EI e B EI)]; a (no IIcaiiqe:KoBy, 1919), Teno TOHKoe, nemHoe,
MaKCHM8JlbHaH )];nEIHa )];OCTEiraeT 4,0 MM npEI mEipEIHe 0,3 MM. HaEI6onee mEipOKaH qaCTb Tena HaXO)];HTCH B nepe]];Heii TPOTEI ero ]];nEIHbl, B o6JiaCTEI CeMeHHHKOB. PoTOBa.a: npEICOCKa Kpyrnoii <pOpMhl; ee )];EiaMeTp )];OCTEiraeT 0, 17 MM.
Teno napaaEITa ceiiqac me aa poToBoii npEicocKoii cymEIBaeTc.a:, o6paay.a: 1-<aK 61,1
meiiKy; naqEina.a: me c 6pIOmHOH npEICOCKEI OHO CHOBa pacmEipHeTCH.
Ha pacCTOHHEIEI 0,55 MM OT nepe)];Hero KOHD;a TeJia pacnoJiomeH n;eHTP
6promnoii npe:cocK:e:; ee )];EiaMeTp 0, 185 MM. KaK EI poToBaH IIpEICOCKa, OHa Kpyrnoii <pOpMhl EI y HeKOTOphlX 8K3eMnn.a:poB 38HEIMaeT co6oii noqTEI BCIO me:p1rny
TeJia, ,IJ;OCT:e:raH ero 6oKOBhlX KpaeB.
Ke:meqne:K CBOEIMH cneIIblMEI KOHD;aMEI )];OXO,IJ;EIT )];O 38)];Hero KOHD;a TeJia.
Iloaa)];H 6promnoii npEICOCKEI pacnoJiaraIOTCH y)];nEIHeHHO-OBanbHOH <pOpMbl
napnn1e ceMeHHEIKEI; nemaT OHEI O)];EIH 11O38,IJ;EI ]];pyroro no )];JIEIHHOH OCEI TeJia,
OT,IJ;enHHCb ]];pyr OT ]];pyra JIEiillb yselibKRM EI3BEIBOM MaTKEI. PacCTOHHEie Mem)];y

nepe)];HEIM KpaeM nepe)];Hero ceMeHHEIKa EI 38,IJ;HEIM KpaeM 6pmmnoii: npEICOCKEI'
paBHO0 0,09 MM, TaKme 8anonHeHO HemHpOKEIM KaHaJIOM MaTKEI, ,IJ;OXO)];Hm;HM

Brachylecithum eophonae (Yama~uti,1941)
Syn.: Lyperosomum eo_2Qonae Y~maguti,1941

Olssoniella eophonae (Yam.,1941) Trav.,1944
Host: ~ophona .2§_rson~ta personata
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Brachylecithum eugenia Oschmarin, 1947
(PHC. 51)

Xoamrn: Ke,n;poBKa (Nucifraga caryocatactes
JloKa.ITH3aD;l!UI:

L.)

110110Hb.

MecTo 06HapymeHm1: CCCP (Byp.aT-MoHroJim1).
0 11 H c a H u e B H ,n; a (no OmMap:auy, 1947). TeJio D;I1Jurn,n;pI111ecKoe,
9 MM ,n;.rrmn;r. HaH60Jibma.a mnpHHa B o6JiaCTH C0M0HHHKOB - 0,346 MM,
,n;aJiee Kaa,n;H TeJio nocTeneHHo cJia6o yToH11aeTC.8. RyTnRyJia rJia,n;KaH. PoToBaH npncocKa cy6TepMHHaJibHa.a, 0,275 MM B }];HaMeTpe. <DapHHKC Ma.rreHbRHH,
JI0iKlIT Henocpe)];CTB0HHO 11038)];H poTOBOH 11pncoc1rn:, ero pa3Mep 0,085 MM
}];JilIHhl n 0,076 MM mupHHhl. IIm::a;eBO}]; TOHRHH, Tpy6ROBil}];HhlH, 0,240 MM }];JllIHbJ.
Pa3BH.ITOR Kllill011HIIRa HaXO)];lITCH H0MHoro K38,D;II OT cepe,D;IIHhl paCCTOHHIIH
Mem,n;y qiapHHKCOM II nepe,n;HHM KpaeM 6promHoii IIpHCOCKII. BpromHa.8 IIpIICOCKa KpyIIHa.8, mI1pI1Ha ee paBHa MaRCHMaJibHOH mnpI1H0 TeJia IIJIH npeBOCXO)]JiIT TaRoByro. ¥ qJHRCHpoBaHHhlX TpeMaTo,n; IIOJIOCTb IIpIICOCRII o6hl11HO aaRphlTa ee nepe}];HIIM II 3a}];HlIM Rpa.HMII, II09TOMY, Bo-nepBhlX, IIpIICOCRa CTaHOBHTC.8 M0Hbill0 pa3MepoM B }];JIHHY' lJ0M B mnpnHy' a BO-BTOphlX, 6oKOBJ:,I0
Rpa.a IIpIICOCKlI o6paayroT CBoeo6pa3Hhle BhlCTYIIhl. ,Il;JIHHa 6promHoii IIpHCOCRH
paBHa 0,275 MM, mnpnHa, C11HTa.a n 6oROBbI0 BhlCTYIIhl,- 0,375 MM. 06hl11HO
Mem}];y 6promHoii IIpHCOCROH lI rrepe}];HHM C0M0HHHROM T0JIO YTOHlJ0HO B BH,n;e
rrepexBaTa.
CeMeHHHRH aToro Bn,n;a xa paRTepHhl cBoeii 6oJibmoii: BeJIHlIHHoii:. B Mee Te
paCIIOJIOiK0HHH C0M0HHHKOB T0JIO TpeMaTO}];hl B3,D;YTO. illnpnHa C0M0HHHROB
paBHa 0,375 MM, MaRCHMaJibHa.H }];JIHHa lIX - 0,505 MM.
IloJioBa.a 6ypca pacrroJiomeHa Brrepe,n;n 6promHoi rrpI1COCRH, aaxo,n;H ,n;opaaJibHO aa ee nepe,n;HHH Rpai. ,Il;JIHHa IIOJIOBOH 6ypchl paBHa 0,248 MM, mHpnHa - O_
, 132 MM. Ha }];He noJioBoi 6ypchl pacrroJiomeH ceMeHHoii: nyahlpeR,
cBepHyThlH B,n;Boe HJIH BTpoe. OT ceMeHHoro nyahlpbRa oTxo,n;nT H3BHToii: n;nppyc. IloJIOBhle OTBepCTIIH paCIIOJIOiK0Hhl Ha ypoBHe pa3BlIJIRa Kliill011HHKa.
illapoo6pa3HhlH .8H11HHR HaXO}];lITCH B Herrocpe}];CTB0HHOH 6JIH30CTH R38}];lI
OT BToporo C0M0HHHKa, ero ,n;naMeTp 0, 195 MM. Iloaa,n;H HlI11HHKa JI0iKlIT
TeJibn;e MeJinca.
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BRACBYLECITHUM EXOCHOCOTYLE, new species

Floumi: 88, o, d

1)eltttUh 8.

J(

'n
/J,-,
IJVl~ > ,.,.
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Diagnosis.-Body elongated, slightly :flattened, 1.42 to 2.50 mm.
long by 0.28 to 0.59 mm. wide, widest in region of vitellaria. Cuticle
aspinose, finely striated transversely, with small retractile sensory
papillae on margins of anterior third of body. Oral sucker subterminal to a short liplike projection, 0.16 to 0.18 mm. long by 0.15 to 0.17
mm. wide. Acetabulum large, 0.22 to 0.28 mm. long by 0.28 to 0.35 mm.
wide, with a small, flat, conical thickening on each lateral margin,
located about one-sixth of body length from anterior end. Ratio of
width of oral sucker to acetabulum 1 : 1.8 to 1: 2.1. Pharynx 0.05 to
0.07 mm. long by 0.06 to 0.09 mm. wide. Esophagus narrow, slightly
wavy, 0.09 to 0.13 mm. long, bifurcating about two-thirds the distance
from oral sucker to acetabulum. Ceca slender, slightly sinuous, terminating a short distance posterior to vitellaria. Excretory pore terminal. Genital pore median, ventral to intestinal bifurcation. Testes
conspicuously large, transversely oval, 0.14 to 0.25 mm. long by 0.22 to
0.46 mm. wide, located one immediately behind the other, with anterior
one contiguous to or slightly overlapping zone of acetabulum. Cirrus
sac large, oval, 0.13 to 0.19 mm. long by 0.08 to 0.13 mm. wide, contain-
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ing coiled seminal vesicle and eversible cirrus, with approximately
posterior half lying dorsally to anterior margin of acetabulum. Ovary
oval in shape, small, 0.07 to 0.12 mm. long by 0.11 to 0.17 mm. wide,
located immediately behind posterior testis, lateral in position, with
outer margin pressed close against either right or left cecum. Seminal
receptacle large, globular, located posteromedially to ovary. Vitellaria composed of 8 to 12 large oval follicles on each side of body, located immediately posterior to ovary. Uterus convoluted filling
greater part of body posterior to ovary, then passing to either right or
Jeft of posterior testis and ovary, dorsal to anterior testis, to describe
two or three lateral loops dorsal to acetabulum before ascending to
genital pore. Mature ova dark brown, 46p. to 53p. long by 27p. to
32µ wide.
Host.-Tomostoma ru/itm (Linnaeus).
H abitat.-Liver.
LooaUty.-GEORGIA: Athens.
Type speoimen.-U.S.N.M. Helm. Coll. No. 37122. Additional
specimens, Nos. 36755 and 36756.
Remarks.-Braohyleoithum ernoohoootyle is described from more than
75 specimens removed from the liver of a brown thrasher, Tomostoma
rufum, obtained at Athens, Ga. This infection, the only one (2.44
percent) encountered in 41 brown thrashers examined from various
localities, occurred as a double infection with Lyperosomum oswaldoi.
The bird, which was found in a dying condition with its liver almost
completely destroyed, was the only host examined that showed definite
evidence of being harmed by its dicrocoeliid infections.
Braohyleoitlvum emoohoootyle can be separated from B. stwnkardi,
which it resembles very closely, by its shorter and wider body, its relatively smaller oral sucker, its large oval testes, its relatively smaller
ovary, and especially in the difference in size and appearance of the
vitelline follicles.
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52. Brachy.lecithum filiforme (Sk rJa
· b"m,· 1913)' (no CRpH6n:ey,
•
19.13)

53._ Brachylecithum filiforme (Skrjabin, 1913) biologica (Semenov, 1927)
(no CeMeHoBy, 1927)
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Brachylecithum fringillae (Layman, 1923)
H o H H M: Lyperosomum f ringillae Layman, 1923

CH

(PHC. 54)
Xo8HHH: 3JI6JIHR (Fringilla
JloKaJIH3aIUIJl: 110tJ0Hb.

coelebs).

MecTo o6Hapymem,rn: CCCP (MocKoBCKaR

o6nacn,).

0

nu c a H n e B n .n; a (no JfaiiMaHy, 1923). ,Il;JIHHa TeJia ROJie6JieTCJl OT
2,0 .n;o 2,56 MM. PoTOBaJI npHCOCRa 0,157-0,220 MM ,D;JIHHI,I npn mnpnHe
0,171 MM. BpromHaJI npHCOCRa RpynHee poTOBoii: 0,27-0,29
0,184 '.MM.
CeMeHHHRH MaJieHbRHe' nonepetIHO-OBaJibHbie'
OTO,ll;BHHYThl OT . 6p10mHOH npHCOCRH H HaJieraIOT CJierRa .n;pyr Ha .n;pyra. Ilepe,n;HHH
CeMeHHlU{
0,062
17-0, 18 MM. 3a,n;HHH CeMeHHHR 0,062 x0, 178 MM • .Hnl!HHR H0CROJibRO

x

x o,

OTO,ll;BHHYT OT ceMeHHHROB, Tam1rn nonepetIHO-OBaJibHOii qiopMhl, HO BJJ;BOe RpynHee CeMeHHHROB (0, 112 MM ,D;JIHHbl n 0,202 MM mnpHHbI). iReJITOllHHKH B BHJJ;e
6ecnopa,n;ollHO pas6pocaHHhlX q>OJIJIHRYJIOB II03aJJ;H HllllHHRa B cpe,n;Heii 30He
TeJia. IloJioBaJI 6ypca 3aXO,D;HT CBOHM JJ;HOM JJ;Op3aJibHO OT 6pIOmHoii npHCOCKlI •
.Hiin:a ,ll;OCTHraIOT 0,019-0,024 MM ,D;JlHHbl n 0,0096 MM mHpllHbl.

JI

HT

epa

Ty

pa: Jl.HHMaH,

1923; Travassos, 1944.
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BRACHYLECITHUM GRUIS. new species
FIGURE

36, e

1)~~1-ot,
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Diagnosis.-Body thin and semitransparent, greatly elongated,
tapering gradually at posterior end, measuring approximately 5.24
mm. long by 0.26 to 0.30 mm. wide at acetabulum. Cuticle without
spines or other obvious markings. Oral sucker subterminal, weakly
muscular, 0.25 mm. long by 0.23 mm. wide. Acetabulum weakly muscular, approximately equal in size to oral sucker, 0.18 to 0.28 mm. in
diameter, within anterior sixth of body. Pharynx globular, 0.09 mm.
in diameter. Esophagus narrow, thin-walled, about twice as long as
pharynx, bifurcating approximately midway between suckers. Ceca
slender, slightly wavy, passing laterally to gonads to terminate about
two-thirds the distance from vitellaria to posterior end of body. Excretory pore terminal. Genital pore median at intestinal bifurcation. Testes distinctly lobed., approximately equal in size, 0.26 to
0.41 mm. long by 0.14 to 0.19 mm. wide: anterior testis separated from
L____
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acetabulum by two or three lateral loops of uterus; posterior testis
entirely behind anterior one. Cirrus sac elongated-oval, 0.15 to 0.27
mm. long by 0.07 to 0.11 mm. wide, containing much convoluted seminal vesicle, ejaculatory duct and eversible cirrus. Ovary oval, 0.13
to 0.24 mm. long by 0.12 to 0.23 mm. wide, slightly submedially in position. Seminal receptacle globular, dorsal to caudal margin of ovary.
Vitellaria consisting of 10 to 12 large irregular follicles on each side
of body, in anterior half of body, just caudal to seminal receptacle.
Uterus greatly convoluted in descending and ascending, filling most of
postovarial portion of body, then passing anteriorly to left of ovary
and posterior testis and between testes to genital pore. Mature ova
dark brown, 36µ. to 42p. long by 22µ. to 23µ. wide.
H ost.-Grus canadensis tabida (Peters).
H abitat.-Liver.
Locality.-TExAs : Clodine.
Type material,.-U. S. N. M. Helm. Coll. No. 36757.
Remarks.-Brachylecithum gruis is described from pieces of seven
worms from the livers of two sandhill cranes, Grus canadensis tabida.
These birds died of a limberneck disease occurring in wintering birds
in the vicinity of Clodine, Tex., during January 1940. Only fragments of the worm were available for study, although one nearly complete worm is included in the collection.
Brachylecithum gruis has an elongated, serpentine body and suckers
of approximately equal size, which, together with the elongated, distinctly lobed testes situated one entirely behind the other and a relatively large oval ovary, distinguish it from other species of the genus.

•

Brachylecithum halcyonis (Yamaguti, 1941)
CH

H

o

H 11 M

hi: Lyperosomum halcyon is Yamaguti, 1941; Olssoniella halcyonis

(Yamaguti, 1941) Travassos,
(PHC. 55)

1944

Xo3mrn: 31rnopo,n;oK - Halcyon coromanda major (Temm. et Schleg.).
JloKaJin3au1rn: TOHKne RlIIDKlI.

MecTo 06napymenm1: Hnonmi.
0 n n c a H n e B n .n; a (no HMaryTn, 1941). Teno TOHRoe, n;nnnH,n;pn1IecKoe, 5,1-5,25 MM .n;nnnhl n 0,25-0,3 MM mnpnnhl. PoToBaH npncocKa
cy6TepMnnan1,na11 .n;ocTnraeT 0, 15-0,2 MM B .n;naMeTpe. ,I(naMeTp cpapnuKca - 0,048-0,051 x 0,048-0,054 MM. IInm;eBO.L( 0,12-0,14 MM .L(JIHHLI.
KRID01IHLie CTBOJILI npocTnpaIOTCH B 3a.L(HIOIO TpeTI, TeJia. Bp1omHaH npncoc1rn1
11
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D1crocoel11dae
Brachylec1thum harr1son1 (Johnston, 1917)
syn. Lyperosomum harr1son1 Johnston, 1917
LYP.BROSOMUM ijARRISONI,

sp. n.

I

Diagnosis.-Elongate, cylindrical; suckers large, but
Mt so wide as the body, oral sucker smaller than the
ventral. Testes large, oval in shape; posterior larger than
anterior; ovary oval. Long axis of both testes mul ova1·11
transversely placed. Genital pore midway between the
suckers. Uirrus sac mostly in front of ventral sucker, but
part dorsal to it. Ooils of the uterus lying between the
testes a1ul between the second testis and ovary. Yolk
glamh, of few, large follicles. Eggs 0"038 x

o·o~t

Host .- The boobook owl, Ninox boobook.

·... ..

...

Type specimen in the Australian Museum, No. W. 440.

A small number of specimens from the boobook owl were
given me by my colleague Mr. Launcelot Harrison, who
obtained them from the intestine of an owl, secured at
Lindfleld, near Sydney. This species is similar in size to
L. parvum. The oral sucker, 0·223 mm. in diameter, is
smaller than the ventral, 0'262 mm. The testes a.re broader
than long, and the anterior (0·33 mm. broad by 0·25 mm.
long) is smaller than the posterior, (0·33 mm. broad by 0·29
mm. long). The testes are separated from one another and
from the ovary behind them by wide coils of uterus. The
genital pore lies midway between the two suckers; most
of the cirrus sac lies in front of the ventral sucker and the
vesicula. seminalis is coiled.
The yolk glands consist of twelve to fourteen large, oval
follicles arranged in two rows in the field behind the ovary.
IThe uterus, as usual, is very extensive, obscuring the yolk
glands and occupying the whole field of the body posterior
to them. The eggs which a.re light yellow in the proximal
part, become dark brown in th~ distal part of the uterus.
They measure 0'038 x 0"024 mm., and are very even in size.
This species is closely related to L. par1'Vm. Indeed all
three species, described here for the flnt time, are closely
related to one another.

l
1
1

Dicrocoeliidae

Brachylecithum hydromyos~

Au~61, '1111D P,ll'IS•~ /f~:,

FIG. 3
Host Hydromys chrysogaster.
Locality. Lily Creek, Cairns, Qld, 14.ii.1975. (Coll.
C. M. Weaver).
Location in host. Pancreatic ducts.
Incidence. More than 35 specimens in 1 of 3 rats
from Cairns. In none of 49 hosts from S. Aust.,
or in two from Viet.
Food of host mostly fish, molluscs, crustaceans,
but insect remains found in several rats.
H ,/nn·pe . SAM V82.
Paratypes SAM V83, V84.

The worms were recovered live, in good condition. and were in . two distinct sizes,
apparently representing different age groups. Of
the 14 larger wor!l}s, only 4 were completely
intact after removal. The description is based
on whole mounts of these four and of six of
the ~mailer (though egg-bearing) worms.
Mea<;urements given (range or means) are for
trye four larger specimens. The width/length
ratio and the position of the acetabulum in
relation to length of body, were similar in both
sizes
Description

Body sub-cylindrical, with prominent preoral lobe and acetabulum. Length, 1.8-3 .4 mm .
Greatest width from level of first testis to
ovary; width/ .Jength ratio 1: 12. ( Depth
approximately three-fifths width)
Without
papillae on body surface. Acetabulum ( 153 x
1 176 µm),
a proximately in first fifth of body.
r~)Unded, with very slight projections on each
side, protruding from body. Ratio of width of
oral sucker to width of acetabulum approximately 1.0: 1.4 Oral sucker ( 133 x 1 I 9 µm)
rou~ed. pharynx slightly wider than Jong~
oesophagus short, caeca passing almost
immediately to sides of body; caeca obvious, up
to 58 µm wide, terminating about 900 µm from
end of body.
Testes rounded, in tandem or very slightly
diagonal. separated from acetabulum and from
each other by uterus. Cirrus pouch begins near
antero-dorsal border of acetabulum. Genital
pore in region of caecal bifurcation.
Ovary transversely oval; submedian, lying in
first half of body. Receptaculum seminis large,
with oval or irregular outline, up to 1 30 x 90
µm . Vitellaria consisting of 8-12 well-defined
lobes (approximately 47 x 42 µ.m), in a compact row on each side of body, near sides of
body. Uterus confined to inter-caecal area ;
posterior to caeca occupying all of body.
Excretory pore terminal: excretory bladder
overlaps ends of caeca.
B. hydromyos differs from B. insulare from ·
Rattus fuscipes in its relatively broader body,
oval rather than rounded ovary, smaller and
rounded testes; in the first testis being further
separated from the acetabulum and the two
testes always s~parated from each other; vitellaria much more prominent. not obscured by
uterus and noticeably less in extent than in B .
insulare; and in having smaller eggs ( mean, 36
x 20 µm in B. hydromyos, 43 x 22 µ.m in B .
insulare). The food of Hydromys chrysogaster

-liFt!. -

(a water rat) and . Rattus fuscipes is very different, and it is unlikely that H. chrysogaster
would eat many ants.
B. hydromyos resembles B. aetechini in
w.idth/ length ratio and in position of acetabulum. but differs from it in overall size. 1.8-3.4
mm ( 4.6-6.0 mm) and egg size, 36 x 20 -um
(47 x 32 µm).-8. hydromyos has a similar
width/ length ratio to B. rodentini, but is
smaller. 1.8-3.4 mm ( 5.~.5 mm), and differs
from the latter: in the more backward position
of its acctabulum; in the testes being separated
from the acetabulum and from each other (in
8. rodentini the testes are almost contiguous
and the anterior one underlies the posterior
border of the acetabulum): the vitelline follicles
are more, 8- I 2 ( 6-8). and the vitellaria and
ovary are further back in the body. B . hydromyos resembles B. taiwanense in width / length
ratio and position of acetabulum, but is
apparently smaller, 1.8-3 .4 mm for 10 specimens (3.6 for 1 specimen) . ib suckers are relatively smaller and the testes are separated
from the acetabulum (but· contiguous with it
in B. taiwanense).
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D1croco1111dae
BP.ACHYLECITHUM INOICUM~.

/(. S. 5~Nt,;H l'162
1

The body is much elongated and measures 1.344-2.537 (2.075) mm.
in length and 0.11-0. 168 (0.137) mm. in maximum breadth which is in
the testicular region. The body is thin and translucent and the spines
are absent. Both the ends are rounded.
The oral sucker is subterminal, well developed and rounded to oval
in shape. It measures 0.086-0.114 X 0.066-0.086 (0.097 X 0.077) mm.
The mouth opening is subterminal, ventral and directed anteriorly. The
pharynx is rounded, muscular and small, measuring 0.03-0.032 (0.031)
mm. in diameter. The oesophagus is comparatively short and divides
into two intestinal caeca which run as simple tubes laterally. The
ending of the caeca, which definitely extend beyond the vitellaria, could
not be det<'rmined with certainty due to the presence of a large number j
of eggs, but the posterior I/20th part of the body which is free from egg,
does_ not show the caeca. In one specimen, no eggs were present
posterior to the vitellaria and in this specimen, the caeca end just
posterior to the vitellaria about one-third the distance between the end
of the vitellaria and the posterior end. The ventral sucker is present
near the end of the anterior-fourth of the body and is much better
developed than the oral sucker and measures 0.09-0.15 (0.123) mm. in
diameter. Only in one specimen the oral sucker was as big as the ventral
sucker but never bigger.
The two testes are present one behind the other and a little posterior i
to the ventral sucker. They are usually elongated in shape but in others
they are oval and only in one specimen they were rounded. The
anterior testis measures 0.09-0.24x0.09-0.122 (0.153x~.l) mm. and
the posterior one 0.09-0.27 X 0.09-0.136 (0.168 X 0.104) mm. The two
testes are separated just by a loop of the uterus with eggs. The two vasa
efferentia join anterior to the anterior testis to form the vas deferens
which runs forward to enter the pear-shaped cirrus pouch present partly
overlapping the ventral sucker. The cirrus pouch contain• a well.
developed vesicula seminalis. In a few specimens, the cirrus was everted,
measuring 0.046 X 0.02 and 0.04 X 0.015 mm. in two specimens, while in
five others it was not fully everted. In one spec~n a small number of
small papillae were present on the cirrus. The male genital pore is
present just posterior to the intestinal bifurcation, 0.15-0.24 (0,18) mm.
from the anterior end. The cirrus pouch measures 0.08-0.13 x0.026-0.05
(0.092 X 0.034) mm.

Entire specimen, ventral view.

The ovary is present at about the middle of the body, posterior
to both the testes. It is rounded to oval in shape, usually oval
nnd measures 0.086-0.12 _(0.102) mm. along its long diameter..
The small receptaculum seminis, 0.034-0.038 (0.035) mm. in diameter, is
present on the dorsal and posterior border of the ovary. The vitellaria
consist of a number of small follicles, wedged close together, and usually
present on the right side asymmetncally but in two specimens tfiey were
present symmetrically. The vitellaria extend for a short distance only,
never more than twice the diameter of the ovary. Th~ uterus consists
of ascending and descending limbs, forming a number of loop.s specially
posterior to the vit~llaria. The female genital pore is present just anterior
to the male genital pore. There are numerous comparatively large eggs,
brown in colour, meaauring 0.03-0.034 X 0.012-0.016 (0.031 X 0.014) mm
in size.

2.

Anterior end, latent view.

• ,

~

'
The excretory bladder can be seen for a short distance only but
presumably it is Y-shaped with a long stem. The excretory pore is
terminal.
Discussion : There are about fifty species of the genus Brachylecithum
Strom, 1940 described from the various parts of the world but apparently
only one species, B. stunkardi (Pantle, 1939) has been described from
India. Pande ( 1939) described the parasite as Lyperosomum stunkardi
from the Black-throated Jay, Garrulus lanceolatus. Travassos (1944) while
revising the family Dicrocoeliidae, created the genus Olssoniella {now
regarded as a synonym of Brachylecithum, in part) and transferred Pande's
species to this genus. Denton & Byrd ( 195 J) redescribed this species
from Cyanocitta cristata from the U.S.A. and transferred it to the genus
Brachylecitlwm, a position which has been accepted by Yamaguti {1958).
The present form can be differentiated from the closely related
species thus: from B. delicatum Denton & Byrd, 1951 in the size of the
body, in having the ventral sucker broader than the body, position of the
genital pore in relation to the ventral sucker, distribution of the vitelline
follicles and the position of the anterior testis with reference to the ventral
sucker; from B. exochocotyle Denton & Byrd, 1951 in the relative size of
the two suckers, shape and the position of the two testes, size of ovary
compared to the two testes and distribution of the vitelline f~llicles; and
from B. stunkardi (Pantle, 1939) in the size of the body, size of the two
suckers, position and shape of ventral sucker and size of cirrus pouch.

1

Host: Himalayan Whistling Thrush, Myiophoneus caeruleus temn,inckii
Vigors, 1832 (Turdidae).
Location : Liver.
Locality : Mukteswar-Kumaun, U.P. (Ht. 7500 ft.).
Type specimen : Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta,
In February 196(), two Himalayan Whistling Thrush, Myiophoneus
eurule,u temminckii Vigors, 1832 were examined and a number of delicate
and small trematodes were recovered from the liver of one host. The
parasites were fixed while alive in alcoholic Bouin's fluid without any
pressure, and finally stained with acetic alum carmine and mounted in
balsam.
Six complete and 1everal incomplete specimens were studied and
measured and the measurements in parentheses refer to average of all the
specimens examined.
•

Since the ~arasites were fixed while alive and without any pressure,
.everal speCJmens the body length and breadth varies to a certain
extent and the internal organs assumed different shape and size, and also
somewhat changed their relative position.
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Dicrocoeliidae

Brachylecithum insulare 1t:Sf'7 /JA/t;E.L If/Iii> ~AltSIJA!
FIGS 1-2
Hosts. Rattus fuscipes (type host), Amphibolurus
fio1111i.
/ .ocatio11 in host. Gall bladder and bile ducts.
Lornlity. Pearson Island, S. Aust.
/11cidt'l1ce . I of 4 rats (January 1969), 2 of 9 rats
( February I 973); many trematodes in each infected rat. 2 of I I lizards (January 1969).
llolotype. SAM V76.
l'uratypes. SAM V77, V78, V79.
Other_slides deposited. SAM V80, V81.

Pearson
Island is remote and ohly
occasionally visited by biologists. Some trematode-;. fixed in the field by a colleague in 1969,
"'ere recorded as "elongate dicrocoeliids" from
Rattu.\ fuscipes and Amphibolurus fionni by
\lfawson (1971).
The following description is based on sections of 4 worms ( 1969. 1973) and on 9 whole
-;pecimens from Rattus f uscipes ( collected in
February, 1973 and frozen before dissection).
The trematodes (including the holotype and
paratypes) were stained in Ehrlich's haematoxylin and examined in cedarwood oil. and
later made into permanent mounts. The
measurements of these did not . differ . significantly from the measurements made in cedarwood oil.
Description

Body long. narrow. approximately cylindrical: mostly uniform throughout length, but
occasionally wider; rounded anteriorly, slightly
tapered posteriorly. Length. 2.8-3.6 mm; width
ordeoth/Iength ratio 1:17-1:21 (1:19).
(23 balsam mounts of trematodes fixed in
the field in 1969 ( on slides without pressure)
measured 2.0-4.8 mm (2.92); the greatest
width (0.36 mm) was in a specimen 2.24 mm
long).
No papillae on body surface.
Acetabulum ( 198 x 208 µ.m) situated
approximately in first fifth of body, larger than
oral sucker (141 x 129 µ.m), wider than body.
Ratio of width of oral sucker to width of
acetabulum I: 1.5.
Pharynx almost spherical. Oesophagus and
alimentary caeca poorly stained, indistinct.
Oesophagus 45-110 µ.m long. Caeca 2, up to
26 µ.m wide, close to each other dorsal to
acetabulum, then diverging laterally; terminating past the ovary, probably near posterior
vitellaria.
Testes large, tandem, contiguous or nearly
so; anterior testis close to or overlapping posterior border of acetabulum; shape often almost
rectangular with rounded corners; posterior
testis sometimes much elongated. Cirrus pouch
arises dorsal to, and close to aqterior border of,
acetabulum; encloses coiled seminal vesicle.
Pars prostatica absent. Cirrus muscular, about
24 µ.m wide, with rounded end, often protruding from genital pore, which lies medially,
nearer to acetabulum than to pharynx.
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Ovary
rounded,
entire.
Receptaculum
seminis large, longitudinally oval, close to posterior border of ovary. Laurer's canal not seen.
Vitellaria forming approximately eight irregular
lobes on both sides of body; limited to area
posterior to ovary, extending to distance of
0.88-1 .45 mm from end of body.
Uterus occupying all of body posterior to
ovary, then . passing anteriorly and dors'ally,
with a few coils between ovary and second
testis, sometimes between testes and between
first testis and acetabulum; opening at genital
pore with male duct. Eggs numerous; brown;
oval, often flattened along one side.
Excretory pore apparently terminal, with
two wide arms extending well up length of
body.
The specimens from Amphibolurus {ionni
differ from those from Rartus f uscipes in the
relatively greater thickness and shorter length.
The width / length ratio of 9 specimens from R.
fuscipes averaged I : 19 and of 9 from A. fionni
I : 13 . However, a tenth from A . fionni
measured 3.6 mm by .136 ftm deep ( 1: 26) i.e.
almost as long as, aAd narrower than the
longest of the 9 from R. fuscipes . The relationships and measurements of the organs do · not
appear to differ significantly. (Although . £he
testes are in general smaller in specimens from
A. fionni this is not regarded a significant
character) . Nearly all the specimens from A .
fionni are lateral mounts, and the acetabulum
could not be compared easily with that from
the specimens from R. fuscipes; but in two
spirit specimens from A. fionni the acetabulum
was wider than the body, measuring 187 x 197
µ.m in the first, and 134 x 150 µm in the second .
Twenty eggs from specimens from each of the
two hosts averaged .the same width ( 22 µ.m)
but were 46 µm long in the specimens from A.
{ionni and 43 µm in those from R. fuscipes.
Although it is possible (because of the differing
width/length ratios) that the trematodes from
the two hosts belong to distinct species, we
assign the form from A. fionni to Brachylecithum insulare. The hosts live in close proximity
on a small island. The snail host for the trematodes is not known, but it seems certain that
ants act as second intermediate host for those
from A. fionni. Smyth (1971) stated that A.
fionni appeared to feed exclusively on small
ants (/ridomyrmex). Although we have no
information on the feeding habits of R .
fuscipes, Smyth (pers. comm.) stated that ants
are so numerous on Pearson Island he considered it impossible for any animal on the
island to avoid ingesting them.
B. insulare is closely related to S. J . Johnston's three Australian species; the · only
features by which B. insulare can be distinguished are the size of the eggs ( slightly
longer and relatively narrower in B. insulare)
and the absence of papillae on surface of body
in B. insulare.
It is possible that life-history studies may be
necessary-to determine the relationship of these
species. Two complete life-histories have been
described-that of B. americanum Denton
which uses chrysomelid beetles as second inter~
mediate hosts (Denton 1945), and that of B.
mosquense ( Skrjabin & Isaichikov) , which
uses ants (Camponotus herculeanus) (Carney
1967). Gabrion & Ormieres ( 1973) reported

metacercariae of Brachylecithum sp. in Phalangium opilio in France. but it seems unlikely
that arachnids are involved in the life cycles of
the four species here.
Of the bird hosts of Brachylecithum parvum .
B. megastomum and · B. harrisoni, Strepera
versicolor is the only one known to eat ants,
though it also includes beetles in its diet. Sterna
bergii might be e:'{pected to feed exclusively
on fish, but dissection records show that "beetle
grubs" have been found in the stomach. Ninox
novaeseelandiae eats beetles as well as other
insects, spiders, etc. , and could possibly ingest
night-working ants ( e.g. "meat ants" on
1
carrion). We suggest that B. megastomum and ·
B. harrisoni may use beetle larvae as second
intermediate hosts. while B. insulare almost
, certainly uses ants. B. parvum could use either.
Brachylecithum · has not previously been
recorded from reptiles ; only three species have
been described from mammals, B . aetechini
Dollfus from Erinaceus algirus from Morocco,
B. rodentini Agapova, from Clethrionomys
rufocanus from Kazakhstan and B. taiwanense
Fischthal & Kuntz from Hipposideros armiger
terasensis from Taiwan. A fourth , unnamed
species was reported from Blarina brevicauda
from N. Carolina by Miller~ Price & Wilson
( 1974). B. insulare from Rattus fuscipes differs
from B . aetechini in : smaller size (length, 2.04.8 mm in B. insulare, 4.6-6 .0 mm in B. aetechini) ; ovary separated from second testis,
while in B. aetechini the ovary is in contact, or
almost, with this organ; te!ites in tandem, while
in B. aetechini they are slightly diagonal; and
in the egg length/ breadth ratio, approximately
2: 1 in B . insulare, 3 : 2 in B . aetechini.
B. insulare differs from B. rodentini ( Agapova's paper not seen : data in Skrjabin
( 1970)) in its smaller size (length 2.0-4.8 mm
in B . insulare, 5.0-6.5 mm in B . rodentini). It
probably differs in width/ length ratio, which
was not given for B. rodentini but, from the
measurements, appears to be from 1 : 10-1 : 12,
and in B. insulare from Rattus fuscipes is 1: 171: 21. The acetabulum of B. rodentini is further
forward ; from the measurements, it lies in the
anterior eighth to the anterior eleventh ·of the
body. while in B. insulare it is in the anterior
fifth . The vitelline fields are relatively smaller
in B. rodentini and one side is said to be at a
higher level than the other. Finally, the eggs
are shorter in B. rodentini (36 x 23 µ.m) , than
in B. insulare ( 43 x 22 µm from Rattus
fu~cipes).
B. ins1,1lare differs from B. taiwan ense
( described from a single specimen) in : body
tapered
posteriorly
in
shape
( slightly
former. with rounded end in latter): width,
length ratio, ( 1 : 19 in B. i11s11lare, 1 : 13 in B.
taiwanense) : both suckers larger and oral
sucker relatively smaller than acetabulum in B
insularc ( oral sucker/ acetabulum length ratio
1 : 1.4 in B. insulare. 1 : 1.14 in B. taiwanense.
·width ratio 1: 1.6 in B. insulare, 1: 1.45 in B.
taiwanense); ovary shape. rounded in 8 .

insulare. much wider than long in B.
raiwanense; and in its larger eggs ( 43 µ.m x 22
µ.m in B . insulare, 35 µ.m x J 9 µm in B .
taiwanense.
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Brachylecithum kakea
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(Bhalerao,
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1926)

1,1: Lyperosomum kakea Bhalerao, 1926; Lutztrema kakea (Bhalerao, 1926)

Travassos, 1941
(PHc. 56)
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Xosmrn: nopoHa (Corvus insolens).
JloRaJI:e:sao;:e:11: meJI1IHI,rn xo,u;LI ne11eH:e:.
MecTo o6HapymeH:e:H: As:e:11 (MH.n;o-RHTaii:).
0 n :e: c a H :e: e B :e: .n; a (no Banepao, 1926). Teno BLIT.1rnyToe, cym1rnam~eec11 R 060:e:M ROHD;aM. ,D;n11Ha Tena 3,36 MM, MaRCHMaJIJ:,HaH mHpHHa Ha
ypoBHe 6pIOillHOH npHCOCRH 0,33 MM. Teno noRpLITO TOHROH RYTHRynoii,
JIHmeHHOH I<aROH-n1160 opHaMeHTaD;HH. _B eHTpanbHaH npHCOCRa 0,13 MM .n;n11HLI
:e: 0,15 MM mHpHHLI. Ilpeq>apHHRC OTCYTCTByeT. <DapHHRC RpyrJIIJ:H, 0,6 MM
B ,IJ;HaMeTpe. CpaBHHTenbHO .n;nHHHLIH nH~eno.n; pasBeTBn.HeTCH Ha ,u;ne npoCTLie
RHill01IHhle B0TBH, 11.n;yio;11e no 60ROBLIM non.HM Tena R sa,u;HeMy ero ROHO:Y.
Rpyrna.H 6promHaH np11cocRa pacnonomeua Ha paccTOHHHH 1/ 5 oT nepe.n;uero
ROHD;a Tena; mHpHHa ee 0;2 MM. 0THOill0HH0 pa3Mepa poTOBOH npHCOCRH K
6promHo:e: KaR 2 : 3,
CeMeHHHRH nemaT M0,IJ;HaHHO, O,IJ;HH no3a,IJ;H ,u;pyroro, Ha H0KOTOpOM pacCTOHHHH OT 6promHOH npHCOCRH. Ocb HX HanpaaneHa ROCO no OTHOmeHHIO
R .n;nHHe Tena. Pa3Mep CeMeHHHROB: 0,15-0,18 MM .n;nHHLI H 0,12-0,125 MM
mHpHHhl. fpymeBH,IJ;Ha.H nonoBa.H 6ypca nemHT Me.n;HaHHO, np:e:6n:e:3HTeJibHO
Ha 0,28 MM Knepe.n;11 OT 6promHoii: np:e:cocKH. IloJioaoe 0TnepcT11e pacnonomeHo
Ha HeKOTOpOM pacCTOHHHH nosa,u;H q>apHHRCa. CeMeHHOH ny3LipeK H3BHTOH.
IlpocTaT:e:1IeCKaH 1IaCTb H O:Hppyc MaJieHbKHe. .H:e:1IHHK OBanb1ILIH, nem:e:T
nosa.n;H CeMeHHHKOB no Me.n;:e:aHHOH nHHHH, ));OCTHraeT 0,165 MM .n;n:e:HbI H
0, 12 MM m:e:pHHhl. Ero .n;nHHHaH ocb pacnonaraeTc.a nonepe11uo K .n;n:e:ue TeJia.
Henocpe.n;CTBeHHO nosa.n;H HH1IHHKa nem:e:T MaJieHbRFIH KpyrJILIH ceM.anp:e:eMHHR. JlaypepoB RaHaJI HMeeTCH. Tenbo;e Men:e:ca nem:e:T Me.n;:e:aHHO IlO3a,IJ;H
.HHlJHHKa.
IleTJIH MaTRH sanonH.HIOT BCIO 38,IJ;HIOIO 1IaCTb Tena no3a,u;:e: HH1IHHRa. Rnepe.n;H HX neTnH HanpaBJIHIOTCH 3Hraaroo6pa3HO Mem,u;y HH1IHHROM H 3a,IJ;HHM
CeMeHHHROM :e: Mem.n;y nepe.n;HHM CeMeHHHKOM :e: 6pIOIIIHOH np:e:COCKOH. IleTJIH
8TH npoxo.n;.a:T Rnepe.n;H C .n;op3aJibHOH CTOpOHLI 6promHOH np:e:COCKH. IB'.enT01IHHKH ManeHbKHe H COCTOHT 113 He6onbmoro 1IHCJia q>OJIJIHRynon, npOCTHpaIO~HXCH Ha KOpOTKOe paCCTOHHHe 0,33-0,43 MM K3a,IJ;H OT HH1IHHRa. ,D;na KOpOTKHX meJITOlJHhlX npoTORa BH));HLI IlO3a.n;:e: TeJibD;a Men11ca H coe.n;HHRJOTCH no
M0,IJ;HaHHOH nHHHH . .H:e:o;a OBanbHLie, 0,028-0,03 MM ));JIHHLI
0,016-0,018 MM
illHpHHhl.

JI

..

pa: Bhalerao, 1926; Travassos, 1941; Travassos, 1944, cTp. 193.
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0,20 MM }];JIIIHhl II 0,14 MM nmplIHhl. BpromHa.H nplICOCKa,
0,20 MM B ;Il;IIaMeTpe, JI87RHT He;ri;aJieKo OT poTOBOH nplICOCKII, Ha
paCCTO.IIHIIII 0,65 MM OT nepe;ri;Hero KOHD;a TeJia. CDaplIHKC 0,045-0,068 MM.
Il1IDJ;eBo;ri; 0,09 MM }];JIIIHI>I.
CeMeHHIIKII pacnoJiomeHhl nosa;z:i;II 6promHOH nplICOCKJiI. PacCTOHHIIS Mem;z:i;y
6promHOH np1ICOCKOH II nepe;ri;HIIM CSMSHHIIKOM

}];HOM

0, 148

MM }];JIIIHhl II

;z:i;opsaJibH0

OT

0, 16

0, 171

MM. Ilepe;ri;HIIH CSMSHHIIK

0, 16 MM }];JIIIHhl u
0, 19 MM mHplIHhl. PaCCTO.IIHIIe Mem;z:i;y CSMSHHirnaMH 0,057 MM. IloJIOBa.H 6ypca
0,171 MM 1);JIIIHhl u 0,068 MM mlipHHhl. IloJIOBa.H 6ypca pacnonaraeTC.II CBOHM
;Il;OCTIIraeT

6promHoii

MM m1Ip1IHLI; sa;ri;HIIH -

np1IC0CKII.

JISJRIIT Il038}];1I CeMSHHHKa Ha paCCT0.IIHIIH
lI

0, 171

IIonepe1IHO-OBaJibHLIH

0,057 MM

.IIII1IHIIK

lI ;Il;OCTIIraeT 0, 129 MM }];JlHHhl

MM m1Ip1IHLI. IB'.eJIT01IHIIKII C0CT0.IIT II3 KPYilHLIX q>OJIJIIIKYJIOB II H81IH-

HaIOTC.II Il038;Il;II .IIII1IHIIKa. O6m;ee npOTHJR8HII8 >I<8JIT01IHHK0B

0,57

MM. MaTirn

H81IIIH88TC.II Il038}];1I 6pmmHOH nplICOCKII II sanoJIH.HST co6o:ii BCe CB06o;ri;Hoe
npocTpaHCTB0 B 3a;z:i;Heii IlOJI0BIIHe TeJia.
.Hii:a;a

0,040-0,043

MM }];JllIHhl II

0,021-0,026

MM mHplIHLI.

JI 11 Tep a Ty pa: CeMeHoB, 1927; Travassos, 1944.
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Brachylec

ithurn laniicola (La.yman,1926)

3yn: Lyperosomum lani~ola
Olsson1ella laniicola (La.yman,1926) Travassos,1944
Host: Enneoctonus collurio; Upu2~ epops

Dicrocoeliidae

Brachylecithum latius
FIG. 11

iw;p-,,,

/J. A!~E.1-

A 4/l) ~A~SOAt

/

I/ -,. ~

/) pe host Cracticus torquatus.
l.o< atiu11 in host. Gall bladder.
tocalit). Cowell. S. Aust.. 27 .v.1965.
Incidence. I of 5 birds from S. Aust.
Food of host includes beetles. ants and . other
insects.
Holotype. SAM \ I 02
Parat)pes SAM YI03, YI04. VI05.
Orhe, hosts. Corvus coronoides; liver; Port At1gusL1,
S. Aust., 20.ix.1965. I of 4 birds from S. Aust.
Food includes beetles and other insects. Slidt•
deposited SAM VI06. Gyh1110rhina hypo/e11c11;
gall_ bladder; Adelaide suburb. S. Aust.,
15.11.1974. I of 68 birds from S. Aust.. none
of 16 from A.C.T. or I from NT Slid('
1eposited SAM YI07 .- Food of G. hy~oleuca
includes beetles, ants . other insects and spiders .

Oescription based on balsam mounts of 7
worms in quite good condition Those from
Corvus coronoides and Gymnorhina hypoleuca
are also in good condition, but in the whole
mounts the eggs are mostly filled with air, and
are black.
Description
Body (3.5-6.5 x 0.54-1.26 mm) lanceolate. ·
widest anteriorly, at revel of first or second
testis. No spines or papillae present on surface
of body.
Acetabulum ( 447 x 588 µ.m) larger than
oral sucker ( 259 x 259 µ,m), weakly muscular,
wider than long, situated close to anterior end
of body. Oral sucker rounded, well-developed.
Pharynx rounded; oesophagus short, caeca two '
( only visible to level of mid-acetabulum).
Testes large, contiguous; roughly triangular, rectangular or oval; tandem to diagonal:
anterior testis underlying posterior half of
acetabulum. Cirrus pouch overlaps anterior
part of acetabulum: cirrus 260 µ,m long, regular in width, 33 µ,m. Genital pore at caecal
bifurcation, slightly nearer to acetabulum than
to oral sucker.
Ovary oval with long axis across width of
worm; generally contiguous with second testis.
to right or left of body. Mehlis' gland posterior
and oblique, to ovary . Receptaculum seminis
not obvious. Vitellaria of quite large follicles .
limited in extent, reaching anteriorly near level
of ovary. Uterus very extensive, generally
obscuring most of acetabulum and sometimes
of vitellaria. Eggs approximately 47 x 31 µ,m.
The specimens from Corvus coronoides
show some differences from those from the
type host. probably i;lttributable to immatu.rity.
Thu~. the uterus is less extensive. and does not
so completely ( if at all) obscure the acetabulum: the testes are in general smaller, do not
underlie the acetabulum: and are always at
least slightly diagonal. The acetabulum is
further forward in worms from Cracticus torquatus than in th'ose from Corvus coronoides.
but the bodies of some of the worms are slightly
contracted anteriorly. We consider that to use
this character would involve comparing worms
obtained alive and fixed under the same con-

ditions. The acetabulum appears relatively
greater in width in worms from the type host.
but in the smallest ( in which it is not obscured
by egg~) it is 365 x 412 um . conforming to
the more nearly round shape in worms from
C. c.oronoides. ( In worms from C . coronoides
the acetabulum comes to a blunt point on each
side: a character obscured by eggs in worms
from the type host. The size of the oral sucker
may distinguish worms from the two hostsi but
although the mean size of the organ in worms
from Cracticus torquatus is 259 x 259 µ.m, in
the largest worm from this host the oral sucker
is 365 x 376 µm, in comparison with the
largest, 388 x 353 µ,m, from Corvus coronoides.
The eggs in worms from Cracticus torquatus
are relatively wider than .in those from Corvu~
coronoides and Gym11orhina hypo/euca, but this
character is not sufficient to place the worms in
separate species.

- Or/I.~-

We have placed the species in Brachylecithum because it resembles this genus more than
other related genera as defined by Y agamuti
( 1971 ) . Although it resembles Brachydistomum in shape and some other respects, it is
distinguished by the weakly developed acetabulum ( "very prominent" in Brachydistomum).
Brachylecithum latius differs from congeners
described here ( including the unnamed species
from the intestine of Gymnorhina hypoleuca)
in body shape and width/ length ratio ( never
more than l: 8.3 in B. latius; .never less than
1 : 11 in the other species) .
Of all described species of Brachylecithum
(we have not seen the description of B. riparia
Erkulov) , B. latius most closely resembles B.
attenuatum parinum Oshmarin from Parus
palustris, Maritime Province, U.S.S.R. in shape
and general appearance. However, it is larger
(2.8 x 0.4 mm) and the eggs are smaller
(reaching 58 x 29 µm in B. attenuatum
parinum).

-----.~\

Brachylecithum lafmani (Travassos,1944)

Syn.: Lyperosomu.m transversoQ'.en1tal1s donicum
01sson1ella laymqni Travassos,1944
Host; Cotyle repar1a ( :: Ripar1a riparia)
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Brachylecithum lobatum
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1,1 :

(Railliet,
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1900)

Lyperosomum lobatum Railliet, 1900; Olssoniella lobata
( Railliet, 1900) Travassos, 1944
(P.0:c. 60)

XosHeBa:

nepeneJIHTHIIK

(ill onedula turrium).
JloKaJI1Isa:a;1IH:

(Accipiter nisus),

copoim

(Pica pica),

raJIKa

ne1Iem,.

MecTa o6Hapymemrn: <I>paH:a;IIH, ABcTplIH, CCCP (MocKoBCKaH o6JiaCTb).

0

n II ca H II e

)];JIHHhl nplI IIIBplIHe

0, 156

B II ,lJ; a

0,2

(no BpayHy,

1902).

TeJio )];OCTIIraeT

7,0-8,0

MM

MM. Cy6TepM:e:HaJibHaH poTOBaH nplICOCKa ,lJ;OCTIIraeT

MM B ,lJ;IIaMeTpe. BpmmHaH np:e:COCKa -

nm:p:e:Hhl. ~JIIIHa q>ap:e:HKCa

0,007

0, 135

MM )];JIIIHhl II

MM. 0BaJibHhle CeMeHHIIKII,

0,24

0, 156

MM

MM ,lJ;JIHHhl,

pacnoJiaraIOTCH O)];IIH Il03a)];II ,l1;pyroro, rrp:e:1IeM IIX OT)];8JIH0T Jlllillb O)];Ha Il0TJIH
MaTKII; rrepe,!];HIIH C0M8HHIIK OTCTOIIT OT 6promHoii np1ICOCKII Ha paCCTOHHIIII,
paBHOM ero ,lJ;JIIIHe. RpyrJihlH HII1IHIIK

0, 1

MM B ,lJ;HaMeTpe, OT)];eJieH OT 3a)];Hero

C8M0HHIIKa TOJlbKO O)];HOH neTJieii MaTKH. PaCCTOHHIIe OT 3a)];Hero KpaH HII1IHHKa )];O nepe)];Hero KpaH TeJia COCTaBJIHeT OKOJIO

2,0

MM. BcH OCTaJibHaH 1IaCTI,

TeJia rycTo 3allOJIHeHa II0TJIHMII MaTKII, B pesyJibTaTe 1Iero He y)];aeTCH BhlHBIITb
Tonorpaq>IIIO meJIT01IHhlX qJOJIJIIIKYJIOB, JiI TOJlbKO y

8,lJ;JiIHJiilJHI,IX 8R38MilJIHpOB

y,lJ;aJIOCb ycTaHOBIITI, OT,l1;0JII,H@e pH,!];hl qJOJIJIJiIRJJIOB, )];JIHHa ROTOphlx )];OCTIIraeT
MM.

0,7

TeMHOKOp1I1IH0Bhl8 Hii:a;a C TOJICToii 060JI01IKOH ,lJ;OCTIIraIOT
)];JIIIHhl ll
MM illlipHHhl.

0,0228-0,0273

0,041-0,045

MM

CTp,e pa
209.Ty p a: Railliet, 1900, CTp. 239; Braun, 1902, cTp. 110-111; Travassos,
1944,JI HT

1160

61

60. Brach_ylecithum lobatum !R.ailliet, 1900) (no Bpayay, 1902)
61. Brachylecithum lobatum (Ra1l1Iet, 1900) glandarii (Semenov, 192,}
(no CeMeHoBy, 1927)

.
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DIOROOOELIIDAE

°'5./J-tA?
62

62. Brachylecithum lobatum (Railliet, 1900) strixi Oschmarin, 1952
(no OmMap1rny, 1952)
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2. Brachyleclthum lobatum

(RAlLLIET 1900)

Dicrocoelii d ae

Wirt/Her k u n ft. Con•us ,orone ,ormx L., 'N'ebelkrahe (Passeriformes, Corvidae )/
gcschossen im Ticrpark am 28. 2. 1963 (1 ~).
Lokalisation. Gallenginge.
Praparat-Nr. kT q/3-4 (etwa p Exemplare).
Beschrci bung (vgl. Abb. 2 und Tabelle 1).
Cuticula teils mit vereinzelten Papillen, teils glatt; Karper langgesueckt, ganz
hinten konisch, vom vom Bauchsaugnapf an verschmalert, 4,3-8 mm lang, maximale
Breite 0,45-0,8 mm; Pharynx klein; Oesophagus zicmlich lang; Oarmgabelung
unmittelbar vor dem Bauchsaugnapf; Darmschenkel enden bereits ein Stuck hochstens von der Lange des Dotterstockbereichs hinter den Dotterstocken; Bauchsau gnapf groBer als Mundsaugnapf; Bauchsaugnapf bisweil~n jedcrseits mit e111em
,,Zipfel"; Genitalporus unmittelbar vor der Darmgabelung oder ventral von di eser ;
1
Testes meist nur durch eine Utcrusschlinge vom Bauchsaugnapf, voneinandcr
vom Ovarium getrennt, hintereinander gelcgen, gro8er als das Ovarium u ' . r
I
1•
auch etwas gro8er als der Bauchsaugnapf, fast die gesamte Korperbreite ausf1
rundlich bis fast quadratisch oder lings- bzw. queroval bis fast rechteckig; O, . 1 ,
queroval bis querelliptisch oder tropfenformig, selten rundlich, glattrandig; Dotterstoc:ke hinter dem Ovarium beginnend und einen Bereich etwa von der Lanze der
I )ic.: :-,, non\'miefra_ge lobat11n1 -- uljorlenst'
;..,rn n ,1nhand des \·orlicgcnden Material:-.
nicht ent~chiedcn werden. :\tit R. a[forlense
R.\1111E r 1n Do1.1.Fl ·.. , , 1954 ist identisch
I 1,peroson111n; sp. BH.\Li:'., 1902 (Fig. 66)
e,,.
lfrad~1·leo 1hum sp. (B1<.\t·:--, 1902) SKHJ .\HJ:-3
3
ct E\'Ji.\.:\<l\' .\, 19~2 aus Cort'IIS rorom, :\li tteleurnpa (s . DCJI 1.rT:-- 19q,19n) sowie
H. loh,ll"m hci Tnto~-DA\'11) 195 3 (s. T1 - 1
:--10.\ - DA\II> 19q). Do1.1.1-t·-.; (1954) wi r ~
auf die :\f ii_t;lichkcit einer Synon, mie hri Jer :\rten hin . B. a/for/ens~ hac klein erc.:
1'.i.irper- und Organmaf3e und et~·as kle1
nerr Eier als B. lobat11m. Das Originalbild
der :\rt B. lobatum ergibt sich ~us J er
Summe der Beschreibungen bei RAJU IFl
(1900) und DOI.UT<; (1957). Die Charakte
ri c; tik \'(JO ~Kl<J .\JH:-- et }-,\·RA.NO\'.'\ (19~2 )
~tut;,t s1ch hinl!:egcn auf Jie Beschreibung
\ un H!<.\l ·, ( 19o z 1, di e gar nicht so rec ht
mit dem ( )rig1nalbild \ on B. lobatum i.iherC.:1!1~timmt (:-,augnapfe gleich groH; Abstand
Z\\ ic;chcn vorderem Testis und Bauchsau g- ,\ bb. J.. Brad?ylecithum l1Jhatu111 a u~ C t,r/'/(J
,orone corn,x (Orig. ZIE<;J: RJ.
napf grc.ifkr, bier kleiner). Auch schein en

die v-on sowjettschen ~-\u·t~ren begiurwetcn L nterarten von B. lobatu111 auf Grund
der BRAUNschen Beschrcibung entstandeu zu sein: B. lohatum glandarii (SE'.\tF~ u , ·,
1927) und B. Jobatum str1xi OsMAl<IN in SKI<JARJ;,;, 1952. Da die Unterschiede dieser
beiden Unterarten von ,,lobalum" und des BJ<Al'!'.schen ,,Jobatum" gegeni.iber dem
echten Jobatum von RAILLIET grofkr sind als diejenigen zwischen /obatum und al
forlense, betrachtete ich beide als valide Arten B . •~lundarii (SE'.\IE~ov) und H. sin:,·,
O~MARI:-1, wobei ,,l~yperosomum lobatun/' bei BRAt·::-: (1902) in Svnonymie zu B . •~lan darii fallt. Eine ~euere Beschreibung von B. /!,/andurii gab MACKO (19q). B. lobutum
wurde neuerdings gemeldet von OELIC et Rt·KA\'I~A (195 5), RY~A\"Y (1960) und
DnHNINA et Kl' LAKO\'A (1961). Vgl. auch BYCHO\'SKAJA-PA\'L()\''.-,KAJA (1962).
H<.>R~ING (1961) beschrieb B. a!forlense aus Cort•us rorone cornix und Pira pica, Berli n;
die angegebenen Maile fur den Bauchsaugnapf sind kleiner (0,22-0,27 X 0,27 h,._
0,33 mm) als . bei dem mir vorliegenden Material, auch sind die Eier schlanl-.u:
(Breite 0,02 3 -0,02 7 mm).
(1onadcnrlg1on einnehmcnd, au~ zwe1 Reihcn oder eincm kompakten Berl"ich
\ ' On 1n,;ge-.amt 10 his 20 g roRen rundlichcn Dottcrfollikeln bestehend; Eigro(k
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plaren in mm
rlingc
e Korper-

6,z

_6,s

,.,

0,7

o,6

o,6

8
o,s

o,6

o,6

o,6

6,2

6.,

4,J

o,I

0,5

. o,45

ugnapf
O,JOI O,JOI 0,32, O,JZJ 0,,16 0,272
0,,08 0,294 0,323 o,286 0,,16 0,2,0

0,294 0,,08
o,z79 0,,16

ugnapf
o,477 0,426 0,477 0,440 0,462 o,38z 0,367 0,411
o,477 0,440 0,330 0,418 0,44_0 0,. 212 o,p4 0,462

,,,,,
A

Linge
Breirc
Oe1ophaguslinge
Testes
1.ingc
Breitc
Ovarium

Linge

Brcitc
Dotterstockc, Lange
Cirrusbcurcl, Lii.nt,tc:

0,323 Q,JOI
0,316 0,294
0,367 O,H2
0,41 I 0,-418

0,088 0,088 0,103 0,103 q~8, 0,088 0,103 0,103 0,081 0,110
0,095 0,081 0,088 0,09s 0,088 0,081 0,073 O,IOJ _0,081 o,09s
0,255 0,191 0,213 0,220 0,255 o,09s 0, I 84 0,1,
0,176 0,161
0,462 0,426 0,330 o,38z 0,-404 0,294 0,330 0,404 ",367 0,308

bis

bis

bis

bis

bis

bis

bis

bi1

bis

bis

o,s6s 0,j SI 0,492 0,404 0,,28 0,308 0,404 0,440 0,404 0,3,s
o,s 14 0,440 0,411 0,499 o,s,6 0,4s s 0,j SI 0,624 0,440 0,440

bis

bis

bis

bis

bis

bis

bis

bis

o,,.,, 0 ,4s, o,s 14

O,S73 0,,28 O,J87 0,639 o-4u

0,191 0,198 0,191
O,ZS7 0,272 0,242
0,661 0,807 0,492

0,147 0,161 0,161 0,198 0,184
0,330 0,294 0,301 0,367
0,7_34 0,s81 0,661 0,,14

bis

bis

bis

0,969 0,991 o,s87
0,279 0,198 0,286
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Brachylecithum loossi
CH

Ho H JIM LC

(Layman,

~

~

)'

.- ~--

.
,'

.

~,
~

~

;

'

1926)

Lypuo,omum loo,,; Layman, 1926; Ols,oniella (?) loossi (Layman, 1926)
Travassos, 1944
(P:e:c. 63)

Xoamm: 6eperoBaa nacT011Ra
JloRanuaa~uH: meJI1IHhle xo;:vif
MecTO o6HapymeHua: CCCP

(Cotyle riparia
ne11eH«.

(PocToBcRaH

=

Riparia riparia).

o6nacTL).

0

n n ca Hue
Bu):( a
(no JlaiiMaHy, 1926). Teno ,t(OCTHraeT 2,56 MM
J.(JIHHLI npu IDBpBHe 0,17 MM. PoToBaa llpBCOCRa llO1ITH Rpyrnaa, 0,136 MM
):(JIBHLI u 0,114 MM IDHpllHhl. BpromHaH np«COCRa, OTCTOH~aH OT POTOBOH Ha
paCCTOHHBH 0,228 MM, BMeeT nonepe1IHO-OBaJI1,Hyro cf>opMy n ):(OCTHraeT 0,20 MM
):(JIBHhl, npu IDBpBHe

0,10

MM. Ilepe):(HHH C0M0HHHR OTCTOHT OT 6promHoii npn--

COCRH Ha paCCTOHHHB 0,285 MM. CeMeHHIIRll npo):(OJILHO-OBaJILHhle. PaCCTOHHHe M0}R):(y C0M0HHI1RaM11 ):(OCTHraeT 0,057 MM. Ilepe):(HIIH CeMeHHHR 0, 16 MM
L(JIBH.LI B

0,114

MM IDBpllHhl, 3a):(HHH C0M0HHIIR

0,10

MM ):(JlHHhl B

0,08

MM mn-

PBHhl. RB1IHHR pacnonaraeTCa Ha paCCTOHHHH 0,068 MM OT 3a):(uero C0M0HHHRa, HM80T ll01ITH Rpyrnyro cf>opMy II ):(OCT11raeT 0,102 X 0,114 MM. iffeJIT01IHBRB JiemaT noaa):(11 Hll1IHHRa, o6paaya ROMllaRTHYIO Macey ):(JlllHOIO

0,285

Or 3a11Jiero KOHqa TeJia aa11mn'i Kpaii lf<OJITO'IHBKOB OTCTOHT
0,034-0,039 MM L(JIHHhl H 0,014-0,019 MM IDllpllHLI.

MM. H:iiqa

Ha

1,026

MM.

JI .e: T e p a T y p a: JIHiMaH, 1926, CTp. 63; Travassos, 1944, CTp. 220.
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Brachylecithum magnitestium
C :a

...

.

Ho H

:a

M LI:

(Layman,

1922)

Lyperosomum magnitestium Layman, 1922; Lutztrema magnitestium

(Layman, 1922) Travassos, 1944
(PHc. 64)
aoJioT:e:cTaH ~ypKa (Merops apiaster).
JloRan:e:aa~:e:H: .meJiqlll,Je npoToH:e: neqeH:e:.

Xoamrn:

MecTO o6Hapy.meH:e:H: CCCP (PocToBcHaH

0

n :e: c a H :e: e
HOe, )];OCT:e:raromee
YPOBHe

C0M0HHHKOB.

X 0, 157

MM B

0,234 x 0,247

o6JiaCTo).

B :e: A a
(no JlmiMaHy, 1922). TeJio TOHKOe, YAJIBHeH4,5 MM )];JlHHhl npn MaKCHMaJibHOH m:e:pnHe 0,41 MM Ha
PoToBaH npncocKa

OTHOCHT0JlbHO KpyrJiaJI,

0,162 X

)];HaMeTpe. BpIOmHaJI np:e:COCKa KpynHee poTOBOH, )];OCTHraeT
MM B )J;HaMeTpe :e: OTCTOHT Ha paCCTOHHHll 0,30-0,43 MM or

roJIOBHoro ROH~a.

CeMeHHIIKII

oqeHI,

KpynHhle,

npO]];OJlbHO-OB8JILHhle,

38-

HHMaIOT BCIO mnpnHy TeJia, npnqeM Kpaa DOCJie,nHero Ha M0CTe JIOR8.71II88~HID

C0M0HH1IROB BM0IOT COOTB0TCTB0HHhle B3.I{YTHH. ;D;JI:e:Ha C0M0HHHKOB

0,432

MM.

Jle.maT C0M0HHHKII O)];IIH IlO38)];H .n;pyroro H 8aHBM8IOT BTopyro qeTBepTL ,IJ;JllIHI:,J.:
TeJia. Ilepe.n;HHH C0M0HHHK pacnoJiaraeTCH Ha paCCTOHHIIH

0,585 MM noaa.n;m
0,09-0, 126 x

6pIOmHoii: npnCOCRH. JfoqHHK nonepeqHO-OBaJibHLIH, ,IJ;OCTHraeT

x0,171-0,225

MM.

i.ReJITQqHHRII

COCTOHT H3 He6oJii.moro q:e:cJia RPYDHbl:X:
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Br4chylec1thum marinholutzi (Travassos,1941)
3yn: Lut71trema mar1nholutz1 Trav.,1941
Host: Progne chalybea domestica.

Ce.u. DICROCOELIIDAE
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65. Brachylecithum marinholutzi (Travassos, 1941) (no Tpaeaceooy, 1941)
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D1crocoe 111dae
Brachylec1thum megastomum (Johnston, 1917)
syn. Lyperosomum rnegastomurn Johnston, 1917
l,Yl'EIW:-iU~IC\I )11:WASTO}IDI, Sp. D.

(Fig. 15).

l>i<1u11,1sis.- Form clnngaterl, cylindrical. Suckers very
large, ll'iller 1111111 the /,ocly, oral smaller than the ventral.
Tt·~tt>s large, approximately eriual, close together, a short
uistanct> h,·lii11rl the veutral sucker. Genital pore in front
of intesti11al fork; drrw, sac lying mainly anterio,· to the
ve11trul ,-.;11<:f.-c 1·, onuy oval, half as large as testes, long
axis trausver--ely placed. Yolk glands consisting of few,
large fullides, occupying a short field behind ovary; uterus
very e.'.\.teusive, tilliug up posterior two-thirds of body.
Eggs large, 0"038 < 0·023 mm.

Host.-Urested tem, Sterna bergii in the intestine.
Locality: 'ruggerall, N.S. W.
Type specimen in the Australian Museum, Sydney, No.
I W. 439.

I

The most striking character of this species is the size of
the suckers which considerably exceed the narrow cylindrical bo<ly. The worms are about the same length as L.
parvum (3·(38 mm. on the average) but are much more
slender, heiug only 0·194 mm., in breadth at the level of
the testes, and 0·145 mm., in the region of the uterus.
Both the isuckers exceed this breadth in their diameter and
so 11roject beyond the lateral edges of the body. The oral
sucker 0·203 mm. in diameter, is ratller smaller than the
ventral (0•239 mm.). The crsophagus is short (0·144 mm.)
and the intestinal limbs very narrow. 'l1lle genital pore
Jies nearer the anterior end than usual in otller species,
being nearer the oral than the ventral sucker. The cirrus
sac, with the contained vesicula seminalis, lies mainly
anterior to the ventral sucker, but with its base projecting
backwards for a short distance behind the anterior edge of
it. The testes are large and oval with the long axis longitudinal, while the oval ovary has its long axis transversely
placed. The three gonads are placed close together in a
line, one behind the other, without any loops or the uteru·s
separating them. The posterior testis is always slightly
smaller than the anterior, the measurements being 0·214 x
o·rn1 mm., and 0·239 x 0·171 mm., respectively. The ovary
is considerably smaller, 0·107 x o·rn1 mm. The receptaculum seminis and gland of Mehlis lie just posterior to
the ovary.
The yolk glands, as in L. par11um, are f e~ and large,
occupying a short field in th e bo<1y imme<1iately behind the
ovary. They are arranged in an irregular <1ouble row and
are greatly obscured from view b,v the uterus filled with
eggs. The whole of the po81,erior part of the body is taken
up by the folds of the uterus.

The eggs are large, the largest measured being 0·041 x
0·024 mm., the smallest 0·037 x 0·021 mm., while the
average of a large number measured was o·038 x 0·023 mm.

l. me,astoma.

Brachylecithum megastomum (Johnston, 191jlJ:,.
CH Ho

H HM hl:

Lyperosomum megastomum Johnston, 1916; Olssoniella (?} megastoma
(Johnston, 1916) Travassos, 1944
(Pnc. 66)

Xo3.mrn: Rpa11Ra (Sterna bergii).
Jl0Ran.e:aaruu1: R:o:me1JB:o:R.
MecTo o6HapymeH.e:H: ABcTpamrn.
0 II .e: Ca H .e: e B 111 ,n; a (no ,IJ;moHCTOHy, 1916). Teno 11apa3HTa y,n;JIH- I
HeHHOe, ll:O:Jl11IH,ll:p1i11IeCROe, )l:OCT111~aeT 3,68 MM ,Il;JIJiIHhl 11p:o: MaRCHMaJil>HOH mnp.e:He 0,194 MM. PoToBaH np111cocRa 0,203 MM B ,n;1rnMeTpe. BpromHaH 11pncocRa
npeBn1maeT m.e:p111Hy Tena; ee ,D;HaMeTp 0,239 MM. Ilmr~eBo,n; ROpOTRHH, 0,144 MM
,D;JIHHM. R:o:me11Hn1e CTBOJihl 011eH1, Y3RHe. IloJioBoe OTBepcTHe nepe,n; 6mpypRau.e:eii RHmetJHHRa, pacnoJiaraeTCH 6n11me R poTOBOH, tJeM R 6pIOmHoii, np:o:COCRe.
IlonoBaH 6ypca, co,n;epmamaH ceMeHHoii 11yan1peR, nem:o:T Bnepe,n;:o: OT 6promnoii 11p:o:cocR:o:, npH11eM ee ,n;Ho cnerRa 3axo,n;HT aa nepe,n;HHii Rpaii 6promHoii:
np:o:COCRJI.

CeMeHH:o:R:o: RpynHn1e, npo,n;on1,Ho-0BaJI1,Hoii cpopMhl, B To BpeMH RaR .R.0:11HBR 111MeeT CJierRa nonepe11HO-OBaJil>HOe 011epTaHHe. Bee TpH IIOJIOBhlX meJie3hl
JiemaT Ha Me,n;:o:aHHoii JIHH:0:111, np11111eM B npoMemyToR Mem,n;y HHM:o: He aaxo,n;:o:T HH e,n;nHaH IIeTJIH MaTRJil. Ilepe,n;H111ii CeMeHH11IR,IJ;OCT111raeT 0,239 X 0,171 MM,
aa,n;H111ii - HeMHOro MeHLme nepe,n;Hero - 0,214 X 0,161 MM . .H1111JH1i1R MeHI,mero pa3Mepa, 11eM CeMeHH111R111, ,D;OCTHraeT 0,107 MM ,D;JIJiIHJ:,I 1110,161 MM mHpHHI,I.
IJ03a,u;11 H11111HHRa HaXOJJ;.fITC.fI CeMHIIpHeMH111R 111 TeJIM~e MeJinca •
.iReJITOlJHHKJI pacnoJiaraIOTC.fI B ,n;Ba He BIIOJIHe npaB111Jll,HhlX p.H)];a 1I coCTOHT 113 ne6on1,moro 1urnna RpynHMx q,oJIJIHRYJIOB, aaHnMaromHx ne6on1,myro
aouy no3a,n;:o: HHtJH:o:Ra. MaTRa 011en1, Momno paaB111Ta, 3aIIOJIH.HeT co6oii B 3a)];neii: 11acT111 TeJia npocTpaHCTBO, COOTBeTCTByromee ,D;BYM TpeT.HM o6meii ,D;Jl:O:HJ:,I
napa3111Ta •
.Hiio;a B cpe,n;HeM ,Il;OCTHraIOT 0,038 MM )];JlHHhl ' H 0,023 MM m111p11Hn1, O,D;HaKO
BCTpe11aroTca 11 6onee Rpynnn1e Hiiua, )];oxo,n;Hm111e ,n;o 0,041 x 0,024 MM.
JI :e: Tep a Ty pa: Johnston, 1916, CTp. 225, 249 n 252; Travassos, 1944, CTp. 215.
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Dir. roeoc l i i dae
~rachy l eci thum rnicrotcsticu l atum Timon - Dn vi d ,

Bra&layl«ilJa.,,,. ,,.;crott st ic ui,u um

(i Larus fr.uc.us
This species was found only in LF. Twtnty-~1:x individuals ·
were found in a single bird, two in the gall bladd(>r, the remainder
in the first fifth of the intestine. The gall bladder additionallv contained three specimens of the trematode Gy,,.,aophallus deli~ios11S.
There are no previou~ British records of B. ,,.;cr<'Usticulatu,n.
B. microtestirnlatum was describerl from LA of southern France
by Timon-David (1955), who recovered three indi\·iduals from the
proximal intestine of a single bird. This locatio11 wa.., regarded as
unusual since the various species of this genus arc normally parasites
of the bile ducts and gall bladder. No differences were observed
between specimens from the intestine an<l gall bladder in the present
investigation.
I>e.<:cription (Fig. :J, \'c-ntral ,·iew) : Body elongate, tapering
slightly towards f'xtremitie--. L<'ngth 4·93 mm., width 0·43 mm.
Suckers sub-equal, oral 0·23 mm. in diameter, wntral 0·28 mm. in
diameter. Pharynx and oesophagus small, 0·10 mm. and 0·13 mm.
in length, respt>ctively. Pharynx part)~• incorporated in base of
oral sucker. Distal end~ of caeca obscurnl hy e~gs. Testes rounded,
obliquely in tandem, diameters: anterior 0·18 mm., posterior
0·19 mm. Cirrus pouch prominent, 0·37 mm. in length, immediately
in front of ventral sucker. Ovary rounded, diameter 0·19 mm., ,
posterior to testes. Mehlis' gland, diameter 0·14 mm., situated
immediately behind ovary. \'itcllaria t-ight or nine large follicles
on each side extending 1·25 mm. behind o\"ary. Follicles 0·100·18 mm. in diametn. Convolutions of uterus occupy remainder of
posterior region. Eggs 0·038 x 0·024 mm.
r,eom

jl.1174,G,e rt:JAI.,

lfh3

·

1955

BRACHYLECITHUM MOO REI,
FIGUBE

i)~ ~rJ;

~

13 ~ rd) J'f r /

37, m

Diagnosis.-Body elongated, dorsoventrally ~atten~d, 3:38 to 4.31
mm. long by 0.27 to 0.52 mm. wide in region of vitellaria, with ~eakly
developed musculature, almost parallel s~des whi~h taper slightly
toward both extremities. Cuticle thin, without spmes or other obvious markino-s. Oral sucker weakly muscular, elongated-oval, 0.18
to 0.26 mm. kmg by 0.17 to 0.23 mm. wide, subterminal to a short ,
liplike projection. Acetabulum 0.17 to 0.28 mm. in diameter, weakly
muscular, somewhat protrusible, with center protr~ded fa~ enough to
obliterate lumen, in anterior :fourth of body. Ratio of width of oral
sucker to acetabulum 1: 1.12 to 1.21. Pharynx globular, ~uscular,
0.05 to 0.07 mm. in diameter. Esophagus narrow, very thm-~alled,
straight to slightly wavy, 0.14 to 0.23 mm. long,_ bifurcat_ing midway
between suckers. Ceca narrow, slightly undulatmg, passmg laterally
to genital organs and dorsally to vitella:ia, termin~ting from onethird to one-half of distance from vitellaria to posterior en~ of b~dy.
Excretory pore terminal. Genital pore median, ventral to mtestmal
bifurcation. Testes large, oval, approximately equal in s~ze, 0.20 to
0.35 mm. in diameter, tandem in position, with zones c?ntiguo~s but
not overlapping in relaxed specimens. Zone of anter10r testis separated from zone of acetabulum by one to three loops of uterus. Cir-

HEILMINTH PARASITES OF BIRDS-DENTOiN AND BYRD
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rus sac elongated-oval, 0.20 to 0.31 mm. long by 0.09 to 0.14 mm. wide,
containing convoluted seminal vesicle, ejaculatory duct and eversible
cirrus. Cirrus sac situated so that caudal extremity reaches to or
slightly beyond anterior margin of acetabulum. Ovary round to
transversely oval in shape, smaller than testes, 0.13 to 0.19 mm. in
transverse diameter, on either right or left side of body, separated
from posterior testis by one to three loops of uterus. Seminal receptacle small, globular, contiguous to caudal margin of ovary. Mehlis' gland diffuse, medially to seminal receptacle. Laurer's canal not
observed. Vitellaria consisting of 6 to 14 large follicles on each side
of body, with more follicles on side of body opposite ovary, located
just posterior to seminal receptacle. Uterus greatly convoluted, filling most of body posterior to ovary, ascending to genital pore by one
of three courses : ( 1) Passing to either right or left of ovary, between
ovary and posterior testis, between testes, then anteriorly by a wavy
course; (2) passing to either right or left of both ovary and posterior
testis, between testes, then anteriorly by wavy course; or (3) passing
to either right or left of all three gonads, then anteriorly by wavy
course. Mature ova dark brown, 36µ to 44.µ long by 23µ. to 29µ wide.
Host.-Bubo virginianus (Gmelin).
H abitat.-Liver.
Locality.-United States (probably Texas).
Type specimen.-U.S.N.M. Helm. Coll. No. 37120. Additional
specimen No. 37121.
Remarks.-Braohylecithum moorei is described from about 50 specimens taken from the liver of a great horned owl, Bubo virginianus.
The host died while in the Zoological Gardens, Houston, Tex.
Although the bird probably came from the vicinity of Houston, the
exact locality from which it was taken could not be determined. It
appears to be more closely related to B. americanum Denton, 1945,
than to the other members of the genus. From this species it is distinguished by the longer ceca, oval instead of lobed testes, and a larger
cirrus sac.

BRACHYLECITHUM NANUM, ~ species
FIGURE
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Diagnosis.-Body much elongated-cylindrical, with weakly devel:
oped musculature and showing a tendency to be serpentine; it
measures 1.85 to 3.39 mm. long by 0.10 to 0,26 mm, wide, widest in
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region between acetabulum and vitellaria. Cuticle thin, aspinose,
smooth except for small, conical, sensory papillae along margins of
suckers and on lateral margins of body in some specimens. Oral
sucker subterminal to a small liplike projection, weakly muscular,
usually elongate oval in shape, measuring 0.07 to 0.16 mm. long by
0.08 to 0.15 mm. wide. A.cetabulum somewhat protrusible, weakly
muscular, slightly lemon shaped in frontal view but without prominent auricular appendages, with shallow, saucerlike lumen (fig. 36, a)
in some specimens or with center protruded (fig. 36, b) in others,
obliterating lumen; located in anterior body fifth and measuring 0.10
to 0.18 mm. long by 0.11 to 0.20 mm. wide. Ratio of width of oral
sucker to acetabulum 1: 1.0 to 1: 1.4. Prepharynx absent. Pharynx
muscular, globular, longer than wide, 0.03 to 0.05 mm. long by 0.03
to 0.04 mm. wide. Esophagus very thin-walled, slender, straight to
slightly wavy, relatively long, bifurcating from one-half to two-thirds
of distance from oral sucker to acetabulum. Ceca thin-walled, slender, straight to slightly wavy, passing dorsally to acetabulum, dorsally
to lateral margins of gonads, dorsally to vitellaria, terminating
unevenly as slightly distended tubes from a short distance posterior to
vitellaria to midway between vitellaria and posterior end of body.
Excretory pore terminal. Genital pore median, ventral to intestinal
bifurcation. Testes elongated-oval to kidney-shaped, approximately
equal in size, 0.09 to 0.27 mm. long by 0.07 to 0.19 mm. wide, situated
one directly behind other and occupying almost entire width of body
at their levels; depending on state of constriction of body, anterior
testis separated from acetabulum by one to four loops of uterus;
posterior testis contiguous to anterior testis or separated from it by
a single uterine loop. Cirrus sac elongated-pyriform, 0.12 to 0.16 mm.
long by 0.04 to 0.06 mm. wide, containing coiled seminal vesicle, ejaculatory duct, and eversible cirrus, extending posteriorly far enough for
one-third to one-half its length to lie dorsally to acetabulum. Ovary
oval, 0.05 to 0.12 mm. long by 0.06 to 0.16 mm. wide, situated near
middle of body and separated from posterior testis by one to three
uterine loops. Seminal receptacle small, globular, situated entirely
posterior to ovary, near either margin of body. Mehlis' gland diffuse,
located posteromedial to seminal receptacle. Laurer's canal opening
on middorsal surface at caudal level of seminal receptacle. Vitellaria
consisting of 6 to 10 large oval to irregular follicles on each side of
body ( sometimes fusing together to form large irregular masses of
yolk cells), occupying zone immediately posterior to Mehlis' gland.
Uterus greatly convoluted with loops rather indistinct, filling body
posterior to vitellaria, then passing anteriorly between and ventrally
to vitellaria, ventrally to one margin of ovary, to dorsal side between
ovary and posterior testis, dorsally to both testes and acetabulum to
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genital pore. Mature ova dark brown, 38µ. to 48µ. long by 21µ. to 28µ.
wide, fully embryonated when oviposite~.
Hosts.-Pipilo erythrophthalrwus (Lmnaeus) (type) and Zonotrichia albicollis ( Gmelin) .
H abitat.-Liver.
Localities.-NOR'l'H CAROLINA: Highlands (type); VIRGINIA: Mountain Lake; GEORGIA: Athens and Augusta; TEXAS : Houston.
Type specimen: U.S.N.M. Helm. Coll. No. 37116. Additional specimen, No. 36758, from the white-throated sparrow.
Rem.arks.-Brachylecitluum nanum is described from specimens
from the livers of 9 (27.3 percent) of 33 red-eyed towhees, Pipilo erythrophthalmus, collected at Highlands, N. C., and Mountain Lake, Va.,
and from 4 (12.9 percent) of 31 white-throated sparrows, Zonotrichia
albicollis, collected in Georgia and Texas. Because of their delicate
structure and the difficulty with which they are extracted, many specimens were broken during removal. Other specimens, because of a
tendency to rotate a part of the body, are poor for detailed study. The
species shows a close relationship to no less than five of the already
described forms: B. fillifor·m e (Skrjabin, 1913), B. megastoma (Johnston, 1917), B. vanellicolae (Layman, 1922), B. loossi (Layman, 1926),
andB. a8ovi (Layman, 1926). Of these only B. filliforme is described
and figured in sufficient details to permit comparison with B. nanum.
From it B. nanum differs in being smaller and in having relatively
larger suckers, relatively larger testes, and a much smaller cirrus sac.
The type material of B. filliforme came from the gall bladder of a
hawk, Oircus cyaneus.
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A dicrocoeliid trematod~ haa been commonly found in the biliary ducts of
ruffed grouse examined over the past aeveral yean from Ontario. The aame
parasite has been taken in Michigan from thia boat by Cowan and Spaulding
(12), who have kindly let us examine ~eir 1peeimena. As the 1pecimen1 from
Ontario and Michigan differ from other apeciea of dicrocoeliids, we have
assigned them to a new speciee in the geom Bracllyl«it'l,u,,. here described u
Brachylecithum twfi· sp. nov. ·
·
.
·
A species of the genus Ta11GisiG Skrjabin, 1924, as emended by Byrd and
Denton (2), alao has been found in the ruffed grouae in the urinary tubules.
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Gnas: B,ach~thu• Shtrom, 1940, u emend~ by Skrjabin and Evranova (10).

:Braelzl«ili... orjhp. new.• K1 ng•s t n.
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r eP m4•n ~ 19 5 9
epecimea eloapteq,lindrical with nearly parallel sidea,
~ gradually in poattesticular Rp)ll; body length 9.9 (4.4-11.2),
width 0.33 (0.21-0."1) in naila of anterior teatia. Ratio of booy
width to body ie.t:h l:J0.(1:16-R). Cu~ upiDOle. without tuberculatiom. Oral aucker eloaaatlNltl O.lt in lencth by 0.24 in width (0.25-0.43
by 0.2H.40), IUbtermiilal, wlda a cknal, CMrbancinr lip (seen best in
aeationed material), IIIOUtb !11 • I watljlllJ. Acetabulam without auriclea,
tranavenely oval 0.29 in ~ bJ 0.3lia widda (0.26--0.49 by 0.31--0.43),
anterior margin 0.73
ad
(0.~1.13), cavity (usually)
not obliterated by p1atalllliaw ...- . ltado of oral aucker to .acetabulum
1: 1 (1 :0.92-1.27)~ Pnpharyim ......_ Pharynx pyrifonn, wider than long
(generally), 0.070 in Jencth by O.Ol6 ia width (0.057--0.095 by 0.067--0.112).
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Body
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Oesophagus narrow, thin-walled, slightlj undulating, 0.14 in length l,v 0.025
in width (0.14 -0.21 by 0.025- 0.047), bifurcating immediately anterior to
fem a le genital pore. Caeca paired, 11ctrrow, thin-walled, difficult to follow
posterior to testes, .extent not determined. Male genital pore median, opening between oral sucker and acetabulum 0.51 from anterior end of worm
(0.36 in contracted specimen to 0. 73 in large extended specimen1. Cirrus
sac 0.30 in length by 0.11 in width (0.25-0.41 by 0.08- 0.12), containing an
unarmed, eversible ~irrus and a coilt'd seminal veside; bulbous. portion of
cirrus sac posterior and dorsal to anterior margin of acetabulum. Testes
elongate-cylindrical, tande111, almost tilling bod}' width, with smooth margins
(or only sligntly indented; in some pecimens, presumed young, testes may
(Fig. 2) be lobate), anterior testis (generalty) &horter in length than posterior
testis: anterior testis 0.96 ir1 length by 0.25 in width (0.30- 1.23 by 0.11-0.35),
posterior testis 1.29 in length by 0.26 in width (0.45-1.63 by 0.10-0.30);
anterior testis begins 1.13 from anterior end of worm (0.80-1.60), posterior
testis begins 2.23 from anterior end of worm (1.20-2.80). Space between testes
0.13 (0.00-0.15) occupied (or not) by loop(s) of uterus. Ratio of length of
testes field' to body length 1 :4.3 (l :3.33-5.23). Ovary dorsal, behind
posterior margin of posterior testis, (round to) oval, 0.28 in length by 0.19 in
width (0.10-0.35 by 0.08---0.25), located 3.81 from anterior ·e nd of worm
(1.96-4.50). Seminal receptacle globular, 0.12 in length by 0.11 in width
(0.11-0.12 by 0.07-0.11), anterior margin 0.05 (0.01-0.05) behind and dorsal
to the posterior border of ovary. Mehlis' gland posterior to seminal receptacle. Laurer's canal not seen. Vitellaria (Figs. l and 2) entirely posterior
to ovary, and seminal receptacle consisting of 10 (6-12) large irregular follicles
on eas:h aide (fields frequently joined anteriorly; number of follicles on one
side may vary from number on otherY, occupying a total field of 1.50 in length
(0.60-1.50) beginning 4.36Jrum anterior end of worm (2.48-5.05). Descending limb of uterus, on 4onal aide of body, containing developing eggs, leaves
the ovary, pasaea in coila between vitellaria to within 0.05 (0.070) of posterior .
end of body where.it t\J~• and ucenda, on ventral side of body, in wide loops
to the re,ion of the vitellaria. Posterior to the vitellaria, approximately
6.60 from the anterior end of the body, the ascending uterus c'W~~~!1s dark,
fully embryonated egp; it continua in coila ventral to vitelline ·follicles,
.,._ with ~pr,uu:ii loop(a) (one to lix) between vitellaria and ovary,
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• llipt llal.lOlitietl ventrolateral to antera~r
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.:..) to re,ion behiqd acetabulum wher~ it
teatia (10metimea ~tral. or eeven) to female pnital pore located med_1an
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.-ital pare. Excretory pore posten~r,
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0.0-17 by 0.025-0.032) (Fig. 3).
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size fro m 0.037-

llost: Bonasa umbel/us L.
llabital: Biliary ducts.
Locality: Ontario-ilgonquin Park (holotype) a.nd Big Island, Lake of the
Woods; Michigan-Ottawa National Fores.t.
Afolluscan hosts: Zonitoides arboreus, Z01tiloides nitid,us, Deroceras reticukltum,
Deroceras kleve, C~lla lubrica.•
Type specimen: Holot~ and nine para\ypes in U.S.N.M. Helminthological
Collection, Nos. 38391 and 38392 respectively.
Twenty-six unfixed worms from three ruffed grouse from Algonquin Park
measured 6.9-15.0 mm in length. Width measurements of worms which
were 9.4-13.0 mm. in length ranged from 0.44--0.55 mm. The range of the
ratios of the body widths to the body lengths, 1 :20-23.

Some features of these worms were more apparent in unfixed specimens
than in fixed material: namely, the .subterminal position ·of the oral sucker;
the nature and extent of the vitelline follicles; the occluded cavity of the
acetabulum in some specimens; and the gravid condition of the uterus. The
identity of Brachylecithum o,fi can be confirmed in unfixed material by noting
that the testes field to body_length ratio lies in the range of 1 :3-5.
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Br,ul,ylecitlium orfi sp. nov. differs from the other species now contained .g ]
] §l ·.;; ·.;; 8. ~
in the genus in the following characters: (1) by its greater length, (2) by its ~ ><
~ ~ .§'] ; ~
larger ratio of body width to body length, (3) by its longer testes, (4) by i~ ~ ;,
c:: '"" li ·.;; G.> ._
analler ratio of field to body length, and (5) by the extent and position -S ;--:;; .;;- :gE-f
'.;i fE
~E--~
of the vitelline field, which liee in whole, or in large part, in the posterior half .:: "@
::: ~ 0c:: Ill ..c:: 0
of the body.
£ ~ 8 ...._~ -~ ~
Bracl,yleeill,.,,,. ,wfi while reeembling Brocliylecitlium eugenia Oschmarin, 01.1:
g~~8_V;;,....
1947 (in Skrjabin and E~va (10)) differs froµi it as follows: (1) The testes ~V.._:i..ot'.Olll-g'"O
... c::"'"" u..... .
- ::,
~=-S:.a..=~5g~
ol B. o,fi are nearly twice the lenath of thoee in the latter species; some speci-. :.::~.o
~uo
.!::! U ~
mens of B. orfi and B. ninia have teatea of comparable length, but the body :>, "> V bD:;
V -£ .:: ~ § tC:: -g :.a
lengths for such specimens of B. t1'fi are much shorter than is the body length ~C:: ..c::_._,
ill
~c::
of B. eugmia, and the ratio of the teatea field to body length remains near ~ ~..:: ~ -~ "D ~ ~ 8.
... '"" ·'"O
1 :4 for B. orfi while tllia ratio i8 1 :9 for B. eui.,.ih. (2) Further, B. orfi lacks 0.
o.~~]ll--~S:.=~
c'!li:x:i..c:: ..... ._
auricles ~n ~e acetabulum w~ch B. -,mia ~ s . (J) Finally, the length -~ ._ 5 '""8. ~ • V _rn ~
::t O ·;:
.._ ell ..., ::: -~
of the v1telhne field of B.
aa peater than that of B. ngenia.
. . _ < l l v V ~ ..... g:..C::.:t
~
E
~
;:_
er~ ~
B,acli?l«ill,um orfi al
· • . to B~.,,,. papabeja•i (Skrjabin i:x:i E 8. ~ ~ ~~ ~
-o -~
and Udmz.ew, 1930)
diffen
as follows: (1) B . orfi is ._0 ·-~ V ...,. c::,~ •-C:: ellC:: VC:: ">
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narrower thu s possessing a greater ratio of body width to body lengt h
C.I c:: c ~ .:t c::·- ell~
docs R . papa b,ja ni (1: 10.8- 11.2) . (2) The eggs of B. orfi are larger than ~ ·;;; :.C c:: ~0 ·- c:: ~ Ill
than c ro .":::! ~
~ 9 ,......_ ro
those of B. papabejani. 1
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"" ·Bra chylrcithum or.ft somewhat resembles Brachylecithum gruis Denton and -~ ~ :g t.iJ ~ bl) ·~ ~
CJ
:>,
..c::
'"O
.......
'"O
CJ
co CJ
Byrd , 1951. It differs from B. gruis in that while both species have elongate
~@ II
~
testes, in onl y one short paratype specimen of B. or.ft are the lengths of the ..c:]
t'""' ..0 en ,......_ ..__, ::i _en c en
Cl) -~
'O ~ '"" ::: (1j ::l ....:
testes comparable to those of B. gruis; further, the margins of the testes are
...; -£ -;: ..__, ~ c:: ~ c:: E -~
smooth in mature specim~ns of B. orfi while they are lobate in B. gruis. The ·;;
' - 0 == . ._ ·- ~ .8 cn t
size of the oral and ventral suckers is greater jn B. orti·than that given for ~~ 0 31i; '"O ~ ~ ~
~~@OEE
B. gruis. The vitelline field in B. orfi is up to four times longer than in ~].s
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Dicrocoeliidae

Brachylecithum paiawanense ..,.-... F:sah /. hA I And f<~ n f .,_ . / q 'T 3
(Figs. 5, 6)
llosTs: Type, Halcyon chloris collaris (Scopoli), white-collared kingfisher; Ceyx rufidorsus
rufidorsus Strickland, red-backed kingfisher
( Coraciiformes: Alcedinidae).
HABITAT: Small intestine (?).
LOCALITY: Tarabanan Concef)ci6n.
DATES: 12, 14 May 1962.
SPECIMENS DEPOSITED: No. 72169 (holotype, from Halcyon); No. 72170 (paratypes,
Halcyon); No. 72171 (paratypes, Ceyx).
Du.c:-.os1s (based on seven adult worms in
dorsal or ventral view from Halcyon , measurements of six given below; and five adults in
lateral view from Ceyx, measurements not
included below): Body elongate, narrow,
extremities rounded, 3,305-4,535 long by 270485 wide at testicular level. Forebody 535695 long; hindbody 2,535-3,365 long; forebody-hindbody length ratio 1:4.3-6.2. Oral
sucker subterminal ventral, longitudinally elongate, somewhat inverted pear-shaped, truncate
or nearly so posterio/ly, in ventral or dorsal
view vvith compact layer of muscles just within
posterior and posterolateral margins, in lateral
view muscle layer posterior, posterodorsal and
posteroventral, 148-177 by 114-153; preoral
lip prominent, 31-61 long; acetabulum usually
somewhat transversely elongate but occasionally
round, 173-235 by 186-252; sucker length
ratio 1:1.05-1.33, width ratio 1: 1.47-2.41. Prepharynx absent; pharynx round or nearly so,
sometimes with nipplelike projection at anterior end, 51-61 by 47-58; esophagus 121230 long; cecal bifurcation 130-180 preacetabular; ceca extending short distance into
posterior third of body.
Gonads smooth, transversely oval, separated
from one another hv uterine coils. Anterior
testis slightly sinish'al in four worms and
slightly dextral in two, 90-270 hy 120-285,
lying 170-315 postacetahular in worms from
Halcyon, lying closer to acetabulnm in worms
form Ceyx; posterior testis slightly dextral in
four worms but slightly sinistral in two when
anterior testis dextral, 110-242 hy 118-310,
lying 22-110 posterior to anterior testis. Cirrus
sac elongate oval, straight, thick-walled, muscular, commencing dorsal to anteriormost part
of acetabulum or entirely preacetabular, 157196 by 65-78. Seminal vesicle winding, somewhat coiled, filling most of ·cirrus sac when
cirrus protruded, 125-180 by 40-70. Pars
prostatica roundish, small, surrounded by few
prostate cells. Cirrus large, muscular, usually
protruded, opening into posterior part of genital
atrium. Genital pore median, at cecal bifurcation.
Ovary in tandem with posterior testis,
slightly dextral in four worms but slightly
sinistral in two when posterior testis sinistral,
97-120 by 127-170, lying 3.~143 posterior
to posterior testis. Seminal receptacle very
large, 97-148 by 116-155, lying postovarian
and slightly more lateral than latter. Mehlis'
gland weU developed, lying posteromedian to

seminal receptacle at or near anterior limits
of vitellaria. Latter follicular, in two short, subequal, lateral fields; field on ova~ian side 335430 long, with eight follicles m one wo~,
nine in five; opposite field 350-:605 long, ~th
10 follicles in one worm, 12 in five; antenormost follicle lying 93-190 postovarian; postvitellarian space 1,130-2,015 long. Uterus
filling most of hindbody, extending to near
posterior extremity, ascending median to ovary
and posterior testis with single loop between
them crossing ( with several loops) between
teste; to median side of anterior testis. Metraterm thick-walled, muscular, shorter than and
lying dorsal to cirrus sac, opening in!o shallow
genital atrium anterior to male opemng. Eggs
numerous, operculate, 25 measuring 29-37
(32.3) by 15-19 ( 17.9).
Excretory bladder tubular, sometimes dilated where visible posteriorly; narrowing to
short' duct before opening through terminal
pore.
D1scuss10N: This form keyed to the genus
Brachylecithum Strom, 1940, in the key given
by Odening ( 1964). While some of the five
specimens from Ceyx were smaller than those
from the other host, the morphology, measurements and ratios of all were basically similar.
It differs from all others in the genus in the
shape of the oral sucker. It is closest to B.
halcyonis (Yamaguti, 1941) Skrjabin and
Evranova, 1953, B. tetraogalli Gvozdev, 1953,
B. bubo Chibichenko, 1959, and B. indicum
Singh, 1962. The latter species differs further
in the shape of the gonads, the testes being
tandem, very close to each other, and separated
bv only a single uterine coil, and the extent
of the vitellaria never heing more than twice
the length of the~a_ry rather ~han_ three to
four times its length. B. ha1cyonis d~fers ~ther in the shape of the gonads, and m havmg
tandem testes and larger eggs ( 42 by 21-22).
B bubo differs further in having tandem testes,
a,~ S-shaped cirrus sac, and somewha~ l~rger
eggs ( 3 6-4 0 by 18-20) . B. tetraogal~i differs
further in having a postbifurcal genital pore
and larger eggs ( 17 ~y 26-3 0) ·
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D1crocoel11dae
Brachylec1thurn parvum (Johnston, 1917)
syn. Lyperosomurn parvurn Johnston, 1917
I,\ l'l, ltu.-.u-'Ir .,1 l'.\R\TM,

sp. n.

{Fig. 14.)

cylindrica l; suckers large, oral
' rathn --mailer thau the Yentral, <.esophagus short; intestinal
limb..; reaching po-;terior end. Testes placed clo.<~e together
and j11st /Jelti11tl the ventral sucker. Genital opening in
fr,mt or, but eluse to tile ventral sucker; cirrus sac lying
mainly dors11l to the ue11tral suclcer; vesicula seminalis
m1u•11 ,·uil<'ll. Ovary behind and close to the posterior
,·r. Yolk glands consisting of a few forge follicles in
two rows heliind the ovary. Uterul:i very extensive. Eggs
,c k shelled , o·o:rn
0·023 mm.
/Ji11!J11osi.-;. -Elougated,

Vag P~.

Host.-StreJ)era versicolor, in tlrn intestine.

Type specimen in tbe Australian Museum, No. W. 438.

Ei.y/4.
X5o

This species is represented by a number of small trematodes collected at Rydal, New South Wales, by my friend
Dr. S. J. H. Moreau, from tbe intestine of the grey crowsbrike, Strepera versicolor.
This species is much smaller than any Lyperosomum
·h itherto described, having a length of 3°6 mm., aod breadth
-of 0·37 mm. The body is almost cylindrical, but only
sliehtly flattened towards the posterior end. The sucker■
are rather longer than broad, the oral (0·213 x 0·194 mm.)
being smaller than the ventral (0"252
0·233 mm.). The
pharynx, broader than long (0"054 x o·os mm.), ia very
much smaller than the suckers. There is a abort resophagus,
ending a little in front of the ventral sucker, and the two
intestinal limbs, which are narrow and unbranched, run
back to the posterior end of the body. The genital ppening
is situated in the middle line in front of, and close to the
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.Lyperosomum parrum..
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Brachylecithum pic1 Osch~arin,1952
Host: Ficuq canu 9

Ce.11. DTCROCOELIIDAE
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68. Brachylecithum pici Oschmarin, 1952 (no OmMapHHY, 1952)
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Brachylecithum praetenuis

Oschmarin,

1952 1

(Pnc. 69)
Xo3HErn: cTp:0JK BOCToqHoa3IIaTCKIIH

(Apus pacificus).

JloKaJIII3ao;IIH: rreqeHb.
MecTO o6Hapymemrn: CCCP (Ilp11MopcK11ii Kpaii 8KCT0HCIIBHOCTb II IIHT0HCIIBHOCTb IIHBa3IIII:
BCKPI,ITI,IX, B KOJIIIqecTBe
0

II II C a H II e

Koe TpeMaTO,D;bI,

16

OJibrIIHCKIIH paifou).

o,n;uoro CTpIIma 113 qeThlpex

9K30MIIJIHpOB.

B II ,n; a

(no OmMapIIHY'

1952).

,Il;JIHHHI,10 II o-qeHb TOH-

IIOBepXHOCTb KOTOpbIX IIOKphlTa M0Jlb1IaiimHMH

BlI)];HI,IMH o6pa3oBaHIIHMH. ,Il;JIHHa TeJia

0,205 MM ,D;JIHHI,I II
0,205 MM B ,D;HaMeTpe.

PoToBaH rrpIICOCKa
Ha.fl rrpHCOCKa

y

6opo,n;aBKO-

5 MM, MaKCIIMaJibHa.H TOJIW:IIHa 0,205 MM.
0, 155 MM mIIpIIHI,I. qameBIIAHaH 6p1om-

PacCTOHHIIe Mem,n;y rrpHCOCKaMII paBHO y,n;B00HHOMY ,n;IIaMeTpy 6pIOmHOH
rrpIICOCKII. <DapIIHKC

0,050 MM B

rrpo,n;OJibHO-OBaJibHhle.

,Il;JIHHa

,D;HaMeTpe. CeMeHHIIKII OTHOCHT0JlbHO KPYIIHI,10,
CeMeHHIIKOB

0,275

MM,

mIIpIIHa -

0,185

MM.

MaJieHbKa.H IIOJIOBa.H 6ypca II01ITH ,D;OCTIIraeT CBOIIM )];HOM cepe,n;IIHI,I ,n;op3aJibHOH IIOBepxHOCTII 6pIOmHOH rrpHCOCKII. ,Il;JIHHa 6ypchl

0,075

0, 178

MM, mIIpIIHa -

MM . .ff11qHIIK Jl0lliHT Herrocpe,n;cTB0HHO II03a,IJ;II BTOporo C0M0HHHKa; ero

pa3Mep

0, 155 X 0, 127

MM. llieJITO'IHIIKII COCTOHT 113 6oJibmoro 1IIICJia M0JIKIIX

q>OJIJIIIKYJIOB, pacrrpocTpaHHIOW:IIXC.fl Ha 01I0Hb He60JibillOM rrpOT.fllli0HIIII TeJia
TpeMaTO,IJ;hl. Pa3Mep HHII;

0,044

x

0,021

MM.

Ilo CBoeMy CTpoeHHIO noT BH,n; Ha116onee 6JIH30K
(Travassos,

1917),

Brachylecithum rarum

KOTOphlii TaKme IIM00T CIIJlbHO BhlTHHYTOe T0JIO, IIOKphlTOe

6opo,n;aBKOBH,IJ;HhlMlI o6pa30BaHIIHMlI, H H0KOTOphle ,n;pyrHe CXO,IJ;Hhle rrpII3HaKII.
0TJIHqil_fl

B. praetenuis OT Br. rarum 3aKJII01IaIOTCH B CTpoeHIIH meJIT01IHIIROB'
Br. rarum COCTOHT H3 He6oJibillOro 1IHCJia KPYIIHhlX <pOJIJllIKYJIOB,
H pa3Mepax ceMeHHlIKOB H HI11IHHKa. HaKOHeu;, X03HeBaMII Br. ra-

KOTOphle y
B <popMe

rum

HBJI.HIOTC.fl 6pa3IIJlbCKJie IITIIIl;hl, OTHOCHm;H0C.fl K ,n;pyroMy OTpH,n;y.

C
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Brachylecithum papabejani (Skrjahin et Udinzev, 1930)
CH Ho H n M: Lyperosomum papabejani Skrjahin et Udinzev, 1930;
Orthorchis papabejani (Skrj. et Udinzev, 1930) Travassos, 1944
(P:ac. 70)
Xo3H1:rn: KaMeHHaH KyporraTKa (Alectoris graeca = Caccabis chukar).
Jl0Kam,rnan:1rn: meWIHhlH 11Y3hlpb H meJJlIHble rrp0T0KH rreqeHH.
MecTo o6Hapymemrn: CCCP (ApMemrn).
0 rr n c a H n e B n JI. a (110 CKpH6nHy n °YJJ.HHII;eBy, 1930). Ilapa3HT
HMeeT BhlTHHYT0e TeJio, JJ.JIHHOIO 6,561 MM rrpn MaKCl1MaJILHOii: mnpnHe
0,585-0,612 MM. PoTOBaH rrpnC0CKa JIB}KHT cy6TepMHHaJILHo; ee JJ.HaMeTp
0,364 x 0,346 MM. <DapHHKC 0,099 MM JJ.JIHHhl H 0,090 MM mnpHHI,I. OT Hero
Haq1rnaeTCH ]J;0B0JILH0 ]);JIHHHhlH Il12IIIJ;eB0J1. (0, 192 MM). HeCKOJlbIW Brrepe.n;n OT
6mpypKaIJ;HH KHmeqHHKa HaX0)];HTCH Il0JI0B0e 0TBepcnrn. BpIOmHaH rrpHC0CRa
)];0CTHraeT B )];HaMeTpe 0,273 x 0,29,1 MM.
1

IIy6nm<yeTc11

BIIepBhlC.

Ce.M. DICROCOELII DAE

70
70. Brachylecithum papabe1ani (Skrjabin et Udinzev,
H °YAHHD;eBy, 1930)

1930) (no CKp116lrny
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Brachylecithum parvum (Johnston, 191,0'/
C

H H

o

H H M LI:

Lyperosomum parr,1um Johnston, 1916; Olssoniella (?) parr,1a

(Johnston, 1916) Travassos,

1944

(PHC. 67)

Xo3HHH: nTmi;a (Strepera versicolor

= Str_epera cuneicaudata)1· · --· ' ,.

JloKaJIH3aUHH: m1meqHHK.

MecTo o6HapymeHHH: ABcTpamrn.
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o7.

Brachylecithum

parr,1um

( Johnston, 1916) (no ,lJ.moHcrouy, 1916)
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Brachylecithum parvum (Johnston)
FIG. 4
Lyperosomum parvum Johnston, 1917, from
Strepera versicolor, N.S.W.
Brachylecithum parvum: Skrjabin & Evranova,
1953

Host. Petrochelidon nigricans.
Location in host. Liver and gall bladder.
Locality. Mannum, S. Au~t., February 1972.
Incidence . I of 2 birds from same locality at same
time.
Food of host includes insects.
Slides deposited. SAM V85, V86. Identification
based on seven balsam mounts. Other specimens
too twisted or broken to be of any use.
Host. Corvus me/lori.
Location in host. Bile duct and/or gall bladder.
Locality. Tas., September 1969.
Incidence. 29 specimens, in one of 48 birds from
Tas. (24 in July 1967, 24 in September 1969) .
In none of 9 Corvus mellori from S. Aust.,
1966-1970.
Food of host includes insects
Slides deposited. SAM V87, V88. Identification
based on 10 balsam mounts.
Since B. parvum has priority in Johnston's

(1917) paper, we have named the present
species, B. parvum.
At first examination it appears that acetabulum shape might distinguish specimens from
Petrochelidon and Corvus. Johnston described
the suckers of B. parvum as "rather longer than
broad". In a slide in T. H . Johnston's collection
labelled "Lyperosomum ?parvum, Strepera
versicolor", thought to be one of S. "I. Johnsto.n's preparations . the acetabulum measures
200 µm x 282 µm and shows, on one side. a
lateral projection which is a feature in some
of the species described here.
In each of four specimens from Petrochelidon in which both dimensions can be measured,
the acetabulum is distinctly wider than long.
and comes to a point on each _side ( Fig. 4).
In 6 of 7 specimen!-- from Corvus mellori the
acetabulu·m is longer than broad; in the seventh.
length and breadth are equal; in an eighth.
mounted partly laterally. there are indications
of the lateral projections. We conclude that
acetabular shape is variable. depending perhaps
on the muscular contraction of the organ . and
also 011 the mounting of the specimen.
The type of B parvum shows papillae on
the surface of the body, which were not mentioned by Johnston. They a~ pointed or
(mostly)~ounded; about 13 µm across the base
and 8 µ.m above the surface of the bo~y. They
may be present in the acetabular region, but
occur only very occasionally anterior to it.
Posterior to the acetabulum they are about 25
µ.m apart, in the vitelline regi~n about 53 µm
apart, diminishing to the postenor end.
Papillae similar in size and shape, and also
limited to the acetabular and post-acetabular
region, are present on the types of B. megastomum and B . harrisoni. They are present in
some specimens from Petrochelidon nigricans,
but not . in the specimens from Corvus. mellori,
which are not so well preserved.
Petrochelidon nigricans, although migratory,
breeds in Australia and is found in winter only
i.n New Guinea and the southwest Pacific, from
which areas Brachylecithum spp. have not been
recorded. Corvus me/lori is restricted to Australia.
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Dicrocoeliidae
Brachylecithum ,philipt,ineme~seJt+hAI .A11ol Kv ,,.J,. 1 I '1 '13
(Figs. 7, 8)
HoST: Tersiphone cyanescens ,(Sharpe),
blue paradise flycatcher (Passeriformes: Mussicapidae).
HABITAT: Small intestine (?).
LocALITY: Tarabanan Concepcion.
DATE: 14 May 1962.
SPECIME!li DEPOSITED: No. 72172 (holotype).
DIAGNOSIS ( based on one worm in dextrolateral view; measurements are length by
depth): Body elongate, narrow, extremities
rounded, 2,563 by 143 at vitellarian level
Forebody 420 long; hindbody 2,005 long; forebody-hindbody length ratio 1:4.8. Oral sucker
subterminal ventral, 141 by 100, with compact
muscle layer inside posterior, posterodorsal, and
posteroventral margins; preoral space 8 long;
acetabulum 138 by 95; sucker length ratio
1:0.98, depth ratio 1:0.95. Prepharynx absent;
pharynx very small, 29 by 32; esophagus 115
long; cecal bifurcation 120 preacetabular.
Testes two, smooth, round, tandem, 36 apart,
both 75 in diameter, anterior testis lying 95
postacetabular. Cirrus sac thick-walled, muscular. somewhat oval with narrower part anteriorly. 172 by 52. Seminal vesicle filling most
of cirrus sac. sinuous. Pars prostatica small,
surrounded by few prostate cells. Cirrus large.
protruded. Genital atrium shallow. Genital
pore median, at cecal bifurca.t:ion.
Ovary smooth, in tandem with testes, 77
hy 90, lying 97 posterior to posterior testis.
Vitellaria follicular, 'i n two short lateral fields
350 long, anteriormost limit at posterior margin
of ovary. Uterus filling most of hindhody,
with several loops between ovary and posterior
testis and one loop between testes. Metraterm
thick-walled, muscular, slightly shorter than
cirrus sac, opening into genital atrium just
anterior to male opening. Eggs numerous,
operculate, IO measuring 40-46 ( 43.1) by
20-26 ( 23.2).
D1scuss10N: This form appears closest to
B. haskokowi (lvanitsky, 1927) Strom, 1940,
B. filum (Dujardin, 1845) Strom and Sondak,
1935, and B. vanellicola (Layman, 1922)
Strom, 1940. B. baskokou;i differs in having
a larger sucker length ratio ( 1: 1.43), and much
larger pharynx ( 7 4 in diameter) and gonads
even though the adult worm is smaller (2,059
l~ng). B. filum differs in its much greater
size (7 mm long) with all structures correspondingly much larger, and in having larger
eggs ( 49-58 by 26-37). B. vanellicola differs
in having longitudinally elongate testes, the
ovary smaller than the testes, and c•ggs significantly smaller (22-31 by 18).

..

Dicrocoeliidae

Brachylecithum podargi...a.ip- AAlt;EJ,.. IIA/0 flA~So~
FIG. 6
Host. Podargus srrigoides.
Location in host. Bile ducts.
Locality. Moggill, Qld, 26. v.1970. Brisbane, Qld,
6.xi.1962.
Incidence. 2 birds from Qld. None of 11 birds
from S. Aust. and N.T.
Food of host includes beetles, other insects, and
spiders.
Ho/otype. SAM V92. ,
Parntyp1 s. SAM V93, Y94, V95 .
Description based on IO balsam. mounts of
mature specimens from Moggill. Immature
specimens from Brisbane were al~o examined .
Description
Body elongate. 4.3-5 .8 mm: forebody
slightly narrower than hindbody; hindbody
fairly uniform in width to behind vitellaria,
then narrowing gradually. Width or depth /
length ratio 1:24--1: 30 (1:28) . Without papillae on body surface. Acetabulum ( 199 :\ 154
µm). approximately in anterior eighth of body.
larger than oral sucker (172 x 155 µm) .
. slightly wider than body. wider than long.
sometimes coming to blunt point on each side.
Ph.irynx almost spherical : oesophagus bifurcating about midway between suckers; caeca dorsal, ending near posterior border of vitellaria
( In 5.0 mm specimen caeca ending 2.4 mm and
2.6 mm from hind end of body).
Testes rounded, contiguous or not, slightly
larger than ovary; anterior testis somewhat
posterior to acetabulum . Cirrus pouch arises
dorsal to anterior quarter of acetabulum;
seminal vesicle coiled: genital pore midway
between oral sucker and acetabulum. or
slightly nearer to latter.
o, ary. close to or separated from posterior
testis. situated in anterior two sevenths to one
fifth of body. Receptaculum seminis large, postovarian. Vitellaria cons_isting of 7-13 follicles
( up to 82 x 82 ,um and 94 x 59 µm) on each
•mle of body, post-ovarian. Uterus and male
Juct opening side by side at genital pore. Mean
egg size 47 x 24 µm.
B podargi differs from B . dacelonis in its
greater size, the more anterior position of its
acct:ibulurn. and in the longer eggs. It differs
from B . harrisoni (from Ninox novaeseelandi,u·. another night~flying bird, which may
cat the same foods as Podargus strigoides) in
rhc larger eggs, and the absence of papillae
from rhe bod)' surface.
The onl} Brachylecithum sp. previously
rccon.led
from
the Caprimulgiformes is
llrarlnl,·cirhum transversogenitalis sylvestris
Scmeno\. from Caprimulgus europaeus. From
the. measurements and figure given by Skrjabin
& EHanova ( I 953), this species differs from
B podargi in its shorter, much wider body
(y.iJth / length ratio 1 :8) and smaller eggs (2633 X ) 6 11.m).
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nBrachylecithum rarum (Travassos,1917)
Syn.: Lypersomu~ r~rum Trav.,1917
Olssoniella ~ (Trav.,1917) Trav.,1944
Hoqts: Celeuq flavescenq flavescens
Daen19 cayana cayana
Calo0~a cyanocephala cyanocephala
TCalopoz 3 festiY.§.)
Ce.M. DJCROC08LIJ DAE
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Genus BRACHYLECITHUM Strom, 1940
BRACBYLECITBUM RARUM (TravaBBos, 1917)
FIGURE

35, d, e

Lyperosomum rarum TRAvAssos, First Conf. Soc. Sud. Amer. Hig., pp. 738, 741-742,
fig. 4 ( 1916) , 1917.
BrachyZecithum r1wum STROM, Parasitol, Sborn. Zool. Inst. Akad. Nauk U.S.S.R.,

vol. 8, p. 183, 1940.
OZssonieZla rara TRAVAssos, Monogr. Inst. Oswaldo Cruz, No. 2, pp. 217-218, est.
84, figs. 1-3; est. 85, figs. 1-2, 1944.

Description.-Body of mature specimens large and robust, 4.50 to
6.90 mm. long by 0.30 to 0.49 mm. wide between acetabulum and vitellaria, slightly flattened dorsoventrally, with almost parallel sides and
rounded ends. Cuticle aspinose, but with prominent fingerlike tuberculations irregularly distributed over body except for region anterior
to genital pore. Oral sucker subterminal in position, large and muscular, 0.28 to 0.38 mm. long by 0.28 to 0.31 mm. wide. Acetabulum
weakly muscular, 0.29 to 0.35 mm. long by 0.29 to 0.41 mm. wide, with
shallow, saucerlike lumen in living or relaxed specimens, or with center protruded (fig. 35, e) so as to eliminate lumen in most fixed specimens, located in anterior sixth of body. Ratio of width of oral sucker
to acetabulum 1 : 1.05 to 1 : 1.34. Prepharynx absent. Pharynx muscular, globular, longer than wide, 0.09 to 0.11 mm. long by 0.08 to 0.10
mm. wide. Esophagus slender, straight to slightly wavy, bifurcating
from one-half to three-fourths of distance from oral sucker to acetabulum. Ceca of medium width, fairly thick-walled, straight to
slightly wavy, passing dorsal to acetabulum, dors·al to lateral margins
of gonads and dorsal to vitellaria, terminating unevenly near body
middle, with ends forming distended pouches. Excretory pore
terminal. Excretory vesicle thin-waJled, tubular, extending anteriad
to near anterior limits of vitellaria. Genital pore medium, ventral to
intestinal bifurcation. Testes rov...td to oval, equal in size, 0.17 to 0.32
mm. in diameter, situated in boil y uidline, with one directly behind
the other. Anterior testis separated from acetabulum by three to six
transverse loops of uterus; postl·· ior testis usually separated from
anterior one by a single dorsoventral loop of uterus. Vasa e:fferentia
arising from dorsomedial surfaces' of testes and uniting just posterior
to caudal margin of acetabulum to form an almost straight vas deferens. Cirrus sac elongated-pyriform, 0.18 to 0.25 mm. long by 0.07
to 0.10 mm. wide, containing a coiled seminal vesicle, ejaculatory duct
surrounded by prostatic gland cells and eversible cirrus. One-third
to one-half of cirrus sac lies dorsally to acetabulum. Ovary transversely oval in shape, 0.11 to 0.18 mm. long by 0.14 to 0.21 mm. wide, situated in middle of body and separated from posterior testis by one to
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four transverse loops of uterus. Seminal receptacle small, globular,
situated entirely posterior to ovary. Mehlis' gland diffuse, located
posteromedial to seminal receptacle. Laurer's canal not observed.
Vitellaria consisting of 7 to 14 large oval to rounded, discrete follicles
on each side of body, tending to meet ventrally at anterior limits and
occupying zone immediately posterior to Mehlis' gland. Uterus much
convoluted, filling most of body posterior to vitellaria, then passing
forward ventrally to vitellaria and ovary ( in two specimens the uterus
passes dorsally to the ovary) by undulating course, dorsally between
ovary and posterior testis, dorsally to both testes and acetabulum to
genital pore. Mature ova dark brown, fully embryonated when oviposited, 44µ. to 57µ. long by 23µ. to 33µ. wide.
Adddtional host.-Pipilo erythroplithalmus (Linnaeus).
H ahitat.-Liver and bile ducts.
Localities.-VrnmNIA: Mountain Lake; NoRTH CAROLINA: Highlands.
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BRACBYLECITBUM SEIURICUM,
FIGURE 37,

Orf

i;;;.oi~

3 &y, d) If.r,

Diiignosis.-Body flattened dorsoventrally, elongated, 1.79 to 2.37
mm. long by 0.18 to 0.29 mm. wide in region between anterior testis
an~ vitellaria,_ ':ith almost parallel sides and rounded or slightly tape~mg extremities. Musculature of body weakly developed. Cuticle
thin, ~spinose, with fine transverse ridges. Small sensory papillae on
margms of body in some specimens. Oral sucker subterminal to inconspicuous liplike protuberance, weakly muscular, 0.11 to 0.14 mm.
in diameter. Acetabulum weakly muscular, protrusible, 0.14 to 0.19
mm. in diameter, with shallow saucerlike lumen or with center protruded far enough to obliterate lumen ( fig. 37, b) in anterior fourth
of body. Ratio of diameter of oral sucker to acetabulum 1: 1.2 to 1.5.
Prepha_rynx absent. Pharynx muscular, globular, relatively small,
approximately ?.03 mm. in diameter. Esophagus very thin-walled,
slender, approximately 0.19 to 0.20 mm. long, bifurcating just in front
of or dorsal to cephalic margin of acetabulum. Ceca thin-walled, difficult to visualize in fixed specimens, of medium width, ~raight to
slightly wavy, terminating unevenly just in front of vitellaria or somewhere within vitelline zone. Excretory pore terminal. Genital pore
median, anterior to bifurcation of intestine, from one-half to threefourths the distance from oral sucker to acetabulum. Testes approximately equal in size, 0.06 to 0.18 mm. long by 0.07 to 0.15 mm. wide,
round to oval, with smooth to slightly lobed margins, slightly oblique
in position. Anterior testis immediately posterior to acetabulum or
depending on state of contraction of body, may be separated from that
organ by one to three uterine loops. Posterior testis entirely behind
zone of anterior testis. Cirrus sac elongated-pyriform, 0.13 to 0.15
mm. long by 0.04 to 0.05 mm. wide, containing convoluted seminal
vesicle, ejaculatory duct, and eversible cirrus, extending posteriorly
far enough for one-third to two-thirds of its length to lie dorsally to
acetabulum. Ovary entire, round to transversely oval, 0.04 to 0.08
mm. long by 0.08 to 0.11 mm. wide, on midline or -slightly to one or
other side of that line, separated from posterior testis by one or two
loops of uterus. Seminal receptacle globular, entirely posterior to 1
ovary, against dorsal body wall. Mehlis' gland and yolk reservoir
median to seminal receptacle. Laurer's canal not observed. Vitellaria (fig. 37, o-f) consisting of 6 to 14 large irregular masses of yolk
cells, individual masses joined together by distinct d~cts and glands
usually joined across body at their anterior limits to form a wide connecting bridge just beneath dorsal body wall. Uterus greatly convoluted, with rather indistinct loops, filling most of body posterior to
vitellaria, passing anteriorly between and ventrally to vitellaria, ventrally to middle or either margin of ovary, to dorsal side of body between posterior testis and ovary, either right or left side of posterior
testis between testes, dorsally to acetabulum where it forIIlS several
loops before reaching genital pore. Mature ova few in number, dark
brown in color, 39µ. to 44µ. long by 22µ. to 28µ. wide.
H ost.-Seiwrus aurooapillus (Linnaeus).
Habitat.-Liver.
Looality.-VIRGINIA : Mountain Lake.
Type speoimen.-U.S.N.M. Helm. Coll. No. 37118.
Remarks.-Braohyleoithum seiuricwm is described from 18 specimens from the liver of one of 14 ovenbirds, Seiwrus awrooapillus. In
its combination of characters of having a slender body with suckers
approximately equal in size, testes not exceeding acetabulum in size,
ovary slightly smaller than testes, ceca not extending posterior to
vitellaria, genital pore anterior to intestinal bifurcation and the fused
vitellaria, B. seiuri<JU/ll1, is unique among the already described species
of the genus. From B. americanwm and B. moorei, which it superficially resembles, B. aeiwrifJlllm is readily distinguished by its more
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Brachylecithum strigosum
CH

H

oH

Xo3a1rn: 30JIOTHCTaH m;ypKa

neqeHl'I.

MecTo o6HapymeHHH: AcppHKa

(ErmrnT).

n H ca H He

Bu A a

121 TOHKOe, Hl'ITeBH):(HOe,
MepHoii m121p121Hhl

1899)

(Merops apiaster).

JloKaJIH3aD;HH: iR0JlqHI,I0 XO):(IJ

0

(Looss,

Dicrocoelium strigosum Loose, 1899; Olssoniella strigosa
(Looss, 1899) Travassos, 1944
(PHC. 72)

HMM:

(0,5

3,5

(no Jlooccy,

1899).

Teno qpe3BJ:,1qaiiHo HemHoe

MM ):(Jil'IHIJ lI II01IT121 Ha BCeM npoT.JI1ReH121121 paBHO-

MM). 3al];H121H KOHen HeCKOJihKO cymeH. RyT121KyJia rJia):(-

Ka.JI. PoToBa.JI np121COCKa 8aH121MaeT BCIO m121p121Hy nepe):(Hero KOH:a;a l'I HaKJIOHeHa
K

6pmmHoii

CTopoHe.

EpromHa.JI np121C6CKa HeCKOJII,KQ KpynHee l'I Jiem121T y

KOH:a;a r epBoii 11eTBepT121 o6m;eii ):(JI121Hhl TeJia.
(OKOJIO

0,04

MMeeTCH MaJieHhK121H cpap121HKC

MM), KOTOphlii nepeXOl];HT B KOpOTK121H rmm;eBOl];. R121me1IHhle BeTB121,

IIOBHl];121MOMY, He COBCeM ):(OXOl];HT ):(0 3a):(Hero KOH:a;a TeJia. · IloJIOBOe OTBepcT121e
.,'Iem121T Me):(121aHHO II03al];121 pa3BHJIKa K121meqHl'1Ka. 06a MaJieHhKl'IX nonepe1IHOOBaJihHhlX CeMeHH121Ka JiemaT Hel];aJieKo Apyr OT Apyra, TQTqac II03al];121 6p1omHOH np121COCK121. IIepeA 6p1omHOH np121COCKOH Jiem121T BepeTeHOB121l];Ha.JI IIOJIOBa.JI
6ypca, BHYTP121 KOTopo:ii noMem;aeTCH 1218B121Toii ceMeHHoii ny3hlpeK. Eon1,moii
HiineB121):(HhlH .JI121qH121K Jiem121T II03al];121 CeMeHH121KOB; II03a):(121 .JI121qH121Ka pacnoJIOmeHo Ten1,ne Mennca. OT 00T121na MaTKa 121l];eT MHoroq121cJieHHhlM121 H8BIIBaM121
cnepBa Ha3a):( AO 3a):(Hero KOHUa Tena, 3aTeM noBopa11121BaeT TaK121M me o6pa30M
o6paTHO Knepel];H. 06hlKHOBeHHO BC.JI 3a)l;HHH IIOJIOB121Ha TeJia rycTo HallOJIHeHa
HHUaM121. H3al];l'I OT .JI121qH121Ka MaTKa em;e 3aIIOJIHHeT npocTpaHCTBO Meml];y HFIM,
CeMeHHHKaM121 121 6promHoii np121COCKOH, a 3aTeM HanpaBJI.JieTCH K IIOJIOBOMY OTBepCT121IO. iReJITQqH121KJil JiemaT II03a)l;121 H1211lmrna, no CTopoHaM TeJia. Mx q>OJIJilIKYJihl AOBOJihHO KpynHhle 121 HeMHoroq121cJieHHhle, TaK qTo y

cBem121x oK3eMnJIH-

poB lIX MOiRHO TQJII,KO C TPYAOM pacno3HaTh MeiRAY MHoro11121eJieHHhlM12I HHI.J.aM121 •
.H:iina 121MeIOT TeMHOI·<Op121qHeByIO OKpacKy; l'IX pa3Mep

0,025

0,042

MM l];JIHHhl 121

MM IDl'lp121Hhl.

JI HT e p a Ty p a :_ Looss,_ 1899, cTp. 727; Travassos, 1944, cTp. 208.
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BRACHYLECITBUM STUNKARDI (Pande, 1939), new combination
FIGURE 38,

b

Lyperosomum stunkardi p ANDE, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. India, vol. 9, pp. 16-19,

fl.gs. 1-2, 1939.
Olssoniella stunkardi TRAVAssos, Monogr. Inst. Oswaldo Cruz, No. 2, p. 221, est.

83, fig. 4 ; est. 85, fig. 3, 1944.

Desmption-Body muscular, . cylindric~! to slightly fl_attened,
with rounded anterior and tapermg poster10r ends, measurmg 2.82
to 3.98 mm. long by 0.22 to 0.30 mm. wide in region of vitellaria.
Cuticle thick, aspinose, finely wrinkled transve~sely. Oral suc~er
0.16 to 0.23 mm. in diameter, muscular, subtermmal to a short hplike projection. Acetabulum 0.19 to 0.28 mm. long by 0.22 to 0.35
mm. wide, located one-sixth to one-seventh of body length from anterior end; fairly muscular, somewhat protrusible, with center often
protruded so as to obliterate its lumen; with a small, flat appendage
on each lateral margin. Ratio of width of oral sucker to acetabulum
1 : 1.35 to 1 : 1.75. Pharynx muscular, 0.05 to 0.07 mm. in diameter.
Esophagus in relaxed specimens narrow, 0.20 to 0.32 mm. long,
straight to slightly wavy, bifurcating dorsal to cephalic margin .of
acetabulum. Ceca slender, becoming bulbous toward posterior ends
in some specimens, slightly sinuous, terminating at different levels,
from one-fourth to one-half the distance from vitellaria to posterior
end of body. Excretory pore terminal. Excretory vesicle tubular,
voluminous, and somewhat sinuous, extending anteriorly to level of
posterior vitelline follicles. Genital pore median, about two-thirds
of distance from oral sucker to acetabulum, and well in front of
intestinal bifurcation. Testes large, 0.10 to 0.36 mm. in greatest
diameter, round to oval, the long axis varying with state of contraction, located one directly behind the other and occupying almost
entire width of body. Anterior testis separated from acetabulum by
6 to 9 loops of uterus in relaxed specimens; posterior testis separated
from anterior testis by a single uterine loop. Cirrus sac large, bulbshaped, 0.14 to 0.19 mm. long by 0.07 to 0.09 mm. wide, containing a
convoluted seminal vesicle, ejaculatory duct and muscular eversible
cirrus, situated so that the posterior one-half to three-fourths of its
length lies dorsally to acetabulum. Ovary transversely oval, 0.07
to 0.19 mm. long by 0.15 to 0.25 mm. wide, situated immediately behind posterior testis and separated from it by a single uterine loop.
Seminal receptacle globular, 0.05 to 0.08 mm. in diameter, immediately posterior to ovary. Mehlis' gland large, situated posterolaterally
to seminal receptacle. Laurer's canal not observed. Each vitellaria
composed of 8 to 12 large ovoid follicles, located immediately posterior to Mehlis' gland and beginning at about equator of body.
Uterus convoluted, filling greater part of body posterior to vitellaria, then passing ventral or to either side of ovary, dorsal or to
either side of posterior testis, between testes or dorsal to anterior
testis, to form 6 to 9 lateral loops before passing to genital pore.
Mature ova light to dark brown, 30µ. to 41µ. long by 21µ. to 27p. wide
(38µ. to 45µ. by 28>' to 33µ. before preservation).
H ost.-Oyanocitta cristata (Linnaeus).
H abitat.-Liver.
Localitiea.-TExAs: Houston; VIRGINIA: Mountain Lake.
Materia'l.-A specimen has been deposited in United State National
Museum, Helm. Coll. No. 36795.
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Remarka.-Brachykcithum stunkardi is described here from 16
young specimens obtained from the liver of a ~lue ja~, Oyanoa~tta
criatata collect.ed at Houston, Tex., and 9 specimens Just reachmg
sexual ~aturity from the same host obtained at Mountain Lake, Va.
Since this trematode was found in only two (7.7 percent) of 26 blue
jays examined from various localities, it apparently is not very common in this host.
The material in the present collection, although slightly smaller
and possibly younger, agrees very closely with that described by
Panda ( 1939) in (1) shape of the body; (2) size, shape, and relative
position of the suckers; (3) size, shape, and relative position of geniHELMINTH PARASITES OF BIRDS-DENTON AND BYRD
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tal organs; (4) position of the genital pore; (5) position and shape
of vitellaria; ( 6) course of the uterus; and (7) size of ova. Our
material differs from Panda's i!). having the intestinal bifurcation
more posterior in position; it lies dorsal to the cephalic portion of the
acetabulum, with the result that the genital pore is anterior to the
intestinal bifurc~tion in our specimens, while it is posterior to the
bifurcation in the material described by Pantle.
Brachylecithum eophonae described by Y amaguti ( 1941) from a
finch, Eophona personata, seems to differ from B. stunkardi only in
having slightly larger ova. We consider the two forms to be synonymous. Furthermore, we are of the opinion that the material from
Oorvus aorone described briefly and figured by Braun (1902, plate 6,
figure 66) as Lyperosomum sp. is unquestionably a representative of
B. stunkardi.
Brachylecithum stunkardi is closely related to B. lobatum (Railliet, 1900) and may possibly be a synonym of it. As pointed out by
Travassos (1944, pp. 210-212) considerable confusion concerning the
characteristics of B. lobatum exists, resulting from authors' confusing it with L. longic(JJU,da (Rudolphi, 1809), and possibly with other
similar forms that occur in the same host group. Until adequate descriptions of B. lobatum and L. longicauda are available for comparison and the confusion concerning these forms is cleared up, we feel
justified in retaining B. stunkardi as a separate species.
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Brachylecithum stunkardi (Pantle, 1939)
CH Ho H HM LI; Lypcrosomum stunkardi Pantle, 1939; Olssoniella stunkardi
(Pantle, 1939) Travassos, 1944
(P1rn. 73)

Xo3mrn: coiiKa (Garrullus lanceolatus).
JloKaJill381J;lIH: meJI"CIHI,Ie npOTOKII.

MecTo o6HapymeHmi: FIH.u;11.a.
0 n II c a H II e B 11 .u; a (no IlaH,u;e, 1939). ,IJ;JI11Ha TeJia 5,8-6,6 MM
np11 MaKCIIMaJII,HOE: m11p11He 0,21-0,27 MM. Teno y,u;JI11HeHHOe, HHTeBll,IJ;HOe,
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Brachylecithum transversogenitalis
(Semenov,

(Layman,

1922) S']Jlvestris

1927)

C n H o H n M: Lyperosomum transversogenitalis (Layman, 1922)
sylvestris Semenov, 1927
(Pnc. 75)
Xo3H1rn: ofo,IKHOBeHHhlii K03op;oii
JloKaJIJ!I3an;1rn:

(Caprimulgus europaeus).

lli0JI1IHhl0 XO)J;hl.

MecTO o6Hapymemrn: CCCP (CMoJieHcKaH
0

n 1!I ca H 1!I e

B 1!I ;::i; a

np1!I MaKCHMam,Hoii m1!Ip1!IHe
HO paCID1!IpHeTCH

B

(no CeMeHoBy,

0,34 MM.

o6JiaCTJ!I

2,7-2,8

0, 17 x 0,22

MM J:I;JIHHhl,

)J;OCTiilrl'/.H MaKCJ!IMaJibHOH

3aTeM no HanpaBJI0HJ!IIO K

HeCKOJibKO CYllililBaeTCH. PoTOBaH np1!ICOCKa
np1!ICOCKa -

TeJio

IIepe;::i;HJ!Iii KOHen; 011em, Y3K1!IH, nocTeneH-

6promHOH np1!ICOCKJ!I,

ID1!Ip1!IHhl Ha ypoBHe CeMeHHJ!IKOB,
6promHaH

o6Jiacn).

1927).

MM.

nonepe1IHO-OBaJibHOH <popMhl, ):I;OCTJ!IraIOT

3a):I;H0MY KOHD.Y

0,22 MM )J;JIJ!IHhl Iii 0,17

<Dap1!IHKC

0,25

MM ID1!Ip1!IHbI;

He6oJibillOH.

MM ):I;JIJ!IHhl Iii

0,4

CeMeHHJ!IKFI

MM m1!Ip1!IHbI,

JiemaT no3a):I;J!I 6promHOH np1!ICOCRJ!I, conp1!IRaCaHCb p;pyr C ;::i;pyroM. 0HJ!I OT)1;0JI0Hhl OT 6pIOIDHOH np1!ICOCKJ!I neTJIHMJ!I MaTRJ!I. IloJIOBaH 6ypca rpymeBJ!I)J;HaH.
IloJIOBOe OTBepCTJ!Ie Jl0lli1!IT Ha cepep;J!IH0 Memp;y ABYMH np1!ICOCKaMJ!I.
H1!I1IHJ!IK nonepe1IHO-OBaJibHOH q>OpMhl, HaXO)J;J!ITCH no3a)J;J!I 3a):I;H0I'O ceMeHHJ!IKa, OT):I;0JlHHCb OT Hero neTJIHMJ!I MaTKJ!I • .I];JIJ!IHa HJ!IlJHJ!IKa
p1!IH0 0,19 MM.

0, 14

MM nplil IDH-

llieJITO'IHJ!IKJ!I COCTOHT 1!13 KPYIIHhlX <poJIJIIilKYJIOB; OHH paCIIOJ10,-I{0Hbl II03a):I;J!I HJ!IlJHJ!IKa B BH)1;0 TpeyroJibHHRa, OCHOBaHHe KOToporo o6paID;eHo B CTopoHy
HJ!I1IHHKa, 3aH1!IMaH rrpocTpaHCTBO OT

0, 16

AO

KJ!I JielliaT Brrepe;::i;Iil nepep;Hero CeMeHHHKa;

0,28

MM. lfaBHJlllCThle rreTJIH MaT-

3aTeM OHll npoxop;HT B0HTpaJibHO

OT rrepe;::i;Hero CeMeHHHKa, OI'Iil6aroT C JieBoii CTOpOHhl 3ap;HHH C0M0HHHK,

HH1l-

HHK ll 3anOJIHHIOT BCe CBo6op;Hoe rrpocTpaHCTBO B 3ap;Heii 1laCTH TeJia.
Hiin;a

0,026-0,033

MM ):I;JlllHhl H

0,016-0,0165

MM mHpHHbl.

JI n Tep a Ty pa: JlHHMaH, 1922; CeMeHOB, 1927.
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BRACHYLECITHUM TUBERCULATUM, new species
FIGURE

35, f-h

&

'D~Ylto.-,

J
13 y jq l~ I

Diagnosis.-Body of mature specimen elongated-cylindrical, with
rounded anterior and tapering posterior ends, 1.93 to 3.43 mm. long
by 0.17 to 0.20 mm. wide in region of testes. Cuticle aspinose, with
numerous close-set conical tuberculations irregularly distributed over
body except in region of oral sucker Oral sucker subterminal, weakly
muscular, elongated-oval in shape, 0.11 to 0.18 mm. long by 0.10 to 0.13
mm. wide, with oral opening directed ventrally. Acetabulum weakly
muscular, 012 to 0.15 mm. in diameter, with shallow saucerlike lumen
(fig. 35, g) in living and contracted specimens, or with center protruded (fig. 35, h), obliterating lumen in most fixed specimens, located
in anterior fifth of body. Ratio of width of oral sucker to acetabulum
1: 1.18 to 1: 1.37. Prepharynx absent. Pharynx muscular, longer
than wide, 0.03 to 0.05 mm. long by 0.03 to 0.04 mm. wide. Esophagus
very thin-walled, slender, straight to slightly wavy, bifurcating :from
one-half to two-thirds distance from oral sucker to acetabulum. Ceca
narrow, very thin-walled (visible only in sectioned specimens), slightly
undulating, passing dorsally to acetabulum, dorsally to margins of
testes and dorsally to vitellaria, terminating unevenly just posterior to
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last follicles of vitellaria. Excretory pore terminal. Genital pore
median, one-half to two-thirds distance from oral sucker to acetabulum, ventral to or slightly anterior to intestinal bifurcation. Testes
round to elongated-oval, equal in size, measuring 0.12 to 0.28 mm. long
by 0.08 to 0.16 mm. wide, situated one directly behind other, occupying
most of width of body. Anterior testis touching acetabulum or separated from it by one or two loops of uterus; posterior testis contiguous
with anterior testis. Cirrus sac elongated-pyriform, 0.13 to 0.15 mm.
long by 0.05 to 0.06 mm. wide, containipg coiled seminal vesicle, ejaculatory duct surrounded by prostatic gland cells and eversible cirrus,
from one-third to one-half its length lying dorsally to acetabulum.
Ovary round to oval in shape, smaller than testes, 0.05 to 0.10 mm. long
by 0.07 to 0.10 mm. wide, located on midline immediately behind posterior testis or separated from that organ by one to three loops of uterus.
Seminal receptacle larger than ovary, immediately posterior to ovary.
Vitellaria consisting of 8 to 10 medium-sized, ovoid follicles on each
side of body, occupying zone posterior to seminal receptacle. Uterus
much convoluted, filling body posterior to vitellaria, passing anteriorly
between and ventrally to vitellaria, ventrally to middle or to one or
other margin of ovary, dorsally between ovary and posterior testis,
dorsally to both testes and acetabulum, then following straight or
slightly undulating course to genital pore. Metraterm weakly muscular, equal in length to cirru8 sac. Mature ova very dark brown,
embryonated when oviposited, 36µ. to 40µ long by 21µ. to 27µ. wide.
H ost.-Wilsonia oanadensis (Linnaeus).
H abitat.-Liver.
Looality.-VmoINIA: Mountain Lake.
Type speoimen.-U.S.N.M. Helm. Coll. No. 37117.
Remarks.-Braohyleoithwm tuberculatwm is described from eight
specimens obtained from the liver of two of six Canada warblers,
Wilsonia cana,densis, from Mountain Lake, Va. The species shows a
closer affinity to B. rarwm (Travassos, 1917) than to the other members
of the genus in that its body is covered with tuberculations. As compared with this large robust species, B. tuberculatwm is a small delicate form that possesses differently shaped and more numerous tuberculations, inconspicuous ceca, proportionately larger testes, a different
.type of vitellaria and a uterus which follows a different course in
ascending to the genital pore.
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Brachylecithum uigurica

Evranova,

1952 1

CH Ho H HM: Brachylecithum sp. Strom, 1940
(PHC. 76)
Xo3HHH: poraTI,ni maBopoHoR (Eremophila
JloRaJI:a3a:a;:aH: meJJlIHhle npoTORH II01I0HH.
MecTo 06Hapymemu1:

CCCP

penicillata ·albigua). ·

(R:apm3HH).

0

n :a c a H :a e
B :a )]; a
(no IIlTpoMy, 1940). He6om,ma.a TpeMaTo,u;a,
3,3 MM )];Jl111Hhl 111 0,3 MM m:ap111Hhl Ha YPOBH0 .fIH1IH111Ra. ffyT:aRyJia 6e3 ill111llOB.
,Il;111aMeTp cy6TepMHHaJII,HOH pOTOBOH np111COCRH 0,20 X 0, 18 MM. Pa3Mep
6promHoi np111cocR:a 0,22 X 0,26 MM. PaccTo.aH:ae Mem)];y np:acoc1wi 111 nepe)];HHM ROHD;OM Tena 0,4 MM. <l>apHHRC MaJieHI,R111H, RpyrJihlH, 0,065 MM B )];HaM0Tpe. Ilmn;eBO)]; MOlliHO npoCJI0)];HTI, ):(0 ' nepe)];H0I'O KOHD;a IIOJIOBOH 6ypchl,
I')];e OT Hero, ll0B111):(HMOMY, OTXO)];.fIT )];Ba RHill01IHhlX CTBOJia, IIJIOXO BlI)];Hhl0 Ha
npenapaTe.
,Il;Ba

nonepe1IHO-OBaJil>HhlX"l C0M0HH111Ra

JiemaT 0)1:HH 3a )];pyr.:nM Henocpe)];-

CTB0HHO no3a)];111 6promHoii np111cocR.:n, conp111Raca.ac1, Apyr c ApyroM; :ax pa3Mep
0,16 X 0,28 .:n 0,16 X 0,25 MM. He60JI1,ma.a noJioBa.a 6ypca (0,10 X 0,09 MM)
HaXO)];IITC.fI BIIep0)];H 6promHOH npHCOCR111 111 CB0111M )];HOM 3aXO)];lIT 3a ee nepe,u;HJilH Kpai. IloJioBoe OTBepcT111e OTRphlBaeTC.fI y pa3B111JIRa K1Iill01IH111Ra.
MaJI0Hl>RlIH OBaJil>HOH cpopMl,I .fIH1IHIIR HaXO,UIITC.fI Ha He6oJil>illOM paCCTOHHlI111 ll03a,n:a 3a)];H0I'O C0M0HHHRa, OT,U0JI0H OT IIOCJie,nHero Il0TJIHMII MaTR'.111. Ero
0::l RMAnl.J O OQ V () 1 Q 11n1r '}.H' i:>.TTTO'CJHliJRlif COC'J'O H'J' lifR HAMlH)T'O'CfJ2[CJTA-.:r1n..rv unurr-
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Dicrocoeliidae

Brachylecithum sp.
Host. Gymnorhina hypoleuca.
Location in host. Intestine.
Locality. Encounter Bay, S. Aust. January, 1966.
Incidence. 1 of 68 Gymnorhina spp. from S. Aust.;
none of 16 from A.C.T. or I from N.T.
Food of host includes beetles, ants, other insects,
and spiders. Two slides (one of a single specimen in four pieces. a second with two whole
worms and the anterior half of a third), University of Adelai~e Helminthological Collection

Two complete worms, one broken worm and
the anterior half of a fourth were found .
Although in poor condition, they were stained
and mounted. Although the caeca are not
visible the worms are referred to Brachy/ecithum.
Description
Long, narrow, cylindrical or sub-cylindrical
worms ( 2.9--4.2 mm) Width/ length ratio I :21 .
No papillae seen on bod) surface. Not possible
to measure testes and ovary but gonads
apparently in tandem, situated quite close to
acetabulum. Anterior margin of vitellaria 442
µ.m from acetabulum in each of 3 specimens.
Vitellaria, about seven, generally compact.
follicles (about 66 x 37 µm in size) on each
side of body.
The condition of these worms does not allow
a proper comparison with other species. It is
probably close to B. parvum, the type host of
which belongs to the same family as Gymnorhina, although it appears likely that the width/
length ratio is less than in B. parvum. In a
broken specimen the ratio of depth behind the
acetabulum to the sum of the lengths of the
four pieces was 1 : 3 5.
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Dicrocoeliidae

Brachylecithum-ttpp,,- F,·~·h,,,., 4,.,/ J,(~n/.-,.. , lt!f 7.3
HosTs: Streptopelia chincnsis tigrina (Temminck), spotted neck dove (Columbiformes:
Columhidae); Pitta erythrogaster thompsoni
Ripley and Rabor, red-breasted pitta (Passeriformes: Pittidae); Pitta s. sordida; Pycnonotus plumosus cinereifrons (Tweeddale),
large olive bulbul ( Passeriformes: Pycnonoti- .
dae).
HABITAT: Small intestine (?).
LOCALITY: Tarabanan Concepcion.
DATES: 12, 14, 15 May 1962.
D1scuss10N: Two incomplete worms were
recovered from one P. sordida and one incomplete worm from each of the other host
species. More than one species of trematode
appear to be present, but allocations are not
possible.

Brodeniini ~ VIIM.46tJTI" I f51
Tribe diagnosis. - Dicrocoeliidae, Dicrocoeliinae: Body elongate,
enlarged laterally and serrate marginally at level of ovary and vitellaria.
Oral sucker and acetabulum comparatively small, esophagus short,
ceca half-long. Testes side by side, contiguous, posterodorsal to acetabulum. Cirrus pouch comparatively large, preacetabular. Genital pore
postpharyngeal. Ovary submedian, immediately posttesticular. Vitellaria
clustered in posttesticular lateral fields. Uterus occupying most of
hindbody.

D1crocoel11dae
Broden1a Gedoelet, 1913
D1crocoel1idae of lanceolate shape, presenting in the
anterior middle part of the body a notable enlargement
limited latterally by a serrated tooth-like edge; testicles
spnmetrical and contiguous; loops of the intestine terminate
a great distance at the posterior extremity of the body.
Parasites of the pancreas of primates.
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Brodenia serrata

Gedoelst,

1913

(PJiIC. 79)
Xo 3mrn: o6e3bJIHa (Cercocebus sp.)
Jl0Ramrnau1rn: no;u,meJiy;u,011HaJI meJie3a.
MecTo o6Hapymemrn: Aq>p1rna (EeJibn1:iicRoe H'.oHro).
0 n H ca H II e B n ;u, a (no TpaBaccocy, 1944). TeJio ;u,ocTuaeT
;IJ.JIIIBbl, np11 MaRCIIMaJibHOH nrnpnHe

1,4

MM B cpe;u,Heii CBoeii

4-5

qaCTII.

MM

TeJio

ROIIb0Bl'I;IJ.HOe, COCTOl'IT 113 Tpex 11acreii: 1) ROHll1I0CROH, cnepe;u,11 3aRpyrJieHBOH nepe;u,neii 11aCTII ;IJ,JIIIHOIO 1,3 MM l'I m11p11HOIO 0,85 MM), 2) cpe;u,neii BepeT0HOBIIJJ:HOH 11aCTII, RpaH ROTopoii necyT OROJIO 15
B ;IJ,JIIIHY 1,6 MM np11 m11p11He 1,4 MM II, HaROH0U,

3y61111ROB, ;IJ.OCT11ra10m:eii
3a,II.Heii 1IaCTII C TYIIbIM

3)

TepM11HaJibHbIM ROH'IIIROM, ;IJ,JlllHOIO 2, 1 MM, np11 m11p11He 0,83 MM.
B npoq>IIJib TeJIO 06pa3yeT yroJI, Bepm11Ha ROToporo 3aHJITa 6promHOH np11COCROH.
H'.yTnRyJia rJia;u,RaJI, HeBoopymenHaJI. EpmmHaJI np11cocRa Jiem11T Ha rpaH11ue nepe;u,neii n cpe;u,neii 11acreii Terra n ;u,ocT11raeT 0,41-0,52 MM B mnp11Hy
II 0,38-0,46 MM B ;IJ,JlllHy. PoToBaJI np11cocRa mapOBl'I;IJ,HaJI, cy6TepM11HaJibHaH,
C OTBepcT11eM, HanpaBJieHHbIM ROCO Bnepe;n;; ;n;11aMeTp ee paBeH 0,30-0,32 MM.
CooTHomen11e Mem;u,y npHCOCI-< aMl'I 1 : 1,42. 3a poTOBOH np11COCROH CJie;n;yeT
RpyrJibIH <papHHRC ;n;naMeTpOM 0,14 MM. Ilnm:eBO)]; )];OCTIII'aeT B )];JIIIHY OROJIO
0,4 MM. H'.nme1IHbl0 CTBOJlbl rrpoCTble, m11poR11e, ORaH'IIIBaIOTCJI B cpe;n;Heii qaCTII TeJia. IloJIOBOe OTBepcT11e HaXO;IJ.IITCJI Ha Me;a;11aHHOH JIIIHl'Il'I, RIIepe;u,H OT
6nq>ypRaU1111 RHme1IHIIRa, Ha paCCTOHHlll'I OROJIO 0,27 MM OT poTOBOH np11cocRl'I, IloJioBaJI 6ypca RpynnaJI, rpymeBll)];HOH q>OpMbI, JI0iRl'IT Hal'ICROCb, ;IJ.OCTllraeT 0,67 X 0,24 MM. Ona co;u,epmHT u11ppyc, ROTOpbiii B BbIIIJI1IeHHOM coCTOJIHl'III ;IJ.OCTHI'aeT 0,27 MM ;IJ,JIIIHbl l'I 0, 11 MM m11p11Hbl, npocTaT111IeCRYIO
qaCTb ;IJ,JIIIHOIO 0,28 MM n ceMeHHOH IIY3bipeR ;IJ,JIIIHOIO 0,30-0,32 MM npH m11pnHe 0,12 MM. CeMeHHIIRH 9JIJIIIIICOBll)];Hble, JiemaT Ha 0/];HOM rop1130HTaJibHOM
ypoBHe, 1IaCT111IHO HaJieraJI Ha 6promnyro np11cocRy. OHII 11aCTll1IHO 3aXO;IJ,JIT
0,43-0,45 MM.
B o6JiaCTb RIIIDe1IHbIX CTBOJIOB n )];OCTHI'aIOT 0,67-0,083

x

:H111IHl'IR RpyrJiblii,

0,20-0,23

MM B ;n;HaMeTpe, npnJieraeT R 3a;IJ,H0MY Rparo

npaBOI'O ceMeHHHRa. llieJIT01IHl'IRII COCTOJIT 113 ;n;Byx BepereHOBl'I)];HbIX rpynn,
-c rJiy6oRIIMH JiaTepo-BeHTpaJibHbIMH JionaCTJIMII. llieJIT01IHble npoTOK0. coB;IJ.IIHJIIOTCJI Ha Me;n;11aHHOH JIIIHIIII, o6pa3yJI MaJieHbRIIH pe3epByap. JlaypepoB
I-<aHaJI He 6bIJI o6HapymeH. IleTJIII MaTRII 3aH11MaIOT BCIO 3a)];HIOIO 1IaCTb TeJia;
B nepe;n;HIOIO 1IaCTb TeJia npoHIIRaeT Jlllillb npHMOH Me;u,naHHbIH CTBOJI MaTRII,
06pa3y10m:11ii 113BIIJIHHbl JlHIDb Bnepe;n;11 6promnoii np11coCRl'I. .Hiiua C TOJICTOH
o6oJI01IROH meJITOBaTO-ROp111IHeBOI'O UBeTa II MaJIO 3aMeTHbIMJ!I Rpbime11RaM11;
RX pa3M0p

0,042-0,045

X

0,024

MM.

JI JiI T e p a T y p a: Gedoelst, 1913, cTp. 258; Travassos, 1944, cTp. 229-230.
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Fasciola laciniata Blainville, 1820; Distoma laciniatum (Blainville,
1820) Dujardin, 1845; Brodeniamaimonis Nicoll, 1927

CH Hon HM bl:

Xoa.mrn: MaHp;pIIJI (Papio sphinx, Papio maimon).
Jl0Kamrnan;m1: rrop;meJiyp;ollHaH meJieaa.
MeCTO o6HapymeHmI: fBIIH0H.
0 rr II ca H II e B II A a (11a Tpanaccoca, 1944). TeJio p;ocTI1raeT, no
,il;IOiKapp;eHy, 20 MM AJIIIHhl, a no fep;eJII,CTY - 13,5 MM.
Cpep;HHH ll8CTI, TeJia pacmI1peHa II CHa6meHa no KpaHM 7-8 ay6'CJIIK8MII.
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Brodenia laciniata (Blainville, 1820) Gedoelst, 1913
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